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APRESENTAÇÃO

Decidi apresentar uma análise crítica de alguns trabalhos desenvolvidos após

a conclusão do pós-doutoramento, no Instituto de Física Teórica - UNESP, em

continuidade aos trabalhos desenvolvidos no doutoramento, no Instituto de Física
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à tradicional tese de Livre-Docência elaborada por vários pesquisadores. A maioria

desses trabalhos foram desenvolvidos na UNESP, em parceria com a USP e a

Universidad de Valencia, desde 1997 até o momento.



A opção por esta sistemática, de leitura crítica dos trabalhos desenvolvidos,

visa ressaltar a contribuição dos referidos trabalhos para a área bem como as

perspectivas de sua continuidade ou extensão.
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Capítulo 1

Introdução

A tentativa de entender e descrever a Natureza é um desafio que o ser humano

se propõe a enfrentar e tem no conhecimento científico o seu maior aliado. A

divisão do conhecimento científico nas diferentes áreas se faz necessária à medida

que ampliamos e aprofundamos nossa capacidade de descrever os mais diferentes

fenômenos da Natureza. Mesmo tendo em vista a busca da unificação do conhe-

cimento produzido para que se atinja o objetivo inicial, e a consequente perda

da perspectiva geral, a eficácia da fragmentação se manifesta quando observado

o desenvolvimento das diferentes áreas das ciências. Na Física, cujos primórdios

se confundem com o desenvolvimento do próprio conhecimento científico, nossa

busca por descrever fenômenos físicos e utilizar a matemática como nossa estru-

tura a partir da qual nos comunicamos, nos levou, ao mesmo tempo, à separação

dos estudos em diferentes áreas e à busca de uma forma unificada de entendê-las

dentro dessas áreas. No caso da Física das Partículas Elementares essa unificação

faz parte do seu desenvolvimento. Assim, as propostas para se descrever as intera-

ções fundamentais da natureza convergem para sua expressão mais elaborada no
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chamado Modelo Padrão das Interações Fundamentais, que incluem as interações

eletrofracas e as interações fortes e, espera-se que em algum momento, a interação

gravitacional. Ou seja, a unificação aqui aparece como nossa meta, a partir da

qual, se supõe, teremos uma visão geral de todo o conhecimento produzido na

área e a partir do qual será possível responder às questões que nos são apresenta-

das pelos diferentes resultados obtidos em experimentos ou da observação direta

da natureza, em fenômenos astrofísicos. É nesse contexto que inciamos nossos

trabalhos de pesquisa, e seguimos, tentando entender questões que permanecem

à espera de respostas consistentes, sem perder de vista a possibilidade de contato

com outros temas de estudo na Física de Partículas Elementares. O foco de nossa

atenção está no Modelo Padrão das Interações Eletrofracas. Sempre buscamos

uma abordagem fenomenológica, tendo como base de nossos estudos os resultados

experimentais publicados pelas diferentes colaborações dos principais laboratórios

do mundo. Este tipo de trabalho deve, essencialmente, ser realizado em grupo,

visto que diferentes aspectos relacionados à teoria, análise dos resutlados expe-

rimentais, geração e uso de códigos computacionais são necessários. Os grupos

dos quais participei, contaram sempre com professores da UNESP, do Insituto

de Física da USP, da Universidad Católica do Chile, Universidad de Medellín,

Colômbia, Fundação Santo André e da Universidad de Valencia, Espanha. Assim,

iniciamos nossa apresentação com algumas considerações sobre o Modelo Padrão

das Interações Eletrofracas e, a seguir, passamos aos trabalhos desenvolvidos e

que queremos apresentar e tecer algumas considerações.
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O Modelo Padrão e algumas

extensões possíveis

O Modelo Padrão (SM) de interações eletrofracas tem sido testado em todos os

experimentos de altas energias. Todos os resultados experimentais encontrados

até o momento corroboram os resultados teóricos previstos. A geração de massa

das partículas elementares sempre foi um dos principais problemas nesse modelo.

O Mecanismos de Higgs, baseado na quebra da simetria SU(3) ⊗ U(1), tem

como consequencia o surgimento do bóson de Higgs, cuja descoberta foi uma das

principais empreitadas de grande parte dos físicos experimetais de altas energias,

e referencia para propostas de extensões do SM. Além desse aspecto, relacionado

à geração de massa das partículas elementares, outros não menos importantes e

intrigantes, também servem de guia para os estudos das possíveis extensões do

SM. Dentre aqueles que nos servem de referência estão a geração de massa para

os neutrinos no SM e a estabilidade da teoria a altas energias.

A recente descoberta do bóson de Higgs, como a último bloco fundamental do
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SM, na verificação das partículas previstas nesse Modelo, consolida o SM como a

base para a descrição das interações eletrofracas na escala de energia acessível nos

aceleradores. Assim, começam a ser respondidas duas das questões fundamentais

do SM: qual a origem das massas das partículas e qual a natureza da quebra

da simetria eletrofraca. Com o funcionamento do Large Hadron Collider (LHC),

temos a possibilidade de estudar ambas questões, a partir da análise dos dados,

que começam a ser publicadas. Tais resultados são de fundamental importância

no estudo das possíveis extensões do SM. Neste caso o objetivo é estudar a física

a energias mais altas que a escala de quebra da simetria eletrofraca. O anúncio da

detecção do bóson de Higgs permite que respostas possam surgir dessa análise de

dados coletados no período de funcionamento do LHC. Tais resultados certamente

serão utilizados para a discussão de outros pontos chaves a serem compreendidos

na busca de uma teoria unificada, a partir da qual aspectos associados à astrofísica

também possam ser considerados na elaboração dessa teoria. As extensões do

Modelo Padrão visam contribuir para esse estudo. Dentre as extensões propostas

para o SM, nos dedicamos, ao longo desses anos, principalmente, ao estudo de

duas delas. A primeira baseia-se na extensão do SM por meio da introdução

de acoplamentos anômalos na Lagrangeana. O aspecto a ser estudado aqui se

associa à estabilidade da teoria, ou seja, como a presença de termos que podem

interferir na renormalizabilidade da teoria tem efeito nos sinais em experimentos

de altas energias, a energias acessíveis nos aceleradores. Desse modo, estudamos

os sinais em aceleradores advindos desse tipo extensão, no sentido de estabelecer

possíveis limites sobre os acoplamentos associados a esses termos. A segunda,

e mais debatida na área de Física de Partículas e Campos, é o Modelo Padrão

Supersimétrico Mínimo (MSSM). Nesse modelo, se introduz uma nova simetria, a
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Supersimetria, cuja principal característica é a associação entre férmions e bosons,

de tal forma que toda partícula do SM tenha um parceiro supersimétrico, ou seja,

a cada férmion temos um bóson associado e a cada bóson, um férmion. Como não

foi observada até o momento, considera-se que a supersimetria esteja quebrada

à escala de energia acessível. Nosso interesse reside no fato de, na construção do

referido modelo, serem impostas "a priori"algumas simetrias, dentre elas a simetria

associada à conservação de número bariônico e leptônico, expressa na forma de

paridade, a chamada paridade R. Estudamos extensões do MSSM, nos quais a

paridade R não se conserva (BRpV), e analisamos as conseqüências da quebra

dessa simetria em aceleradores. Como consequência da quebra de paridade R,

a partícula supersimétrica mais leve pode decair. Estudam-se, principalmente,

duas possibilidades de se realizar tal quebra: explícita ou espontânea. No caso

da quebra espontânea, temos a geração de um bóson de Goldstone, o majoron,

a partícula mais leve, que acarretará no decaimento da partícula supersimétrica

mais leve. A quebra explícita também é estudada como um modelo efetivo, com-

parado ao caso da quebra espontânea. Nas extensões do MSSM onde a partícula

supersimétrica mais leve (LSP) pode decair, é possível acomodar a geração massa

para os neutrinos, cujos valores são compatíveis com os resultados experimentais

conhecidos, e nos quais a massa e os ângulos de misturas dos neutrinos podem

ser expressos em termos de parâmetros do modelo.

Nesses modelos, o sinal característico deixado no acelerador pela LSP ao decair

pode ser composto de multi-leptons ou multi-jets,a partir de um vértice deslo-

cado. De acordo com os resultados já obtidos a partir de simulações, uma ampla

região no espaço de parâmetros dos modelos pode ser testada nos aceleradores

em funcionamento. Nosso objetivo é o estudo detalhado das taxas de decaimento
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da LSP em modelos com quebra de paridade R nos cenários em que a quebra da

supersimetria é mediada por termos de origem gravitacional (mSUGRA), anômala

(AMSB) ou via termos de gauge (GMSB)em aceleradores (como foi realizado para

o Tevatron, o LEP e mas recentemente para o LHC), assim como os possíveis

limites sobre o setor de neutrinos desses modelos, tendo como base os resultados

experimentais fornecidos pelas colaborações associadas a esses experimentos. No

caso de modelos em física de neutrinos, o que se pretende é utilizar o resultado

obtidos nos aceleradores para estudar os possíveis limites sobre acoplamentos

e ângulos de mistura para os neutrinos, e contribuir para ampliar nosso conhe-

cimento na área de Física de Neutrinos, que abarca resultados de aceleradores,

assim como da Astrofísica.

Além dos estudos abrangendo estes dois aspectos citados, recentemente par-

ticipamos de estudos de sinais em aceleradores devido ao acoplamento do bóson

de Higgs com partículas de espín semi-inteiro e dimensão de massa 1, o chamado

Elko - Eigenspinoren des Ladungskonjugationsoperators. Sabendo que termos de

dimensão superior a 4 devem estar suprimidos por uma escala de massa funda-

mental e a renormalizabilidade da teoria deve ser mantida, o espinor Elko pode

ter auto acoplamento quártico ou se acoplar ao bóson de Higgs, aparecendo como

candidato para a matéria escura. Desse modo, pode-se estudar uma possível ex-

tensão do Modelo Padrão de forma a incluir os limites associados à Astrofísica

para matéria escura no Universo. Inclua-se nas características dos Elko a não

localidade, derivada na quebra de simetria de Lorentz associada a este tipo de

acoplamento.

Apresentamos a seguir, de forma resumida, algumas características relevantes

no caso das extensões consideradas, os resultados obtidos bem como a discussão
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das possibilidades e alternativas de estudos possíveis, quando for o caso. Incluimos

também os trabalhos produzidos, selecionados por sua importância e que incluem

referências sobre o assunto. Desse modo, optamos por indicá-las também como

as referências do trabalho que ora se apresenta.
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Acoplamentos Anômalos

A tentativa de descrever as interações fundamentais da Natureza em alta escala

de energia permitiria identificar os efeitos de uma teoria mais ampla, na qual seria

possível englobar o Modelo Padrão (SM), e, buscar indicações de uma proposta

de modelo unificado no qual seja possível abarcar as interações fundamentais

da Natureza. O primeiro passo nesse sentido é estudar possíveis sinais de nova

física, por meio da busca de seus efeitos a energias acessíveis atualmente nos

aceleradores, com o objetivo de propor possíveis extensões do SM. Uma das formas

de se buscar os efeitos dessa nova física em aceleradores é o estudo de extensões

realizados por meio da adição de termos na Lagrangeana, com o objetivo de

parametrizá-los. Assim, temos uma Lagrangena Efetiva, contendo operadores de

dimensão superior a quatro, que incluem os campos presentes na escala de energia

acessível, assegurando as simetrias do Modelo Padrão. Este tipo de extensão

consiste numa aproximação independente de quais modelos poderão ser propostos,

limitada por uma escala de energia, Λ, muito maior que a escala de energia na

qual os experimentos se realizam. Desse modo, a Lagrangeana na escala de energia

7
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dos aceleradores, pode conter termos associados aos efeitos das possíveis novas

interações a escala de energias mais altas. A forma da Lagrangeana, invariante

sob SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y é:

L = LSM +
∑

n=1...

f(n+4)

Λn
O(n+4) (3.1)

na qual LSM é a Lagrangeana correspondente do Modelo Padrão, Λ é a escala

característica da nova física e O(n+4) são os operadores locais de dimensão (n+4).

Como diferentes cenários podem gerar o mesmo tipo de operador, indicam-se os

diferentes acoplamentos efetivos fn+4. A classificação dos operadores indicados foi

realizada e, a partir dela, vários estudos sobre a possíveis implicações fenomeno-

lógicas no setor bosôsonico, assim como no setor fermiônico e no setor de gluons.

A análise do setor bosônico se faz, considerando-se todos os possíveis termos de

dimensão 6 que possam contribuir para os acoplamentos entre os bóson do Modelo

Padrão, isto é, γ, W +, W −, Z0 e H, invariantes sob o mesmo grupo de simetria

do Modelo Padrão. No caso do setor fermiônico o mesmo tipo de procedimento é

adotado, isto é, considera-se todos os termos de dimensão 6 que possam contribuir

para a modificação do acoplamentos desses férmions, tendo em vista as possíveis

restrições obtidas da análise de dados então conhecidos (LEP I, LEP II, Tevatron).

Nossa contribuição nesse aspecto foi o estudo de alguns acoplamentos anômalos,

com a finalidade de estabelecer os possíveis limites a partir desses dados.
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3.1 Acoplamentos Anômalos - e+e− → W +W −γ

Inicialmente estudamos os limites para os coeficientes dos termos de dimensão 6

da Lagrangena que parametrizam os possíveis efeitos da nova física no processo

e+e− → W +W −γ para energias acessíveis no LEP II e no NLC. Nesse estudo

incluimos todas as poíveis interações incluindo bosons vetoriais e o boson de Higgs,

levando em conta o estudo do "background"irredutível. A forma da Lagrangeana,

invariante sob SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y é:

L = LSM + 1
Λ2 (fW W W OW W W + fW W OW W + fW OW + fBBOBB + fBOB) (3.2)

na qual LSM é a Lagrangeana correspondente do Modelo Padrão, Λ é a escala

característica da nova física e O(n+4) são os operadores locais de dimensão (n+4)

associados às contribuições efetivas para o sinal estudado. Os operadores mencio-

nados são definidos da seguinte forma:

OW W W = Tr[ŴμνŴ νρŴ μ
ρ ] (3.3)

OW W = Φ†ŴμνŴ μνΦ (3.4)

OW = (DμΦ)†Ŵ μν(DνΦ) (3.5)

OBB = Φ†B̂μνB̂μνΦ (3.6)

OB = (DμΦ)†B̂μν(DνΦ) (3.7)

Incluimos nesse estudo os efeitos de polarição dos eletrons incidentes e dos W

finais e estudamos a distribuição de energia dos fótons para obtermos os referidos
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limites. Nesse caso, o interesse foi estudar o possível efeitos advindos de operadores

que não pudessem ser testados em processos de produção de pares de W . Para o

caso do bóson de Higgs com massa na faixa 170GeV<mH <300GeV, o espectro de

energia do fóton apresenta uma contribuição via acoplamento anômalo do Higgs.
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We present sensitivity limits on the coefficients of a dimension-6 effective Lagrangian that parametrizes the
possible effects of new physics beyond the standard model. Our results are based on the study of the process
e�e�→W�W�� at CERN LEP 2 and NLC energies. In our calculations, we include all the new anomalous
interactions, involving vectors and Higgs bosons, and take into account the standard model irreducible back-
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main physics goals of the CERN e�e� col-
lider LEP 2 and future e�e� colliders is to directly test the
gauge nature of couplings among the electroweak gauge
bosons. The process with a largest cross section at LEP 2
involving these couplings is the W-pair production
e�e�→W�W�, which is sensitive to the trilinear WW� and
WWZ couplings. The measurement of these couplings and
the sensitivity to possible deviations from the standard model
�SM� predictions have been extensively studied in the recent
years �1�.

The most general phenomenological parametrization for
these couplings �2� can be achieved by means of an effective
Lagrangian �3� that involves operators with dimension higher
than 4, containing the relevant fields at low energies and
respecting the symmetries of the standard model. The effec-
tive Lagrangian approach is a model-independent way to de-
scribe new physics that can occur at an energy scale � much
larger than the scale where the experiments are performed.

The effective Lagrangian depends on the particle content
at low energies and since the Higgs boson has not yet been
found, there are two logical possibilities to describe the new
physics effect at low energies. In one of them, the Higgs
boson can be light, being present in the higher dimensional
operators, in addition to the electroweak gauge bosons, and
the SM symmetries are linearly realized �4,5�. Alternatively,
the Higgs boson can be very heavy and it must be integrated
out at low energies. In this case, the relevant fields at low
energies are only electroweak gauge bosons and the SM
symmetries are realized nonlinearly �6�. Here we focus on a
linearly realized SUL(2)�UY(1)-invariant effective La-
grangian to describe the bosonic sector of the standard
model, keeping the fermionic couplings unchanged.

The same effective Lagrangian used to describe anoma-
lous trilinear gauge couplings can, in general, lead to anoma-
lous quartic interaction among gauge bosons and also to
anomalous couplings of these particles with the Higgs field.
All these interactions should also be investigated at LEP 2
and at the Next Linear Colliders �NLC� in order to search for
hints about the nature of the new physics described by these
higher dimensional operators.

New quartic gauge boson couplings have been studied
before in many different processes at future e�e�, e� , �� ,
e�e�, and pp colliders �7�. However, most of these previous
works have focused on the so-called genuinely quartic op-
erators, i.e., operators that give rise only to quartic gauge
boson interactions without altering the trilinear couplings
�8�. Since these operators do not appear in a dimension-6
linearly realized SU(2)L�UY(1) invariant effective La-
grangian �9�, they will not be considered here. Anomalous
Higgs boson couplings have also been studied before in
Higgs and Z boson decays �10�, in e�e� �11,12� and ��
colliders �13�.

The process with largest cross section in e�e� colliders
that also involves quartic couplings, and possibly anomalous
Higgs couplings, besides the trilinear couplings, is
e�e�→W�W�� . Therefore, it is the most promising chan-
nel to look for possible deviations from the standard model
predictions. This process has been considered by Bélanger
and Boudjema �8� and by Leil and Stirling �14� in the context
of genuinely quartic operators, where the Higgs and trilinear
couplings were set to the standard model values and 3� de-
viations in the total cross section were used to determine the
reach of this reaction. Grosse-Knetter and Schildknecht �15�
have considered the effect of a single higher dimensional
operator usually denoted by OW �see below� in the above
process, taking into account modifications on both trilinear
and quartic couplings. However, they assumed that the Higgs
boson mass lies above the energy region to be investigated
and therefore they disregarded its contribution.

The purpose of this work is to study the sensitivity to
these anomalous couplings of the process e�e�→W�W��
at LEP 2 and the NLC. We consistently include in our cal-
culations all new couplings introduced by the effective La-
grangian that has become widely adopted to describe new
physics beyond the standard model. In particular, this pro-
cess is sensitive to operators related to anomalous Higgs bo-
son couplings that do not affect the self-coupling of gauge
bosons and hence are not constrained by the LEP 2 measure-
ments of e�e�→W�W�. Therefore, the process
e�e�→W�W�� may provide important information about
these operators at the NLC.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review
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the framework of effective Lagrangians that we use to pa-
rametrize anomalous couplings and explain the methodology
used to study the W�W�� production. In Sec. III, we ana-
lyze the sensitivity at LEP 2 based on the total cross section.
In Sec. IV, we study the improvements arising from going to
NLC energies, the effects of having a polarized electron
beam, and the impact of being able to measure the W boson
polarization. We then concentrate on the analysis of opera-
tors which will not be probed by the e�e�→W�W� pro-
cess, obtaining limits based on the photon energy spectrum.
We present our conclusions in Sec. V.

II. EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN AND THE PROCESS
e� e� ˜W�W��

In order to write down the most general dimension-6 ef-
fective Lagrangian containing all SM bosonic fields, i.e., � ,
W�, Z0, and H , we adopt the notation of Hagiwara et al. �5�.
This Lagrangian has eleven independent operators in the lin-
ear representation that are locally SUL(2)�UY(1) invariant,
C and P even. We discard the four operators which affect
the gauge boson two-point functions at the tree level and
therefore are strongly constrained by LEP 1 measurements.
We also do not consider the two operators that modify only
the Higgs boson self–interactions, since they are not relevant
for our calculations. We are then left with five independent
operators, and the Lagrangian is written as

Leff�LSM�
1

�2
� f WWWOWWW� f WWOWW� f BBOBB

� f WOW� f BOB�, �1�

with each operator Oi defined as

OWWW�Tr�Ŵ	
Ŵ
�Ŵ�
	� , �2�

OWW��†Ŵ	
Ŵ	
� , �3�

OBB��†B̂	
B̂	
� , �4�

OW��D	��†Ŵ	
�D
��, �5�

OB��D	��†B̂	
�D
��, �6�

where � is the Higgs field doublet, which in the unitary
gauge assumes the form

��� 0

�v�H �/�2 � ,

and

B̂	
�i
g�

2
B	
 , Ŵ	
�i

g

2
�aW	


a , �7�

with B	
 and W	

a being the field strength tensors of the

U(1) and SU(2) gauge fields, respectively.
The operator OWWW contributes only to anomalous gauge

couplings, OWW and OBB contribute only to anomalous
Higgs couplings HZZ and HZ� , whereas OW and OB give

rise to both types of new couplings. Therefore, the existence
of anomalous trilinear gauge couplings could be related to
the anomalous quartic gauge couplings and Higgs interac-
tion, which are the subject of our investigation.

Studies of anomalous trilinear gauge boson couplings
from W-pair production will significantly constrain combina-
tions of the parameters f WWW , f W , and f B . However they
are ‘‘blind’’ with respect to f WW and f BB . We chose to study
the reaction e�e�→W�W�� since it is the process with the
largest cross section involving triple, quartic gauge boson
couplings and also anomalous Higgs-gauge boson couplings.
Therefore, it is also sensitive to f WW and f BB , offering an
excellent possibility for a detailed study of these couplings.

The standard model cross section for the process
e�e�→W�W�� was evaluated in Ref. �16�. When we ne-
glect the electron mass, Higgs contributions for this reaction
do not appear at tree level since the couplings H�� and the
HZ� are generated only at one loop �17,18�. Taking into
account these contributions, there are 16 Feynman diagrams
involved in the reaction e�e�→W�W�� , which are repre-
sented in Fig. 1 �the crossed diagrams are not shown� which
yields

�WW�
SM �46�418� fb, with E��20�5 � GeV

at �s�190 GeV,
�8�

�WW�
SM �144 fb, with E��20 GeV at �s�500 eV,

where we have required that the angle between any two par-
ticles is larger than 15°. The cross section peaks at roughly
�s�300 GeV and is typically two orders of magnitude

FIG. 1. Feynmam diagrams for the standard model process
e�e�→W�W�� . Crossed diagrams are not shown.
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smaller than the two-body process e�e�→W�W�, used to
constrain anomalous trilinear couplings.

In order to compute the contribution from all possible
anomalous couplings, we have developed a MATHEMATICA

code to automatically generate the Feynman rules for the
Lagrangian �1� that were then incorporated in HELAS-type
�19� subroutines. These new subroutines were used to extend
a MADGRAPH �20� generated code to include all the anoma-
lous contributions and to numerically evaluate the helicity
amplitudes and the squared matrix element. In our calcula-
tions, we have taken into account the standard loop Higgs
contributions besides all the relevant anomalous couplings,
which give rise to the 42 contributions shown in Figs. 1, 2,
and 3. We have checked that our code passed the nontrivial
test of electromagnetic gauge invariance. We employed
VEGAS �21� to perform the Monte Carlo phase space integra-
tion with the appropriate cuts to obtain the differential and
total cross sections. Moreover, we have studied the angular
variables in order to find optimal cuts to improve the anoma-
lous contribution over the SM signal.

III. WW� PRODUCTION AT LEP 2

We studied the reaction e�e�→W�W�� at LEP 2 as-
suming a center-of-mass energy of �s�190 GeV and an
integrated luminosity of L�0.5 fb�1. We applied a cut in the
photon energy (E��5 GeV), and we required the angle be-
tween any two particles to be larger than  i j�15°.

Our results for the sensitivity of LEP 2 to the operators
appearing in the effective Lagrangian �1�, from an analysis of
the total cross section, are summarized in Fig. 4 for a fixed
value of the Higgs boson mass MH�170 GeV. We plot the

contributions of the five different operators separately, as-
suming that only one operator contributes each time. We also
show the result for an extension of the so-called Hagiwara-
Ishihara-Szalapski-Zeppenfeld �HISZ� scenario �5�, where all
the coefficients are considered equal, i.e., f WWW
� f WW� f BB� f W� f B� f , in order to reduce the number of
free parameters to only one ( f ). The standard model cross
section and its value with 1, 2, and 3 � deviations are de-
picted as horizontal lines.

The most sensitive contribution comes from OWWW , OW ,
and OB . A 1� deviation in the total cross section would be
observed for the following ranges of the coefficients of these
operators, for ��1 TeV,

FIG. 2. The vector bosons anomalous contributions to
e�e�→W�W�� . Crossed diagrams are not shown.

FIG. 3. The Higgs boson anomalous contributions to
e�e�→W�W�� .

FIG. 4. Total cross section �SM�anomalous� for the process
e�e�→W�W�� , at LEP 2 as a function of different anomalous
coefficients and also for the HISZ scenario ( f all) . We assumed
mH�170 GeV and L�0.5 fb �1. The results for the SM and for 1,
2, and 3� deviations are displayed �see text for energy and angular
cuts�.
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�75� f WWW�178, �48� f W�192,

�188� f B�550, �253� f WW�110; �9�

whereas for the extended HISZ scenario, we have

�33� f �119. �10�

Of course, the operators that also give rise to changes in
the triple vector boson couplings can also be constrained at
LEP 2 via the reaction e�e�→W�W�. A recent analysis of
W-boson pair production based on a log-likelihood fit to a
fivefold differential cross section obtained the 1� limits �22�,
� f WWW��10, � f W��7.1, and � f B��46. However, one should
keep in mind that this reaction is insensitive to f WW and f BB ,
and therefore the study of the process e�e�→W�W�� can
provide further information on these operators, as we show
in this paper.

The contribution of the anomalous couplings involving
only the Higgs boson, i.e., f WW and f BB �see Fig. 3�, is domi-
nated by on-mass-shell Higgs production with the subse-
quent H→W�W� decay:

��e�e�→W�W������e�e�→H��
��H→W�W��

��H→all�
.

�11�

For large values of the operator coefficients, the total
Higgs boson width is dominated by the anomalous decay
H→�� �10�, which is also proportional to f WW and f BB . On
the other hand, the anomalous width �(H→W�W�) de-
pends only on f WW . Therefore, the contribution from the
anomalous coupling f BB is much less sensitive than the con-
tributions from the other operators since
�(e�e�→W�W��) becomes almost independent of this
coefficient. Fortunately, this is not the case if one is sensitive
to small values of the coefficients, as will occur at the NLC
study in the next section.

We have investigated various distributions to try to im-
prove the LEP 2 sensitivity. The most promising distribution
is the angular distribution of the W bosons with respect to the

beam direction �see Fig. 5�. We computed the total cross
section with the extra cut cosW�e��0, as suggested by this
distribution, and found an increase in sensitivity from 2� to
2.8� . However, due to the small deviations in the shape of
the kinematical distributions and small statistics, no further
improvement seems to be possible.

IV. WW� PRODUCTION AT NLC

The effect of the anomalous operators becomes more evi-
dent with the increase of energy, and we are able to put
tighter constraints on the coefficients by studying their con-
tribution to different processes at the Next Linear Collider.
We studied the sensitivity of NLC to the process
e�e�→W�W�� assuming �s�500 GeV and an integrated
luminosity L�50 fb�1. We adopted a cut in the photon en-
ergy of E��20 GeV and required the angle between any two
particles to be larger than 15°. We have analyzed this pro-
cess for different values of the Higgs boson mass.

In Fig. 6, we show the results for the total cross section,
for MH�170 GeV, including the effects of the anomalous
operators. The values of the coefficients f ’s for which a 2�
deviation is obtained are shown in Table I, being typically of

FIG. 5. Normalized W��e� angular distribution. The solid
�dashed� line represents the SM �SM�anomalous� contribution for
f all /�2�150 TeV �2 and mH�170 GeV.

FIG. 6. The same as Fig. 4 for NLC, with �s�500 GeV and
L�50 fb �1.

TABLE I. The minimum and maximum values �min,max� of the
coefficients f i /�2 in units of TeV �2 for a 2� deviation of the
unpolarized total cross section.

Anomalous couplings Unpolarized

f all /�2 (�2, 5�

f B /�2 (�5, 31�

f BB /�2 (�11, 7�

f W /�2 (�3, 23�

f WW /�2 (�8, 4�

f WWW /�2 (�5, 5�
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the order of 1�10 TeV �2. As we could expect, the W pair
production at NLC is able to put a limit that is one order of
magnitude better for the coefficients f B ,W ,WWW �22�. How-
ever, this latter reaction is not able to constrain f BB ,WW .

In an attempt to increase the sensitivity, we looked at the
effects of a 90% polarized electron beam in order to reduce
the SM background, mainly the one coming from diagrams
of Figs. 1�a� and 1�b� were just left-handed electrons are
present. We have considered both left-handed �LH� and
right-handed �RH� polarizations, expecting a larger anoma-
lous sensitivity for RH electrons.

In Fig. 7, we show the results for the total cross section,
for a 90% right-handed �RH� polarized electron, for
MH�170 GeV. Comparing Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, we notice that
the effect of the anomalous contributions in the total cross
section are larger for the polarized case. However, the small
absolute value of the cross section for the polarized case
reduces the statistics and leads to no improvement in the
established limits, as shown in Table II.

Since we expect the new interactions to involve mainly
longitudinally polarized gauge bosons, we studied the sensi-
tivity for different combinations of the polarizations of the W

pair. In Fig. 8, we show the analogous of Fig. 6 for the
WLWL case. Again, the effect of the anomalous contributions
to the total cross section is increased, but no further improve-
ments are found due to the small statistics. The results for the
bounds on the anomalous coefficients for the WLWL ,
WTWT , and (WLWT�WTWL) cases can be seen in Table III.
These bounds were obtained requiring a 2� effect on the
total cross section.

It is important to notice that the kinematical distributions
of the longitudinally polarized W’s are quite different from
the SM results. As we could expect, the new physics effects
becomes more evident for longitudinal W’s since the decay
H→W�W� is dominated by this state of polarization. In
Fig. 9, we present the angular distribution of the longitudinal
W� boson with the initial positron and with the final photon,
the energy and the transverse momentum distributions. We
can see, for instance, that the W energy distribution is very
different from the SM prediction. Its characteristic behavior
for 100�EW�175 GeV is due to the presence of the Higgs
boson, which decays into the W pair giving rise, at the same
time, to a monochromatic photon.

We present in Fig. 10 the percent deviation of the SM

FIG. 7. The same as Fig. 6 for a 90% right-handed polarized
electron, with �s�500 GeV and L�50 fb �1.

FIG. 8. The same as Fig. 6 for longitudinal W bosons (WLWL),
with �s�500 GeV and L�50 fb �1.

TABLE II. The minimum and maximum values �min,max� of
the coefficients f i /�2 in units of TeV �2 for a 2� deviation of the
total cross section with 90% polarized LH and RH electrons for a
reduced luminosity of L�25 fb �1.

Anomalous couplings eLH
� eRH

�

f all /�2 (�2, 5� (�3, 5�

f B /�2 (�11, 42� (�2, 26�

f BB /�2 (�19, 17� (�8, 3�

f W /�2 (�2, 26� (�17, 9�

f WW /�2 (�7, 5� (�15, 11�

f WWW /�2 (�5, 5� (�12, 11�

TABLE III. The minimum and maximum values �min,max� of
the coefficients f i /�2 in units of TeV �2 for a 2� deviation of the
total cross section for different combinations of the final state
W-pair polarization.

Anomalous Couplings WLWL WTWT (WLWT�WTWL)

f all /�2 (�1, 14� (�5, 3� (�2, 7�

f B /�2 (�2, 35� (�29, 29� (�9, 36�

f BB /�2 (�12, 9� (�14, 10� (�13, 8�

f W /�2 (�1, 25� (�36, 22� (�4, 23�

f WW /�2 (�8, 6� (�9, 6� (�8, 5�

f WWW /�2 (�51, 96� (�6, 4� (�5, 25�
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prediction in the photon transverse momentum distribution:
i.e.,

��� d�ANO /dpT�

d�SM //dpT�

�1 � �100%,

for the different polarization of the W’s. Once again the rel-
evance of the WLWL case is evident: ��100% for pT�

�120

GeV. When a cut of pT�
�100 GeV is implemented, the

background is drastically reduced and the ratio of anomalous
over SM events per year goes from 576/442 to 424/74, for
f all�15 TeV �2.

Using the reaction e�e�→W�W�� , we are also able to
establish bounds on the values of the coefficients f WW and
f BB , for which the W-pair process is insensitive, since they

only affect the Higgs boson couplings. In Fig. 11, we present
the results of a combined sensitivity analysis in the form of a
contour plot for the two free parameter, f BB and f WW , for
MH�170 GeV. These are the most relevant coefficients for
the anomalous Higgs boson phenomenology and they are not
constrained by the W-pair production. We should keep in
mind that the WW� production at LEP 2 can put a 1� bound
on f WW �9� while it is not possible to impose a limit on f BB
since the cross section is quite insensitive to this coefficient.

If the Higgs boson is found with a mass in the range from
170 to 300 GeV, one would have a large sensitivity for the

FIG. 9. Kinematical distributions of the longitudinally polarized W� vector boson for the SM �solid histogram� and for the anomalous
contribution �dotted histogram�.

FIG. 10. Plot of deviation (�) in the photon PT�
distribution for

the cases of WLWL �solid line�, WLWT�WTWL �dashed line�, and
WTWT �dotted line�.

FIG. 11. Contour plot of f BB� f WW , for MH�170 GeV. The
curves show the one, two, and three � deviations from the standard
model value of the total cross section.
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anomalous Higgs couplings f WW and f BB in the photon en-
ergy distribution of the process e�e�→W�W�� . This in-
creased sensitivity comes about because the existence of a
peak in the photon energy spectrum due to the two-body
nature of the dominant contribution, i.e., e�e�→H� fol-
lowed by the subsequent decay H→W�W� �see Fig. 3�. In
Fig. 12, we illustrate this effect with a typical photon energy
distribution, for f WW /�2� f BB /�2�5 TeV �2 and
MH�170 GeV, where the Higgs peak appears very clearly in
the photon spectrum of the anomalous contribution.

In order to analyze the significance of the signal based on
the photon energy spectrum, we took different energy bins of
1, 3, and 5 GeV. The reason is to roughly mimic the effects
of a realistic simulation including the finite energy resolution
of the detector and the small spread in the real center-of-
mass energy due to initial state radiation. We have not con-
sidered the experimental efficiency �eff for W reconstruction.
It can be easily incorporated by multiplying the obtained
significances by ��eff. Table IV shows the improvement on
the sensitivity compared to the total cross section analysis for
the f WW /�2� f BB /�2�5 TeV �2 and MH�170GeV cases.

In Table V, we present our results for the sensitivity on
f BB /�2 and f WW /�2, assuming f BB�f WW , for the three en-
ergy bins above. We obtained a sensitivity of the order of a
TeV �2 for MH�170 GeV, decreasing by a factor of
roughly four for MH�300 GeV, which does not depend in a
significant way of the bin size. For larger Higgs boson
masses, the cross section is reduced due to phase space sup-
pression. For smaller Higgs boson masses, the cross section
is reduced since the Higgs boson is off-mass shell, and in

this case it would be better to study processes such as
e�e�→b b̄ � or e�e�→��� �12�.

V. CONCLUSION

The search for the effect of higher dimensional operators
that give rise to anomalous bosonic couplings should be pur-
sued in all possible processes since the results may provide
important information on physics beyond the standard
model. We have studied here the production of a W pair plus
a photon in e�e� colliders in order to analyze the contribu-
tions of anomalous couplings arising from dimension-6 op-
erators of a linearly realized SUL(2)�UY(1) invariant effec-
tive Lagrangian. We have included all the anomalous
trilinear and quartic gauge couplings, as well as the anoma-
lous Higgs couplings with gauge bosons.

We present the limits attainable at LEP 2 and at NLC,
including the standard model irreducible background. Polar-
ization of the electron beam and of the W pair are found to
be insufficient to improve the limits obtained from the total
cross section.

We also focused on the operators OWW and OBB , which
cannot be tested in the W-pair production process. We
showed, in particular, that for Higgs boson masses in the
range MH�170–300 GeV, the photon energy spectrum pro-
vides a sensitive signature for the anomalous Higgs cou-
plings. Typical sensitivities of a few TeV �2 at the NLC are
obtained for these coefficients, providing complementary in-
formation on different higher dimensional operators.
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FIG. 12. Photon energy distribution for the SM �solid line� and
for the SM�anomalous �dashed line�, for f WW /�2�
f BB /�2�5TeV�2, and MH� 170 GeV, with a 5 GeV bin.

TABLE IV. Number of standard deviations � from the standard
model from a sensitivity analysis based on the total cross section
compared to a sensitivity analysis based on the peak of the photon
energy distribution, considering a 1, 3, and 5 GeV bin for different
values of the Higgs mass. We fixed f WW /�2� f BB /�2�5 TeV �2.

MH �GeV� Total cross section 1 GeV bin 3 GeV bin 5 GeV bin

170 4.2 52.2 43.1 35.8
200 2.8 17.8 20.9 17.8
250 1.8 8.3 10.7 9.9
300 1.0 2.5 3.8 4.3

TABLE V. The minimum and maximum values �min, max� of the coefficients f i /�2 �for f BB� f WW� f )
in units of TeV�2 that generate a 95% C.L. signal for the total cross section analysis and for the photon
energy spectrum analysis with 1, 3, and 5 GeV energy bins for different values of the Higgs mass.

MH �GeV� Total cross section 1 GeV bin 3 GeV bin 5 GeV bin

170 (�5.9, 2.8� (�3.9, 0.3� (�3.9, 0.4� (�3.9, 0.5�

200 (�6.4, 3.6� (�4.4, 0.9� (�4.1, 0.8� (�4.2, 0.9�

250 (�7.0, 4.9� (�4.2, 1.8� (�3.9, 1.6� (�4.0, 1.6�

300 (�8.3, 6.9� (�6.2, 4.3� (�5.1, 3.2� (�4.9, 3.0�
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3.2 Acoplamentos Anômalos - o bóson de Higgs

Posteriormente, nosso interesse se voltou para o estudo da produção do boson

de Higgs, tendo em vista os acoplamentos anômalos. Estudamos os limites para

os coeficientes dos termos de dimensão 6 que poderiam contribuir no processo

de produção do Higgs, considerando em nossa análise os dados do Tevatron, que

permitiram estabelecer limites restritivos sobre coeficientes dos termos que contri-

buiriam para os acoplamentos Higgs-boson vetorial no seu processo de produção.

No mesmo estudo, trabalhamos no estabelecimento de novos limites nos termos

associados aos acoplamentos triplos, em especial, limites sobre o acoplamento

anômalo ao vértice WWγ. Além disso, utilizando os dados do Tevatron, tam-

bém é possível impor limites sobre os operadores que contribuiriam para novas

interações do boson de Higgs, no caso de massa acima da acessível no LEP II.

Ainda no escopo do estudo dos termos que poderiam contribuir para desvios no

acoplamento do bosos de Higgs, estudamos os possíveis limites nos acoplamentos

entre o boson de Higgs e bosons vetorias por meio da produção de três fotons,

utilizando dados do CDF. Neste caso, consideramos todas as interações entre o

Higgs e os bosons γ e Z0.
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We estimate the attainable limits on the coefficients of dimension-6 operators from the analysis
of Higgs boson phenomenology, in the framework of a SUL�2� 3 UY �1� gauge-invariant effective
Lagrangian. Our results, based on the data sample already collected by the collaborations at
Fermilab Tevatron, show that the coefficients of Higgs-vector boson couplings can be determined
with unprecedented accuracy. Assuming that the coefficients of all “blind” operators are of the
same magnitude, we are also able to impose more restrictive bounds on the anomalous vector-boson
triple couplings than the present limit from double gauge boson production at the Tevatron collider.
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Despite the impressive agreement of the standard model
(SM) predictions for the fermion-vector boson couplings
with the experimental results, the couplings among the
gauge bosons are not determined with the same accuracy.
The gauge structure of the model completely determines
these self-couplings, and any deviation can indicate the
existence of new physics.

Effective Lagrangians are useful to describe and ex-
plore the consequences of new physics in the bosonic
sector of the SM [1–4]. After integrating out the heavy
degrees of freedom, anomalous effective operators can
represent the residual interactions between the light states.
Searches for deviations on the couplings WWV �V �
g, Z� have been carried out at different colliders and re-
cent results [5] include the ones by CDF [6], and D0 Col-
laborations [7,8]. Forthcoming perspectives on this search
at LEP II CERN Collider [9,10], and at upgraded Fermi-
lab Tevatron Collider [11] were also reported.

In the framework of effective Lagrangians respecting
the local SUL�2� 3 UY �1� symmetry linearly realized, the
modifications of the couplings of the Higgs field �H� to
the vector gauge bosons �V � are related to the anomalous
triple vector boson vertex [2–4,12]. In this Letter, we
show that the analysis of an anomalously coupled Higgs
boson production at the Fermilab Tevatron is able to
furnish tighter bounds on the coefficients of the effective
Lagrangians than the present available limits. We study
the associated HV process

pp̄ ! qq̄ ! W�Z�! ff̄ 0� 1 H�! gg� , (1)

and the vector boson fusion process

pp̄ ! qq̄0WW�ZZ� ! j 1 j 1 H�! gg� , (2)

taking into account the 100 pb21 of integrated luminos-
ity already collected by the Fermilab Tevatron Collabora-
tions. Recently, the D0 Collaboration has presented their
results for the search of high invariant–mass photon pairs
in pp̄ ! ggjj events [13]. We show, based on their re-
sults, that it may be possible to obtain a significant indirect
limit on anomalous WWV coupling under the assumption
that the coefficients of the “blind” effective operators con-
tributing to the Higgs-vector boson couplings are of the
same magnitude. It is also possible to restrict the opera-
tors that involve just Higgs boson couplings HVV, and
therefore cannot be bounded by the W1W2 production at
LEP II.

Let us start by considering a general set of dimension-
6 operators involving gauge bosons and the Higgs field,
respecting local SUL�2� 3 UY �1� symmetry, and C and P
conserving which contains eleven operators [2,3]. Some
of these operators either affect only the Higgs self-
interactions or contribute to the gauge boson two-point
functions at tree level and can be strongly constrained
from low energy physics below the present sensitivity of
high energy experiments [3,4]. The remaining five blind
operators can be written as [2–4]

Leff �
X

i

fi

L2
Oi �

1
L2

� fWWW Tr	ŴmnŴnrŴm
r 
 1 fW �DmF�yŴmn�DnF� 1 fB�DmF�yB̂mn�DnF�

1 fWWFyŴmnŴmnF 1 fBBFyB̂mnB̂mnF� , (3)

where F is the Higgs field doublet, and

B̂mn � i�g0�2�Bmn , Ŵmn � i�g�2�saWa
mn ,
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with Bmn and Wa
mn being the field strength tensors of the

U(1) and SU(2) gauge fields, respectively.
In the unitary gauge, the operators OW and OB give

rise to both anomalous Higgs-gauge boson couplings and
to new triple and quartic self-couplings among the gauge
bosons, while the operator OWWW solely modifies the
gauge boson self-interactions [12].

The operators OWW and OBB affect only HVV couplings,
like HWW, HZZ, Hgg, and HZg, since their contribu-
tion to the WWg and WWZ tree-point couplings can be
completely absorbed in the redefinition of the SM fields
and gauge couplings. Therefore, one cannot obtain any
constraint on these couplings from the study of anomalous
trilinear gauge boson couplings. These anomalous cou-
plings were extensively studied in electron-positron colli-
sions [12,14,15].

We consider in this Letter Higgs production at the
Fermilab Tevatron collider with its subsequent decay into
two photons [16]. This channel in the SM occurs at
the one-loop level and it is quite small, but due to the
new interactions (3), it can be enhanced and even become
dominant. We focus on the signatures �ngg, �� � e, m�,
and jjgg, coming from the reactions (1) and (2). Our
results show that the cross section for the ��gg final state
is too small to give any reasonable constraints.

We have included in our calculations all SM (QCD
plus electroweak), and anomalous contributions that lead
to these final states. The SM one-loop contributions to
the Hgg and HZg vertices were introduced through
the use of the effective operators with the corresponding
form factors in the coupling [17]. Neither the narrow-
width approximation for the Higgs boson contributions,
nor the effective W boson approximation were employed.
We consistently included the effect of all interferences
between the anomalous signature and the SM background.
A total of 42 (32) SM (anomalous) Feynman diagrams
are involved in the subprocesses of �ngg [18] for each
leptonic flavor, while 1928 (236) participate in jjgg
signature [19]. The SM Feynman diagrams were generated
by Madgraph [20] in the framework of Helas [21]. The
anomalous contributions arising from the Lagrangian (3)
were implemented in Fortran routines and were included
accordingly. We have used the MRS (G) [22] set of proton
structure functions with the scale Q2 � ŝ.

The cuts applied on the final state particles are similar
to those used by the experimental collaborations [6–8].
In particular, when studying the ggjj final state we have
closely followed the results recently presented by the D0
Collaboration [13], i.e., for the photons

jhg1j , 1.1 or 1.5 , jhg1j , 2,

p
g1
T . 20 GeV ,

jhg2j , 1.1 or 1.5 , jhg2j , 2.25,

p
g2
T . 25 GeV ,

X
�p

g
T . 10 GeV .

For the lngg final state

jhej , 1.1 or 1.5 , jhej , 2, jhmj , 1 ,

p
e,m
T . 20 GeV , p�T . 20 GeV .

For the jjgg final state

jhj1j , 2 , p
j1
T . 20 GeV ,

jhj2j , 2.25 , p
j2
T . 15 GeV ,

X
�p

j
T . 10 GeV , Rgj . 0.7 ,

40 # Mjj # 150 GeV .

We also assumed an invariant-mass resolution for the
two photons of DMgg�Mgg � 0.15�

p
Mgg © 0.007 [16].

Both signal and background were integrated over an
invariant-mass bin of 62DMgg centered around MH .

The signature of the jjgg process receives contribu-
tions from both associated production and WW�ZZ fu-
sion. For the sake of illustration, we show in Fig. 1(a)
the invariant mass distribution of the two photons for
MH � 70 GeV and fBB�L2 � 100 TeV22, without any
cut on Mgg or Mjj . We can clearly see from Fig. 1(b)
that after imposing the Higgs mass reconstruction, there is
a significant excess of events in the region Mjj � MW ,Z

corresponding to the process of associate production (1).
It is also possible to distinguish the tail corresponding
to the Higgs production from WW�ZZ fusion (2), for

FIG. 1. (a) Two photon invariant mass distribution for the
background (shaded histogram) and for the signal (clear
histogram) before applying any cut, for MH � 70 GeV and
fBB�L2 � 100 TeV22. (b) Two jet invariant mass distribution,
after the cut on the two photon invariant mass.
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Mjj . 100 GeV. We isolate the majority of events due to
associated production, and the corresponding background,
by integrating over a bin centered on the W or Z mass,
which is equivalent to the invariant mass cut listed above.

After imposing all the cuts, we get a reduction on
the signal event rate which depends on the Higgs mass.
For the jjgg final state the geometrical acceptance and
background rejection cuts account for a reduction factor
of 15% for MH � 60 GeV rising to 25% for MH �
160 GeV. We also include in our analysis the particle
identification and trigger efficiencies which vary from
40% to 70% per particle lepton or photon [7,8]. For the
jjgg ��ngg� final state we estimate the total effect of
these efficiencies to be 35% (30%). We therefore obtain
an overall efficiency for the jjgg final state of 5.5% to
9% for MH � 60–160 GeV in agreement with the results
of Ref. [13].

For the lngg signature, the main physics background
comes from Wgg. After imposing all cuts and efficien-
cies the background is reduced far below the experimental
sensitivity. For the jjgg final state the dominant physics
background is a mixed QCD-QED process. Again, when
cuts and efficiencies are included, it is reduced to less than
0.2 events for the present luminosity [13].

Dominant backgrounds, however, are due to misiden-
tification when a jet fakes a photon that has been esti-
mated to occur with a probability of a few times 1024 [7].
Although this probability is small, it becomes the main
source of background for the jjgg final state because
of the very large multijet cross section. In Ref. [13] this
background is estimated to lead to 3.5 6 1.3 events with
invariant mass Mgg . 60 GeV, and it has been consis-
tently included in our derivation of the attainable limits.

In the lngg channel the dominant fake background
is the Wgj channel, when the jet mimics a photon.
We estimated the contribution of this channel to yield
Nback , 0.01 events [7] at 95% C.L. We have also
estimated the various QCD fake backgrounds such as
jjj, jjg, and jgg, with the jet faking a photon and/or
electron plus fake missing, which are to be negligible.

The coupling Hgg derived from (3) involves fWW

and fBB [12]. In consequence, the anomalous signature
ff̄gg is possible only when those couplings are not
vanishing. The couplings fB and fW , on the other hand,
affect the production mechanisms for the Higgs boson. In
what follows, we present our results for three different

scenarios of the anomalous coefficients: (i) Suppressed
VVV couplings compared to the Hgg vertex: fBB,WW �
f ¿ fB,W (ii) All coupling with the same magnitude and
sign: fBB,WW ,B,W � f. (iii) All coupling with the same
magnitude but different relative sign: fBB,WW � f �
2fB,W . In order to establish the attainable bounds on the
coefficients, we imposed an upper limit on the number
of signal events based on Poisson statistics [23]. For the
jjgg final state we use the results from Ref. [13], where
no event has been reported in the 100 pb21 sample. For
the other cases, the limit on the number of signal events
was conservatively obtained assuming that the number of
observed events coincides with the expected background.

Table I shows the range of f�L2 that can be excluded
at 95% C.L. with the present Tevatron luminosity in
the scenario (i). We should remind the reader that
this scenario will not be restricted by LEP II data on
W1W2 production since there are no trilinear vector
boson couplings involved. As seen in the table, the best
limits are obtained for the jjgg final state, and they are
more restrictive than the ones coming from e1e2 ! ggg
or bb̄g at LEP II [15].

For the scenarios (ii) and (iii), the limits derived from
our study lead to constraints on the triple gauge boson
coupling parameters. The most general parametrization
for the WWV vertex can be found in Ref. [1]. When
only the operators (3) are considered, it contains three
independent parameters. If it is further assumed that
fB � fW , only two free parameters remain, which are
usually chosen as Dkg and lg . This is usually quoted
in the literature as the HISZ scenario [4].

Since we are assuming fB � fW our results can be
compared to the derived limits from triple gauge boson
studies in the HISZ scenario. In Fig. 2, we show the
region in the Dkg 3 MH that can be excluded through
the analysis of the present Tevatron data, accumulated in
Run I, with an integrated luminosity of 100 pb21 [13], for
scenarios (ii) and (iii).

For the sake of comparison, we also show in Fig. 2 the
best available experimental limit on Dkg [5,8] and the
expected bounds, from double gauge boson production,
from an updated Tevatron Run II, with 1 fb21, and
TeV33 with 10 fb21 [11], and from LEP II operating at
190 GeV with an integrated luminosity of 500 fb21 [10].
In all cases the results were obtained assuming the HISZ
scenario. We can see that, for MH & 200	170
 GeV, the

TABLE I. Allowed range of f�L2 in TeV22 at 95% C.L., assuming the scenario (i) � fBB � fWW ¿ fB, fW � for the different
final states, and for different Higgs boson masses for an integrated luminosity of 100 pb21.

MH �GeV� 100 150 200 250

�ngg Run I �241 74� �283 113� �,2200 .200� �,2200 .200�
Run II �213 36� �222 46� �257 135� �2195 .200�
TeV33 �23.8 8� �24.8 20� �228 60� �245 83�

jjgg Run I �220 49� �226 64� �296 .100� �,2100 .100�
Run II �28.4 26� �211 31� �236 81� �264 .100�
TeV33 �24.2 6.5� �24.5 12� �219 40� �228 51�
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FIG. 2. Excluded region in the Dkg 3 MH plane for an
integrated luminosity of 100 pb21, and for scenarios (ii) (clear
shadow) and (iii) (dark shadow). The present and future
bounds on Dkg are also shown (see text for details).

limit that can be established at 95% C.L. from the Higgs
production analysis for scenario (ii) [(iii)], based on the
present Tevatron luminosity is tighter than the present
limit coming from gauge boson production.

When the same analysis is performed for the upgraded
Tevatron, a more severe restriction on the coefficient of
the anomalous operators is obtained. For instance, from
pp̄ ! jjgg, in scenario (ii) we get, for MH � 150 GeV:
For RunII with 1 fb21, 29 , f , 25 �20.06 , Dkg ,
0.16�; for TeV33 with 10 fb21, 24 , f , 15 �20.03 ,
Dkg , 0.1�.

In conclusion, we have shown that the Fermilab Teva-
tron analysis of an anomalous Higgs boson production
may be used to impose strong limits on new effective
interactions. Under the assumption that the coefficients
of the four “blind” effective operators contributing to
Higgs-vector boson couplings are of the same magnitude,
the study can give rise to a significant indirect limit on
anomalous WWg couplings. Furthermore, the Tevatron
is able to set constraints on those operators contributing to
new Higgs interactions for Higgs masses far beyond the
kinematical reach of LEP II.
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Abstract

We derive bounds on Higgs and gauge–boson anomalous interactions using the CDF data for the process pp™gggqX.
Ž . Ž .We use a linearly realized SU 2 =U 1 invariant effective Lagrangian to describe the bosonic sector of the StandardL Y

Model, keeping the fermionic couplings unchanged. All dimension–six operators that lead to anomalous Higgs interactions
involving g and Z are considered. We also show the sensitivity that can be achieved for these couplings at Fermilab
Tevatron upgrades. q 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 14.80.Cp

Ž .We certainly expect the Standard Model SM ,
despite its astonishing success in describing all the

w xprecision high energy experimental data so far 1 , to
be an incomplete picture of Nature at high energy
scales. In particular, the Higgs sector of the model,
responsible for the spontaneous electroweak symme-
try breaking and for mass generation, is not fully
satisfactory since it has to be introduced in an ad
hoc fashion. Furthermore, this scalar sector has not
yet been experimentally verified.

Although we do not know the specific model
which will eventually supersede the SM, we can
always parametrize its effects at low energies by

w xmeans of an effective Lagrangian 2 that involves
operators with dimension higher than four, contain-
ing the relevant fields at low energies and respecting

the symmetries of the Standard Model. The effective
Lagrangian approach is a model–independent way to
describe new physics that can occur at an energy
scale L much larger than the scale where the experi-
ments are performed.

The effective Lagrangian depends on the particle
content at low energies and here we will consider the
possibility that the Higgs boson can be light, being
present in the higher dimensional operators, in addi-
tion to the electroweak gauge bosons. Hence we will

w x Ž . Ž .use a linearly realized 3,4 SU 2 =U 1 invariantL Y

effective Lagrangian to describe the bosonic sector
of the Standard Model, keeping the fermionic cou-
plings unchanged. The new interactions can alter
considerably the low energy phenomenology. For
instance, some operators can give rise to anomalous

0370-2693r98r$ - see front matter q 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Ž .PII: S0370-2693 98 00829-6
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Hgg and HZg couplings which may affect the Higgs
w xboson production and decay 5 .

It is important to notice that, since the linearly
realized effective Lagrangian relates the modifica-
tions in the Higgs couplings to the ones in the vector

w xboson vertex 5,3,4 , the search for Higgs bosons can
be used not only to study its properties, but also to
place bounds on the gauge boson self–interactions.
This approach is more efficient when the analysis is
performed for decays of the Higgs boson that are
suppressed in the SM, such as H™gg that occurs
only at the one loop level, and are enhanced by new
anomalous interactions.

Events containing two photons plus additional
missing energy, photons or charged fermions repre-
sent a signature for several models involving physics
beyond the SM such as some classes of supersym-

w xmetric models 6 . Recently, the CDF collaboration
have reported the search for the signature ggqX,

Ž .where Xs jets, leptons, gauge bosons W, Z, g or
'just missing energy in pp collisions at s s1.8 TeV

w x7 . Their analysis indicates a good agreement with
Ž .the expectations from the Standard Model SM . In

this way, they were able to set limits on the produc-
Ž .tion cross section s pp™ggEu qX in particularT

in the light gravitino scenario.
In this work, we point out that the experimental

search for ggg events contained in the CDF analysis
can place constraints on new physics in the bosonic
sector of the SM. For instance, associated Higgs–g
boson production, with the subsequent decay of the
Higgs into two photons can yield this signature. In
the SM, the decay width H™gg is very small since

w xit occurs just at one–loop level 8 . However, the
existence of new interactions can enhance this width
in a significant way. These anomalous Higgs boson
couplings have also been studied before in Higgs and

q yw x w x w xZ boson decays 5 , in e e 9,10 , pp 11 and gg
w xcolliders 12 . Here we shall show how to bound

these new couplings by analyzing their effects on the
process pp™gggqX at the Fermilab Tevatron.

In order to write down the most general dimen-
sion–6 effective Lagrangian containing all SM
bosonic fields, i.e. g , W ", Z 0, and H, we adopt the

w xnotation of Hagiwara et al. 4 . This Lagrangian has
eleven independent operators in the linear representa-

Ž . Ž .tion that are locally SU 2 =U 1 invariant, C andL Y

P even. We discard the four operators which affect

the gauge boson two–point functions at tree–level
and therefore are strongly constrained by LEP mea-
surements. We also do not consider the three opera-
tors that modify only the Higgs or vector boson
self–interactions, since they are not relevant for our
calculations. We are then left with four independent
operators, and the Lagrangian is written as,

1
LL sLL q f OO q f OOŽeff SM W W W W BB BB2L

qf OO q f OO , 1. Ž .W W B B

with the operators OO defined as,i

† ˆ ˆ mnOO sF W W F ,W W mn

† ˆ ˆmnOO sF B B F ,BB mn

† mnˆOO s D F W D F ,Ž .Ž .W m n

† mnˆOO s D F B D F , 2Ž . Ž .Ž .B m n

ˆwhere F is the Higgs field doublet, B smn
X ˆ a aŽ . Ž .i g r2 B , and W s i gr2 s W , with B andmn mn mn mn

a Ž .W being the field strength tensors of the U 1 andmn

Ž .SU 2 gauge fields respectively.
Anomalous Hgg , HZg , and HZZ couplings are

Ž .generated by 1 , which, in the unitary gauge, are
given by

LL Hsg HA Amnqg Ž1. A ZmE nHeff Hgg mn HZg mn

qg Ž2. HA Zmnqg Ž1. Z ZmE nHHZg mn HZZ mn

qg Ž2. HZ Zmn , 3Ž .HZZ mn

Ž . Ž . Ž .where A Z sE A Z yE A Z . The effectivemn m n n m

couplings g , g Ž1,2., and g Ž1,2,3. are related to theHgg HZg HZZ
Ž .coefficients of the operators appearing in 1 through,

gM s2 f q fŽ .W BB W W
g sy ,Hgg 2ž / 2L

gM s f y fŽ .W W BŽ1.g s ,HZg 2ž / 2cL
2 2gM s 2 s f y2c fW BB W WŽ2.g s ,HZg 2ž / 2cL

gM c2 f qs2 fW W BŽ1.g s ,HZZ 2 2ž /L 2c

gM s4 f qc4 fW BB W WŽ2.g sy , 4Ž .HZZ 2 2ž /L 2c
25
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with g being the electroweak coupling constant, and
Ž . Ž .s c 'sin cos u .W

The calculation of the reaction pp™ggg was
w xperformed using the Helas package 13 . We have

constructed new subroutines in order to incorporate
the anomalous contributions. The irreducible back-
ground subprocesses qq™ggg for qsu, d, s were

w xgenerated by MadGraph 14 and the new contribu-
tions were included. In this way, all the anomalous
contributions and their respective interference with
the SM were evaluated. We convoluted this subpro-
cess cross sections, using a Monte Carlo integration
w x15 , with the corresponding parton distributions us-

Ž . w xing the MRS G 16 set of proton structure func-
tions with the scale given by the parton–parton
center–of–mass energy.

w xThe CDF Collaboration 7 search for anomalous
gg events has included events that have two photons

Ž < < .in the central region of the detector h -1 , with a
minimum transverse energy of 12 GeV, plus an
additional photon with E )25 GeV. The photonsT

were required to be separated by an angle larger the
158. After applying these cuts, no event was ob-
served, while the expect number from the back-
ground is 0.1"0.1 in the 85 pby1 collected. There-
fore, at 95 % CL this experimental result implies that
the signal should have less than 3 events. The effi-
ciency of identification of an isolated photon is
68"3%, for E )12 GeV, and grows to 84"4%,T

for E )22 GeV. We have taken into account theseT

efficiencies in our estimate.
It is important to notice that the dimension-six

Ž .operators 1 do not induce 4–point anomalous cou-
plings like ZZgg , Zggg , and gggg , being these
terms generated only by dimension–eight and higher
operators. Since the production and decay of the
Higgs boson also involve two dimension–six opera-
tors, we should, in principle, include in our calcula-
tions dimension–eight operators that contribute to
the above processes. Notwithstanding, we can ne-
glect the higher order interactions and bound the
dimension–six couplings under the naturalness as-
sumption that no cancelation takes place amongst the
dimension–six and –eight contributions that appear
at the same order in the expansion.

We start our analysis by examining which are the
bounds that can be placed on the anomalous coeffi-
cients from the negative search of 3 photon events

made by the CDF Collaboration. We start by assum-
ing that the only non–zero coefficients are the ones
that generate the anomalous Hgg , i.e., f andBB

f . Our results for the 95% CL exclusion region inW W

the plane f = f , obtained from the CDF data,BB W W

are presented in Fig. 1. For f syf the anoma-BB W W

lous contribution to Hgg becomes zero, indepen-
dently of the values of f and f , and the boundsW B

become very weak in this region.
As mentioned above, the coupling Hgg derived

Ž .in Eq. 4 involves f and f . In consequence,W W BB

the anomalous gg signature is only possible when
those couplings are non–vanishing. The couplings fB

and f , on the other hand, affect the productionW

mechanisms for the Higgs boson. In order to reduce
the number of free parameters one can make the
assumption that all blind operators affecting the Higgs
interactions have a common coupling f , i.e. fs fW

w xs f s f s f s f 1,4,5 . In this scenario we canB W W BB

relate the Higgs boson anomalous coupling f with
the LEP conventional parametrization of the vertex

Ž . w xWWV VsZ, g 17 can be written as,

M 2
W

asa sa s f . 5Ž .BF WF 22L

Table 1 shows the 95% CL allowed region of the
anomalous couplings in the above scenario. As could
be expected, these bounds become weaker as the
Higgs boson mass increases. We also show the
related bounds in asa sa in Table 2.BF WF

We now extend our analysis to the upgraded
Tevatron collider. We first study the possible im-
provements in the kinematical cuts in order to get
better sensitivity to the anomalous coefficients. First
of all, we order the three photons according to their
transverse energy, i.e. E )E )E , and we adoptT T T1 2 3

< <a preliminary cut of E )12 GeV and h -1, forT ii

all the three photons. In Fig. 2, we show the trans-
verse energy distribution for the three photons for
's s2 TeV. Comparison is made between the SM
background and the new anomalous distribution for
fs100 TeVy2 , and for a Higgs boson mass of 100
GeV.

These distributions strongly suggest that a cut on
the transverse energy of the most energetic photon
with a simultaneous cut in transverse energy of the
two softest photons can improve the sensitivity. We
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y2 w xFig. 1. Exclusion region outside the curves in the f = f plane, in TeV , based on the CDF analysis 7 and Tevatron upgrades of gggBB W W

production, assuming M s100 GeV. The curves show the 95% CL deviations from the SM total cross section. The outermost curves areH

based on the CDF analysis, the intermediate curves on the Tevatron Run II analysis, and the innermost curves are based on the Tevatron
TeV33 upgrade.

Ž .tried two sets of cuts: a E )40 GeV while ET T1 2,3

Ž .)25 GeV, and b E )40 GeV, with E )12T T1 2,3

Ž .GeV. Cut a leads to a large background reduction
of a factor 5.5 but it also reduces the number of
signal events by a factor two 2. So the significance

Žof the signal over the background S s
.N r N is enhanced only by 17%. Cut(Signal Background

Table 1
Ž . 2The minimum and maximum values min, max of frL , at 95%

CL, from ggg production at CDF and Tevatron upgrades, assum-
ing that all f are equali

2 y2Ž .M frL TeVH
Ž .GeV CDF Tevatron Run II Tevatron TeV33

Ž . Ž . Ž .100 y61.7 , 64.5 y23.2 , 23.3 y13.7 , 13.9
Ž . Ž . Ž .120 y75.5 , 76.9 y25.0 , 25.0 y14.4 , 14.5
Ž . Ž . Ž .140 y92.0 , 93.2 y29.1 , 29.5 y15.3 , 15.7
Ž . Ž . Ž .160 y113 , 115 y34.0 , 35.8 y16.1 , 17.8

Ž .b however leads to a smaller background rejection
of a factor of 2 without significantly changing the
signal. The significance is now improved by a factor
of 41%, so we present our results considering this set
of cuts. We always require the photons to be in the

Ž < < .central region of the detector h -1 where there isi

sensitivity for electromagnetic showering. In our es-

Table 2
Ž .The minimum and maximum values min, max of asa sBF

a , at 95% CL, from ggg production at CDF and TevatronWF

upgrades, assuming that all f are equali

M asa saH BF WF

Ž .GeV CDF Tevatron Run II Tevatron TeV33

Ž . Ž . Ž .100 y0.197 , 0.206 y0.074 , 0.075 y0.044 , 0.044
Ž . Ž . Ž .120 y0.242 , 0.246 y0.080 , 0.080 y0.046 , 0.046
Ž . Ž . Ž .140 y0.294 , 0.298 y0.093 , 0.094 y0.049 , 0.050
Ž . Ž . Ž .160 y0.362 , 0.368 y0.109 , 0.115 y0.052 , 0.057
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' Ž .Fig. 2. Transverse momentum distribution of the three photons for s s2 TeV, for the SM background dotted line and for the anomalous
Ž . 2 y2contributions full line . We have taken M s100 GeV, and f rL s100 TeV .H i

timates we assume the same detection efficiency for
photons as the present CDF efficiencies given above.

After applying the cuts, we obtain the 95% CL
exclusion region in the plane f = f shown inBB W W

Fig. 1. We have assumed that the upgraded Tevatron
'collider will reach a centre–of–mass energy of s s

2 TeV with an integrated luminosity of 1 fby1, in the
y1 w xRun II, and of 10 fb , in the TeV33 run 18 .

Again, the f syf line is unbounded since theBB W W

anomalous contribution to Hgg is zero in this case.
In Table 1, we present the 95% CL limit of the

anomalous couplings when all couplings are taken to
be equal, for different Higgs boson masses. The
associated bounds in asa sa are also shownBF WF

in Table 2. These bounds are comparable with the
preliminary results of the combinations of measure-
ments from the individual LEP and DØ experiments
w x q0.22 q0.0619 , a sy0.05 , and a sy0.03 .BF y0.20 WF y0.06

The comparison is to be taken with a pinch of salt as
the LEP–DØ bounds are given for only one coupling
different from zero while our bounds hold for a sBF

aWF

Summarizing, in this work we have estimated the
limits on anomalous dimension–six Higgs boson
interactions that can be derived from the investiga-
tion of three photon events at the Fermilab Tevatron.
We have used the present data from the CDF collab-
oration and we have estimated the attainable sensitiv-
ity at the upgraded Tevatron. Under the assumption
of equal coefficients for all anomalous Higgs opera-

tors, these bounds also lead to limits on triple–
gauge–boson couplings.
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Capítulo 3. Acoplamentos Anômalos 30

3.3 Acoplamentos Anômalos - Três jatos

Finalmente, estudamos as contribuições desses operadores de dimensão 6 na

produção de jatos, especificamente eventos de três jatos, para o LEP e para o

NLC. Em nosso estudo, indicamos como o estudo da produção de tres jatos em

aceleradores do tipo e+e− poderiam ser utilizados para o estudo do acoplamento

qqg. Neste caso, consideramos os operadores cujas contribuições envolvem quarks,

bosons vetoriais e o bóson de Higgs:

A forma da Lagrangeana é:

L = LSM + 1
Λ2

∑

i

AiOi (3.8)

na qual LSM é a Lagrangeana correspondente do Modelo Padrão e os operadores

locais de dimensão (n+4) associados às contribuições efetivas para o sinal estudado

são definidos da seguinte forma:

OQg = i(Q̄λaγμDνQ)Ga
μν + h.c. (3.9)

OUg = i(ŪλaγμDνU)Ga
μν + h.c. (3.10)

ODg = i(D̄λaγμDνD)Ga
μν + h.c. (3.11)

OUgφ = (Q̄σμνλaU)φ̃Ga
μν + h.c. (3.12)

ODgφ = (Q̄σμνλaD)φGa
μν + h.c. (3.13)

Estimamos os possíveis limites a partir dos resultados experimentais do LEP

II e do NLC. Considerando a taxa de produção total, bem como algumas variáveis
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cinemáticas, como "thrust (T)", "spherocity (S)"e "C-variable".
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Abstract

Ž . Ž . Ž .We study the effects of new dimension-6 operators, resulting from a general SU 3 mSU 2 mU 1 invariantC L Y

effective Lagrangian, on three jet production at LEP and at the Next Linear Collider. Contributions to the total event rate and
to some event shape variables are analysed in order to establish bounds on these operators. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.

PACS: 12.60.-i; 13.87.-a

Ž .Quantum Chromodynamics QCD , an important
Ž .part of the Standard Model SM , has been tested in

the perturbative regime to a high degree of precision
w x1 . However, the possible existence of new physics
beyond the Standard Model, involving heavy colored
particles, may give rise to small effects in QCD
phenomenology at present and future colliders. Cer-
tainly, one of the main goals of the future generation
of colliders will be to scrutinize the several competi-
tive models describing the physics at high energies.

On the phenomenological side, instead of concen-
trating on a specific model, it is in general quite
instructive to make a model independent analysis of
the indirect effects that an unknown high-energy
theory can have at the present energy scale. This can
be accomplished by the effective Lagrangian ap-

w xproach 2 . After the heavy fields of the high-energy
theory have been integrated out, their low-energy
consequences can be represented by a series of local

Ž . Ž . Ž .SU 3 mSU 2 mU 1 invariant operators builtC L Y

from the light Standard Model fields:

fŽnq4.
LL sLL q O , 1Ž .Ýeff 0 Žnq4.nLns1 PPP

where LL is the Standard Model Lagrangian, L isSM

the characteristic scale of the new physics and OŽnq4.
Ž .are the local operators of dimension nq4 . Differ-

ent scenarios can generate the same kind of operator
but with distinct effective couplings f makingnq4

possible, at least in principle, to point out a specific
model for the new physics.

The classification of the operators O haveŽnq4.
w xbeen first done in Ref. 3 and since then the phe-

nomenological implications have been studied in the
w xbosonic sector of the SM 4 , and for the third-family

w xquarks 5 . There have also been many studies of the
w xso-called purely gluonic operators 6 where the high

dimension operators O involves only the gluonŽnq4.

0370-2693r99r$ - see front matter q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Ž .PII: S0370-2693 98 01595-0
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field and modify the non-abelian three and four
vertex.

Nevertheless, effective operators involving gluons
Ž .and light quarks and possibly the Higgs fields can

also give rise to some measurable effects in QCD
processes at the present colliders. These new cou-
plings can be generated via loops of colored objects

w xbelonging to the underlying theory 7 . In this letter
we search for possible signals of the existence of
these new couplings in three jet events at eqey

colliders. We analyze the total event rate for differ-
Ž .ent values of the jet resolution variable y . Eventcut

shape observables in eqey colliders are important to
w xtest QCD and have been studied at PETRA 8 , LEP1

w x w x9 and LEP2 10 energies. Therefore, we also ex-
plore the differences in the event shape distributions
due to the anomalous contribution in order to estab-
lish theoretical bounds on the coefficient of the
dimension-6 operators that alter the qqg interaction.

In order to study the possible deviation from the
Standard Model predictions for the couplings involv-
ing quarks and gluons, we start by writing the most
general dimension-6 effective Lagrangian requiring

Ž . Ž . Ž .the SU 3 mSU 2 mU 1 invariance of the newC L Y

operators. We assume that there are no additional
new fields and we construct these operators taking
into account only the usual light particles, i.e. gauge
bosons and quarks. Furthermore, we do not consider
here the operators that modify the couplings of the
gauge bosons with fermions since they are strongly
constrained by the LEP1 measurements at the Z 0

pole. Therefore the new Lagrangian can be written as
w x3 ,

1
LL s A OO , 2Ž .Ý2 i i2L i

where A are constants and the dimension-6 opera-i

tors OO can either involve just quarks and vectori

bosons or may contain also the Higgs field. In the
first case, we have,

a m n aOO s i Ql g DD Q G qh.c. , 3aŽ .Ž .Q g mn

a m n aOO s i Ul g DD U G qh.c. , 3bŽ .Ž .Ug mn

a m n aOO s i Dl g DD D G qh.c. , 3cŽ .Ž .D g mn

where Q are the left-handed quark doublets while U
and D are the right-handed quark singlets. Ga smn

a a abc b c Ž .E G yE G qg f G G is the usual SU 3m n n m s m n C

Ž a . astrength tensors and DD s E y ig l r2 G ym m s m

Ž i . i X Ž . Ž .ig t r2 W y ig YB is the SU 3 m SU 2 mm m C L
Ž .U 1 covariant derivative of the quarks. The opera-Y
Ž .tor 3a gives rise to a new qqg vertex involving

Ž . Ž .left-handed up and down quarks while 3b and 3c
operators involve right-handed up and down quarks
respectively. Therefore, if we assume that the
quark–gluon coupling is blind to the quark flavors,
i.e. universal, and that the new physics affects left
and right-handed quarks in the same way, we should
require that A sA sA 'A . We shouldQ g Ug D g q g

Ž .point out that the new interactions 3 also generate
Ž .new couplings involving weak-vector bosons V ,

like qqgV and qqggV, and also vertex with quarks
and two and three gluons.

The operators that involves also the Higgs field
Ž .doublet f can be written as

mn a a˜OO s Qs l U f G qh.c. , 4aŽ .Ž .Ugf mn

mn a aOO s Qs l D f G qh.c. , 4bŽ .Ž .D gf mn

mn Ž .w m n xwhere s s ir2 g ,g . When f is replaced by
Ž .its vacuum expectation value, the operators 4 gen-

erate new qqg, and qqgg interactions, for qsu, d
quarks. In order to guarantee the universality also in
the magnetic type qqg coupling, we should assume
that A sA 'A .Ugf D gf q gf

Therefore, we end up with the following new
Lagrangians,

2 A iq g a m n n a mLL s ql g E q y E q l g qŽ . Ž .Ýq g 2 ½ 2L q

gs a b m b� 4q q l ,l g q GŽ .Ý n2 q

a m nqe Q ql g q AŽ .Ý q
q

e
a m q q nq ql g g qg g q ZŽ .Ý V A 5s cW W q

e
a m qnq ul g 1yg d WŽ .Ý 5'2 2 sW u ,d

a m yn aqdl g 1yg u W G , 5Ž . Ž .5 mn5
where the summation is made over all the quark

Ž .flavors q and over up and down quarks u, d .
g qsT qr2yQ s2 and g qsyT qr2 with s be-V 3 q W A 3 W33
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ing the sine of the Weinberg angle, T q and Q being3 q

the quark weak isospin and electric charge respec-
tively, and

A ÕqHŽ .q gf mn a aLL s q s l q G , 6Ž . Ž .Ýq gf mn2 'L 2 q

We shall start by studying the sensitivity to these
new higher dimensional operators at LEP1, which
has accumulated a large data sample of three jet
events. This analysis was performed by including the
new couplings generated by the higher dimensional

w xoperators into the package CompHEP 11,12 . We
found that there is no contribution of the operators
OO when the gluon is on-shell, like in the processq g
q ye e ™qqg. Furthermore, for the contributions gen-

erated by the LL Lagrangian there is no interfer-q gf

ence with the SM amplitudes.
In order to compare with LEP1 data, we used the

w xOPAL Collaboration 13 best fit values for the
Ž 2 Ž .2 .relevant energy scale Q s 6.4 GeV and for the

Ž .QCD scale L s147 MeV . In this way weQCD

effectively minimize the uncertainty due to next-to-
leading order corrections. We employed the JADE

w xjet algorithm 14 by requiring that the three final
state partons obey:

M 2
i j

y ' )y 7Ž .i j cuts

for any pair of final state partons, where M is thei j
Ž .invariant mass of the i, j pair and y is a parame-cut

ter that determines the jet separation criteria used
experimentally. We have checked that our result do
not change in a significant way if we consider the

w x w xDurham 15 or Cambridge 16 jet algorithms where
Ž 2 2 .Ž .M s2 min E , E 1ycosu .i j i j i j

In our analysis, we assumed ymins0.05 and wecut

analyzed, besides the relative production rate of three
jet events as a function of y , different event shapecut

Ž . w xdistributions, like thrust T 17

< <p PnÝ i
iTsmax , 8Ž .n < <pÝ i

i

Ž . w xspherocity S 18 ,

2
< <p =nÝ i24 iSs min , 9Ž .nž / < <p pÝ i� 0
i

w xand the C-variable 19 ,

2< < < < < < < <p p y p Pp r p pŽ .Ý i j i j i j
3 i , j

Cs . 10Ž .22
< <pÝ iž /

i

In order to illustrate the shape of these distributions,
we present in Fig. 1, our results for y , S, T and Ccut

normalized distributions for the Standard Model and
for the pure anomalous case.

We performed a x 2 analysis for the various
distributions to estimate the sensitivity of the three
jet events to the anomalous parameter. We have
taken into account the statistical errors and the over-

Fig. 1. Relative production rate of three jet events as a function of
Ž .y a , and the normalized distributions for the event shapecut

Ž . Ž . Ž .variables: thrust b , spherocity c and C-parameter d , for SM
Ž . Ž .solid line and pure anomalous interactions dashed line . In all
cases we have considered ymins0.05.cut34
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all normalization uncertainty of the QCD prediction.
We consider,

2SMN y fNi i2x sÝ SMf Nii

2ANO SMN q 1y f NŽ .i is ,Ý SMf Nii

where, N and N SM are the numbers of events in thei i

ith histogram bin in the presence of anomalous
coupling and for the pure standard case, while NANO

i

sN yN SM and f is a normalization parameteri i

which parametrizes the changes in the overall QCD
normalization. We have minimized x 2 with respect
to f in order to restrict x 2 sensitivity only to the
shape difference between anomalous and the Stan-
dard Model scenarios. In our analysis we assumed
that the dominant errors are statistical and fragmenta-
tion and detector effects could be ignored.

y1 w xAssuming a total luminosity of 220 pb 20 , we
derived the theoretical bounds on the anomalous
coupling from the various distributions, at 95% C.L.,

Aq gf y2-16.3 TeV , from y , 11Ž .cut2L

Aq gf y2-14.2 TeV , from thrust , 12Ž .2L

Aq gf y2-16.0 TeV , from spherocity , 13Ž .2L

Aq gf y2-16.1 TeV , from C-parameter . 14Ž .2L

It is important to notice that these bounds decrease
by only ;15% if we assumed the value Q2sM 2

Z

for the QCD energy scale instead of the OPAL best
fit value. In fact there is not a very good improve-
ment on the bounds obtained from the event shape
distribution when compared with the ones coming
from the total yield: the thrust gives a slightly better
bound. Therefore, we are able to establish the bound
of LR270 GeV, for A s1, while for A sq gf q gf

4p , L should be larger than 1 TeV.
We have also repeated the same analysis for

y1'Ž .LEP2 energies s ,200 GeV and 200 pb of
data and also for the Next Linear Collider assuming

' 'a center-of-mass energy of s s500 GeV and s s1
TeV with an integrated luminosity of 100 fby1.

At LEP2, since we are far from the Z 0 peak, we
get a weaker bound on the scale of LR140 GeV
Ž .A s1 . However, at NLC with higher energiesq gf

and luminosities, we can improve our bounds. The
relative contribution from anomalous interaction
grows with the energy while the SM cross sec-

'tion falls down. At s s500 GeV, NLC is able to
establish the limit of LR390 GeV, for A s1.q gf'When we further increase the energy to s s1 TeV
the bound becomes: LR480 GeV, for A s1.q gf

In this letter, we have shown how the study of
three jet production at an eqey collider can provide
an important test of the qqg coupling. We have
made a theoretical sensitivity estimate of the values
of the anomalous couplings that could be probed

Ž .both at LEP and at the Next Linear Collider NLC .
In particular, we have suggested how to establish
direct bounds on the anomalous couplings involving
light quarks, gluons and the Higgs boson. These
estimated bounds were obtained from the study of
the total cross section and also from the event shape
variables distributions. Similar operators to the ones
studied here have been recently constrained by

w xGounaris, Papadamou and Renard 5 using unitarity
arguments. However, these indirect bounds are im-
portant only for operators involving the top quark,
and hence cannot be applied to the operators dis-
cussed in the present work. In conclusion, the com-
parison of anomalous contribution to the qqg vertex
with the QCD predictions can be quite sensitive to
new physics effect.
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37 3.3. Acoplamentos Anômalos - Três jatos

Os estudos mencionados foram publicados nas seguintes revistas: Physical

Review D, Physical Review Letters e Physics Letters B. Como anexamos tais

publicções, com suas referências bibliográficas, consideramos que os trabalhos

mencionados também devam ser considerados referências associadas ao tema

apresentado.

Todos os estudos foram realizados considerando-se os dados disponíveis na

época, e utilizando algorítmos públicos. O estudo mediante o uso de software

que simulasse detectores não foi possível de se realizar por não haver, como

atualmente não há, acesso a este tipo de código. No entanto, uma revisão dos

valores estabelecidos, à luz dos novos dados do LHC poder ser realizada, com o

objetivo de se imporem novos limites sobres os acoplamentos anômalos, incluindo

a possibilidade de se trabalhar na busca de efeitos reais no acoplamentos do

boson de Higgs, tendo em vista sua detecção anunciada recentemente. Desse

modo, poderia ser possível restringir de forma única os possíveis acoplamentos

anômalos relacionados ao Higgs. Os resultaods expeíficos sobre o bóson de Higgs

podem ser extemamente relevantes para se obter limites ainda mais restritivos

sobre os acoplamentos anômalos associados à interação Higgs-bóson vetorial, por

exemplo. Diversos trabalhos recentemente publicados ampliam os limites, embora

não haja evidências de efeitos residuais de novas interações a energias mais altas.
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Capítulo 4

Modelos Supersimétricos com

quebra de paridade R

Outra forma de estudarmos as possíveis extensões do SM é considerarmos suas

limitações e a forma de solucioná-las teoricamente, para então se verificar os

indícios ou possibilidade da realização dessa solução em termos de resultados

experimentais. Duas questões que exigem resposta no âmbito do SM se referem

à hierarquia e à unificação das constantes de acoplamento. No primeiro caso, o

problema reside no fato de correções radiativas à massa do Higgs divergirem qua-

draticamente a altas energias. No segundo caso, como a tentativa de se estabelecer

uma teoria unificada deve levar a uma consequente unificação das constante de

acoplamento das interações fundamentais, no caso do SM, considerando o modelo

da forma estabelecida, a evolução no valor dessas constantes, a energias mais

altas, não converge. Assim, esses problemas são a referência para a proposta de

extensões, que apresentem uma possível solução.

A Supersimetria, até o momento, permanece como a solução mais aceita em

39
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física de partículas para o problema da hierarquia, com a vantagem adicional da

unificação das constantes de acoplamento a altas energias, incluindo a gravitação.

Tal simetria associa férmios e bósons, de forma que na estrutura associada ao

Modelo Padrão cada partícula correspondente tenha o seu parceiro supersimétrico.

No entanto, pouco se sabe sobre a forma como a Supersimetria ocorre e como

ela é quebrada. Sómente os resultados experimentais poderão indicar alguma

possível solução para o assunto. Teoricamente a quebra da Supersimetria pode

ocorrer por meio de termos associados à interação gravitacional, embora existam

outras formas de se realizar a quebra. Também se considera que a paridade R

seja conservada. Entretanto, não existe nenhuma indicação para que tal paridade

seja imposta "a priori". Assim, vários mecanismos de quebra da Supersimetria

podem ser estabelecidos e, de forma análoga, a quebra da paridade R. O número

de parâmetros livres associados a modelos supersimétricos é a principal ressalva a

esta classe de modelos, visto que no SM os parâmetros livres são fixados a partir

dos dados experimentais, e no caso Supersimétrico permanecem livres. Apesar

dessa ressalva, o estudo de tais modelos pode, em último caso, indicar que aspectos

podem ser desconsiderados na referida formulação, e apontam possíveis caminhos

no entendimento e desenvolvimento de novos modelos.

Nos trabalhos desenvolvidos consideramos casos distintos da quebra da Su-

persimetria: via termo de origem gravitacional, via termo anômalo ou termo de

gauge, além da quebra da paridade R, e estudamos as conseqüências fenome-

noógicas da quebra de paridade. A invariância sob a paridade R, definida por

RP = (−1)3(B−L)+2S , é normalmente considerada em modelos supersimétricos.

Essa simetria tem duas razões para ser imposta: manter a estabilidade do próton

e assegurar que o LSP é o candidato à matéria escura. A primeira das condições
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pode ser conseguida por diferentes simetrias que assegurem a conservação do

número bariônico. Por outro lado, se introduzirmos a quebra do número leptô-

nico podemos gerar massa para os neutrinos no cenário supersimétrico. Assim,

introduzimos a quebra de paridade R por meio de termos bilineares do tipo:

WBRpV = WMSSM + εabεiL̂
a
i Ĥu

b (4.1)

na qual incluímos um parâmetro extra εi para cada geração de férmions. Para

assegurarmos que os dados sobre neutrinos serão satisfeitos, o termo de acopla-

mento deve satisfazer a condição:|εi| << |μ|, na qual μ é o parâmetro bilinear de

massa supersimétrico. Adicionamos em nosso trabalho, por consistência, termos

de quebra sotf,

Vsoft = VMSSM − εab(BiεiL̄
a
i Hb

u) (4.2)

Desse modo temos novos parâmetros, relacionados à quebra de paridade R,

e, consequentemente, a valores esperados no vácuo (vev) para o sneutrino, que

proporciona mistura na matriz de massa de neutrinos e neutralinos. Uma vez dia-

gonalizada a matriz de massa neutrino-neutralino, apresentam-se os auto-estados

puros associados aos neutralinos, denotados por χ̃0
k. O neutralino mais leve é χ̃0

1 .

O mesmo ocorre com os leptons carregados e os charginos. Nesse caso os charginos

são denotados por χ̃±
1 .

Consideramos, em geral, o caso no qual a quebra da paridade R ocorre es-

pontaneamente, como resultado da minimização do potencial de Higgs, de forma

análoga à quebra da simetria eletrofraca. Modelos com quebra espontânea de

paridade R são caracterizados pela existência de valores esperados no vácuo de

dois tipos de sneutrinos: sneutrinos de mão esquerda e direita, singleto e dubleto
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sob SU(3) ⊗ SU(2) ⊗ U(1) respectivamente, satisfazendo a relação vLvR ∼ hνm2
W

(mecanismo see-saw), no qual hν é o acoplamento tipo Yukawa, associado à quebra

de paridade R. Abaixo da escala vR, a quebra de paridade R é explícita através

do termo bilinear que aparece no superpotencial e no termo de quebra soft do

superpotencial. Para manter a simplicidade, sem perder o caráter geral do nosso

estudo, podemos substituir o vev do sneutrino de mão direira por um acoplamento

efetivo do tipo bilinear (o estudo do caso em que se mantem o termo associado

ao vev do sneutrino de mão direita também foi realizado. Nesse modelo temos

um bóson de goldstone, o Majoron, associado à quebra espontânea de paridade

R). Referimo-nos a esse modelo como BRpV-mSUGRA, quando a quebra da

supersimetria ocorrer via termo associado à gravitação, ou BRpV-AMSB, quando

a quebra da supersimetria ocorrer via acoplamento anômalo.

Consideramos em nossos estudos que a partícula supersimétrica mais leve

(LSP) é o neutralino em ambos os casos: mSUGRA e AMSB. Uma vantagem no

estudo dos modelos mencionados é o fato de ser possível gerar as massas, misturas

e acoplamentos dos neutrinos de forma a satisfazer todas as restrições experimen-

tais conhecidas. Alem disso, já é conhecido que, independente da amplitude do

termo da quebra da paridade R, associada aos dados experimentais de oscilação

de neutrinos, os efeitos da quebra podem ser estudados em experimentos de ace-

leradores. Assim estudamos os possíveis sinais e suas implicações na busca por

“nova física” em aceleradores - Tevatron, LEP e LHC. Há vários estudos sobre as

buscas por supersimetria, a partir do estudo dos sinais em aceleradores. Entre-

tanto, a absoluta maioria desses estudos sempre se pauta em modelos nos quais a

paridade R é conservada. Até o momento, nenhuma evidencia sobre a SUSY em

experimentos de altas energias foi encontrada. Os estudos realizados no Tevatro e
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LEP (I e II) não permitiram uma conclusão definitiva sobre esse aspecto. Com a

entrada em funcionamento do LHC, a busca por sinais de quebra de paridade R

adquirem motivação ainda maior devido ao fato de, além da resposta à existência

da supersimetria, também será possível estudar as possíveis conseqüências desse

modelo no estudo de aspectos associados às oscilações de neutrinos. A diferença

fundamental entre os modelos estudados e os chamados convencionais é que nos

modelos propostos a partícula supersimétrica mais leve (LSP) não é estável e

pode se desintegrar. Esse fenômeno pode ocorrer no interior do detector, e como

conseqüência, modificar o resultado final do sinal detectado nos aceleradores. Tal

fato tem as seguintes implicações: 1- O neutralino deixa de ser o candidato a

matéria escura, sendo necessário responder à questão de que partícula pode ser o

melhor candidato. Dentre as possibilidades aparecem o gravitino, o majoron ou

uma partícula do tipo axion. Em tais modelos, o vínculo sobre a matéria escura

que aparece em modelos supersimétricos sem quebra de paridade R não pode

ser imposto. 2- Qualquer partícula supersimétrica pode ser a mais leve, inclu-

sive aquelas carregadas. Consideramos em nossos estudos que o neutralino será

sempre a LSP. No estudo dos sinais, o decaimento da LSP implica na redução

de sinais com “transversal missing momentum” e ao correspondente aumento na

multiplicidade de jatos e/ou leptons carregados no estado final. Para uma ampla

margem no espaço de parâmetros associados, a LSP pode ter um tempo de vida

grande o suficiente para dar origem ao que chamamos de vértice deslocado, o que

sugere um sinal diferente do tipicamente estudado. Essa característica é presente

em toda a classe de modelos com quebra de paridade R estudada. Estudamos os

possíveis sinais no canal de multi-leptons para o caso BRpV-mSUGRA no Teva-

tron, utilizando os vértices deslocados como principal característica de tais sinais.
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Assim, estudar a quebra da paridade R e os respectivos parâmetros de quebra de

tal simetria significa também estudar a forma de quebra da Supersimetria. Do

mesmo modo realizamos o estudo para o LHC, considerando modelos do tipo

mSUGRA e AMSB.

4.1 Modelo BRPV–mSUGRA

Nosso objetivo aqui é descrever brevemente as características fundamentais dessa

classe de modelos, nos quais a Supersimetria tem sua quebra baseada na gravidade

e a quebra da paridade R em termo bilinear, como descrito anteriormente. Os

novos termos que levam à violação do número leptônico e, conseqüentemente,

à quebra de paridade R induzem também vev’s vi = vLi
, para os três tipos de

sneutrinos de mão esquerda. Não há uma base na qual esses termos possam ser

eliminados ao mesmo tempo por efeito de transformações. Na base onde o termo

bilinear do superpotencial pode ser eliminado, aparecem como resultado termos

do tipo trilinear, dado por expressões do tipo:

λijk = (εi

μ
)YE,jk (4.3)

e

λ
′
ijk = (εi

μ
)YD,jk. (4.4)

Consideramos em nossos estudos, no cenário de supergravidade, termos soft uni-

versais na escala de unificação. Esse modelo contém onze parâmetros livres, isto

é: m0 , m1/2 , tan β , sign(μ) , A0 , εi e Λi onde m0 , m1/2 são respectivamente

a massa dos gaugino e a massa associada ao termo soft na escala de unificação,
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A0 é o termo trilinear e tan β a razão entre os vev’s dos campos de Higgs. Por

conveniência consideramos Λi = εivd +μvi , termo que está diretamente associado

às propriedades neutrino-neutralino. Os termos bilineares de quebra de paridade

R serão os responsáveis pela origem das misturas entre os termos associados ás

partículas do Modelo Padrão e as parceiras supersimétricas. Além da geração de

massa para neutrinos, termos de mistura neutralino-neutrino, também aparecem

os decaimentos do LSP em partículas do Modelo Padrão. A nível árvore, apenas

um neutrino adquire massa, enquanto os demais terão suas massas definidas por

correções radiativas. Nesse caso, a escala de energia associada ao nível árvore

é a escala atmosférica e, nessa aproximação, oscilações de neutrinos solares não

ocorrem. As oscilações adquirem sentido quando as correções são incluídas. No

caso dos neutralinos, o tempo de vida da LSP depende do espectro de massa e dos

parâmetros de quebra de paridade R. Utilizando-se os resultados experimentais

sobre neutrinos - o termo de interação associado à quebra de paridade R deve ser

mínimo - se obtém um tempo de vida grande o suficiente para dar a origem a

vértices deslocados. Em modelos BRpV–mSUGRA, para um dado valor dos parâ-

metros mSUGRA, há uma ampla margem na qual os parâmetros BRpV podem

variar. Essa variação não tem efeito algum na seção de choque de produção para

as partículas supersimétricas, porém afeta a largura de decaimento do LSP.

4.2 Modelo BRpV-AMSB

Modelos com quebra de supersimetria, mediada por termos anômalos, tem por

característica contribuições de termos de quebra soft do setor anômalo conforme

dominantes. Nesse tipo de modelo as massas das duas primeiras gerações de
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escalares são automaticamente iguais e os termos de sabor fora da diagonal

são dados em termos de acoplamento de Yukawa para quark. Na sua forma

original, esse modelo sofre de problemas com a massa dos sleptons, que adquirem

característica taquiônica, sendo necessária então a adição de termos de massa

que, no caso mínimo, são universais. Podemos estudar a extensão por meio da

introdução de termos bilineares que quebrem a paridade R. O modelo AMSB

pode ser caracterizado pelos seguintes parâmetros: m3/2, m0, tan β, sign(μ) e mντ .

Neste caso consideramos a quebra de paridade R associada ao neutrino tau, isto

é, apenas termos associados à terceira família foi considerada. Ampliar o trabalho

considerando termos associados à primeira e segunda família podem completar

o estudo. Consideramos a escala de energia associada à unificação neste caso

MGUT ∼ 1016GeV ). A massa do gravitino, m3/2 , muito maior que as massas das

demais partículas, é a única gerada a nível árvore. Os termos de quebra soft são

proporcionais à massa do gravitino em modelos puramente AMSB. Entretanto,

para evitar massas do slepton negativas, um parâmetro de massa extra universal

m2
0 é adicionado à massa de todos os sfermions e do Higgs no AMSB. A relação

ente os vev’s dos campos de Higgs mantem a mesma nomenclatura que no modelo

discutido anteriormente, e o sinal do parâmetro de mistura Higgs-Higgsino, μ,

pode ser qualquer. A convenção, nesse caso, é a de que tal parâmetro aparece no

superpotencial como o termo −μĤdĤu. A relação completa entre os parâmetros

citados acima e os parâmetros de quebra soft para o modelo AMSB pode ser

encontrada nas referências indicadas nos artigos publicados, apresentados nas

respectivas seções. O espectro de massa típico no cenário mediado por quebra

anômala, tem o neutralino mais leve como a LSP. O stau ou o sneutrino-tau

aparece como a LSP em uma região bastante reduzida considerando os parâmetros
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citados anteriormente, sendo determinado pelo parâmetro tan β. Para valores

grandes de m0, o neutralino mais leve será a LSP. O espectro de massa no modelo

AMSB tem então a característica de quase degenerescência da massa da LSP

(neutralino) e do chargino mais leve. Como a massa do wino é muito menor

que a dos outros gauginos, ela será praticamente igual à massa da partícula

associada ao estado mais leve, com o estado neutro sendo levemente menor. A

natureza tipo wino do neutralino mais leve é importante, pois as interações são

mais intensas e ele será produzido com maior abundancia em aceleradores. A

segunda característica é a quase degenerescência entre os sleptons. Esse resultado

é a conseqüência da adição do termo extra, universal, que contribui para a massa

dos escalares. Apesar da quase degenerescência da massa da LSP e do chargino

mais leve, consideramos sempre o cenário no qual o neutralino é a LSP.
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Abstract

We analyze the low energy features of a supersymmetric standard model where the anomaly-
induced contributions to the soft parameters are dominant in a scenario with bilinear R-parity
violation. This class of models leads to mixings between the standard model particles and
supersymmetric ones which change the low energy phenomenology and searches for supersymmetry.
In addition, R-parity violation interactions give rise to small neutrino masses which we show to be
consistent with the present observations. © 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 12.60.Jv; 14.60.Pq; 14.80.Ly

1. Introduction

Supersymmetry (SUSY) is a promising candidate for physics beyond the Standard
Model (SM) and there is a large ongoing search for supersymmetric partners of the
SM particles. However, no positive signal has been observed so far. Therefore, if
supersymmetry is a symmetry of nature, it is an experimental fact that it must be
broken. The two best known classes of models for supersymmetry breaking are gravity-
mediated [1] and gauge-mediated [2] SUSY breaking. In gravity-mediated models, SUSY
is assumed to be broken in a hidden sector by fields which interact with the visible particles
only via gravitational interactions and not via gauge or Yukawa interactions. In gauge-
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mediated models, on the contrary, SUSY is broken in a hidden sector and transmitted to
the visible sector via SM gauge interactions of messenger particles.

There is a third scenario, called anomaly-mediated SUSY breaking [3], which is
based on the observation that the super-Weyl anomaly gives rise to loop contribution to
sparticle masses. The anomaly contributions are always present and in some cases they
can dominate; this is the anomaly mediated supersymmetry breaking (AMSB) scenario.
In this way, the gaugino masses are proportional to their corresponding gauge group
β-functions with the lightest SUSY particle being mainly wino. Analogously, the scalar
masses and trilinear couplings are functions of gauge and Yukawa β-functions. Without
further contributions the slepton squared masses turn out to be negative. This tachyonic
spectrum is usually cured by adding an universal non-anomaly mediated contribution
m2

0 > 0 to every scalar mass [4].
So far, most of the work on AMSB has been done assuming R-parity (RP )

conservation [5–7]; see [8] for an exception. R-parity violation [9] has received quite some
attention lately motivated by the Super-Kamiokande Collaboration results on neutrino
oscillations [10], which indicate neutrinos have mass [11]. One way of introducing mass
to the neutrinos is via bilinear R-parity violation (BRpV) [12], which is a simple and
predictive model for the neutrino masses and mixing angles [13,14]. In this work, we
study the phenomenology of an anomaly mediated SUSY breaking model which includes
bilinear R-parity violation (AMSB-BRpV), stressing its differences to the R-parity
conserving case.

In BRpV-MSSM [15], bilinear R-parity and lepton number violating terms are
introduced explicitly in the superpotential. These terms induce vacuum expectation values
(vev’s) vi for the sneutrinos, and neutrino masses through mixing with neutralinos. At tree
level, only one neutrino acquires a mass [16], which is proportional to the sneutrino vev
in a basis where the bilinear R-parity violating terms are removed from the superpotential.
At one-loop, three neutrinos get a non-zero mass, producing a hierarchical neutrino mass
spectrum [17]. It has been shown that the atmospheric mass scale, given by the heaviest
neutrino mass, is determined by tree level physics and that the solar mass scale, given by
the second heaviest neutrino mass, is determined by one-loop corrections [14].

In our model, the presence of RP violating interactions gives rise to neutrino masses
which we show to be consistent with the present observations. Moreover, the low-
energy phenomenology is quite distinct of the conserving R-parity AMSB scenario. For
instance, the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is unstable, which allows regions of
the parameter space where the stau or the tau-sneutrino is the LSP. In our scenario, decays
can proceed via the mixing between the standard model particles and supersymmetric ones.
As an example, the mixing between the lightest neutralino χ̃0

1 (chargino χ̃±
1 ) and ντ (τ±)

allows the following decays

χ̃0
1 → ντZ

∗,

χ̃0
1 → τ±W∓∗,

χ̃±
1 → τ±Z∗,

χ̃±
1 → ντW

±∗.
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Another effect of the mixing between the standard model and supersymmetric particles
is a sizeable change in the mass of the supersymmetric particles. For instance, the mixing
between scalar taus and the charged Higgs can lead to an increase in the splitting between
the two scalar tau mass eigenstates by a factor that can be as large as 10 with respect to the
RP conserving case.

This paper is organized as follows. We define in Section 2 our anomaly mediated SUSY
breaking model which includes bilinear R-parity violation, stating explicitly our working
hypotheses. This section also contains an overall view of the supersymmetric spectrum in
our model. We study the properties of the CP-odd, CP-even, and charged scalar particles
in Sections 3, 4, and 5, respectively, concentrating on the mixing angles that arise from
the introduction of the R-parity violating terms. Section 6 contains the analysis that shows
that our model can generate neutrino masses in agreement with the present knowledge. In
Section 7 we provide a discussion of the general phenomenological aspects of our model
while in Section 8 we draw our conclusions.

2. The AMSB-BRpV model

Our model, besides the usual RP conserving Yukawa terms in the superpotential,
includes the following bilinear terms

(1)Wbilinear = −εab

(
μĤ a

d Ĥ b
u + εi L̂

a
i Ĥ

b
u

)
,

where the second one violates RP and we take |εi | � |μ|. Analogously, the relevant soft
bilinear terms are

Vsoft = m2
Hu

Ha∗
u Ha

u + m2
Hd

Ha∗
d Ha

d + M2
Li

L̃a∗
i L̃a

i

(2)− εab

(
BμHa

d Hb
u + Biεi L̃

a
i H

b
u

)
,

where the terms proportional to Bi are the ones that violates RP . The explicit RP violating
terms induce vacuum expectation values vi , i = 1,2,3 for the sneutrinos, in addition to the
two Higgs doublets vev’s vu and vd . In phenomenological studies where the details of the
neutrino sector are not relevant, it has been proven very useful to work in the approximation
where RP and lepton number are violated in only one generation [18]. In these cases, a
determination of the mass scale of the atmospheric neutrino anomaly within a factor of
two is usually enough, and that can be achieved in the approximation where RP is violated
only in the third generation.

In this work we assume that RP violation takes place only in the third generation, and
consequently the parameter space of our model is

(3)m0,m3/2, tanβ, sign(μ), ε3, and mντ ,

where m3/2 is the gravitino mass and m2
0 is the non-anomaly mediated contribution to the

soft masses needed to avoid the appearance of tachyons. We characterize the BRpV sector
by the ε3 term in the superpotential and the tau–neutrino mass mντ since it is convenient to
trade v3 by mντ .
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In AMSB models, the soft terms are fixed in a non-universal way at the unification
scale which we assumed to be MGUT = 2.4 × 1016 GeV; see Appendix A for details. We
considered the running of the masses and couplings to the electroweak scale, assumed to be
the top mass, using the one-loop renormalization group equations (RGE) that are presented
in Appendix B. In the evaluation of the gaugino masses, we included the next-to-leading
order (NLO) corrections coming from αs , the two-loop top Yukawa contributions to the
beta-functions, and threshold corrections enhanced by large logarithms; for details see [4].
The NLO corrections are especially important for M2, leading to a change in the wino
mass by more than 20%.

One of the virtues of AMSB models is that the SU(2) ⊗ U(1) symmetry is broken
radiatively by the running of the RGE from the GUT scale to the weak one. This feature
is preserved by our model since the one-loop RGE are not affected by the bilinear RP

violating interactions; see Appendix B. In our model, the electroweak symmetry is broken
by the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets Hd and Hu, and the neutral
component of the third left slepton doublet L̃3. We denote these fields as

Hd =
( 1√

2

[
χ0

d + vd + iϕ0
d

]
H−

d

)
, Hu =

(
H+

u
1√
2

[
χ0

u + vu + iϕ0
u

]) ,

(4)L̃3 =
( 1√

2

[
ν̃R
τ + v3 + iν̃i0

τ

]
τ̃−

)
.

The above vev’s vi can be obtained through the minimization conditions, or tadpole
equations, which in the AMSB-BRpV model are

t0
d = (m2

Hd
+ μ2)vd − Bμvu − με3v3 + 1

8

(
g2 + g′2)vd

(
v2
d − v2

u + v2
3

)
,

t0
u = (m2

Hu
+ μ2 + ε2

3

)
vu − Bμvd + B3ε3v3 − 1

8

(
g2 + g′2)vu

(
v2
d − v2

u + v2
3

)
,

(5)t0
3 = (m2

L3
+ ε2

3

)
v3 − με3vd + B3ε3vu + 1

8

(
g2 + g′2)v3

(
v2
d − v2

u + v2
3

)
,

at tree level. At the minimum we must impose t0
d = t0

u = t0
3 = 0. In practice, the input

parameters are the soft masses mHd , mHu , and mL3 , the vev’s vu, vd , and v3 (obtained
from mZ , tanβ , and mντ ), and ε3. We then use the tadpole equations to determine B , B3,
and |μ|.

One-loop corrections to the tadpole equations change the value of |μ| by O(20%),
therefore, we also included the one-loop corrections due to third generation of quarks and
squarks [17]:

(6)ti = t0
i + T̃i(Q),

where ti , with i = d,u, are the renormalized tadpoles, t0
i are given in (5), and T̃i(Q) are

the renormalized one-loop contributions at the scale Q. Here we neglected the one-loop
corrections for t3 since we are only interested in the value of μ.

Using the procedure underlined above, the whole mass spectrum can be calculated
as a function of the input parameters m0, m3/2, tanβ , sign(μ), ε3, and mντ . In Fig. 1,
we show a scatter plot of the mass spectrum as a function of the scalar mass m0 for
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Fig. 1. Supersymmetric mass spectrum in AMSB-BRpV for m3/2 = 32 TeV, tan β = 5, and μ < 0. The values of

ε3 and mντ were randomly varied according to 10−5 < ε3 < 1 GeV and 10−6 < mντ < 1 eV.

m3/2 = 32 TeV, tanβ = 5, and μ < 0, varying ε3 and mντ according to 10−5 < ε3 < 1 GeV
and 10−6 < mντ < 1 eV. The widths of the scatter plots show that the spectrum exhibits a
very small dependence on ε3 and mντ . Throughout this paper we use this range for ε3 and
mντ in all figures.

We can see from this figure that, for m0 � 200 GeV, the LSP is the lightest neutralino
χ̃0

1 with the lightest chargino χ̃+
1 almost degenerated with it, as in RP -conserving

AMSB. Nevertheless, the LSP is the lightest stau τ̃+
1 for m0 � 200 GeV. This last

region of parameter space is forbidden in RP -conserving AMSB, but perfectly possible in
AMSB-BRpV since the stau is unstable, decaying into RP -violating modes with sizeable
branching ratios. Furthermore, the slepton masses have a strong dependence on m0. We
plotted masses of the two staus, which have an appreciable splitting, the almost degenerated
smuons, and the closely degenerated tau-sneutrinos.1 The heavy Higgs bosons have also a
strong dependence on m0 and, for the chosen parameters, they are much heavier than the
sleptons. On the other hand, the gauginos show little dependence on m0, as expected.

1 In fact, there are two tau-sneutrinos in this model, a CP-even and a CP-odd field that are almost degenerated;
see further sections for details.
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Bounds on BRpV parameters depend in general on supersymmetric masses and
couplings, as shown in [19]. In models with BRpV in only one generation it is possible
to estimate the bound on ε3 in a much simpler way: if we rotate the lepton and Higgs fields
such that the bilinear term in the superpotential is eliminated [20], a trilinear term λ′ is
generated

(7)λ′
3ii = hdi

ε3√
μ2 + ε2

3

,

where hdi is the Yukawa coupling of the down quark of the ith generation. Bounds on these
couplings can be found on [9]:

(8)λ′
311 < 0.11 × md̃R

100 GeV
, λ′

322 < 0.52 × ms̃R

100 GeV
, λ′

333 < 0.45,

and, considering the values of the Yukawa couplings, it is easy to see that these bounds are
satisfied for our choice ε3 < 1 GeV.

3. CP-odd Higgs/sneutrino sector

In our model, the CP-odd Higgs sector mixes with the imaginary part of the tau-
sneutrino due to the bilinear RP violating interactions. Writing the mass terms in the form

(9)Vquadratic = 1

2

[
ϕ0

d, ϕ0
u, ν̃i0

τ

]
M2

P 0

⎡⎣ ϕ0
d

ϕ0
u

ν̃i0
τ

⎤⎦ ,

we have

M2
P 0

=

⎡⎢⎢⎣
m

2(0)
A s2

β + με3
v3
vd

m
2(0)
A sβcβ −με3

m
2(0)
A sβcβ m

2(0)
A c2

β − με3
v3
vd

c2
β

s2
β

+ v2
3

v2
d

c2
β

s2
β

m̄2
ν̃τ

−με3
cβ

sβ
+ v3

vd

cβ

sβ
m̄2

ν̃τ

−με3 −με3
cβ

sβ
+ v3

vd

cβ

sβ
m̄2

ν̃τ
m̄2

ν̃τ

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,

(10)

with m̄2
ν̃τ

= m
2(0)

ν̃τ
+ ε2

3 + 1
8g2

Zv2
3 and g2

Z ≡ g2 + g′2. Here,

(11)m
2(0)
A = Bμ

sβcβ

and m
2(0)

ν̃τ
= M2

L3
+ 1

8
g2

Z

(
v2
d − v2

u

)
are, respectively, the CP-odd Higgs and sneutrino masses in the RP conserving limit
(ε3 = v3 = 0). In order to write this mass matrix we have eliminated m2

Hu
, m2

Hd
, and B3

using the tadpole equations (5). The mass matrix has an explicitly vanishing eigenvalue,
which corresponds to the neutral Goldstone boson.
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This matrix can be diagonalized with a rotation

(12)

[
A0

G0

ν̃odd
τ

]
= RP 0

⎡⎣ ϕ0
d

ϕ0
u

ν̃i0
τ

⎤⎦ ,

where G0 is the massless neutral Goldstone boson. Between the other two eigenstates, the
one with largest ν̃i0

τ component is called CP-odd tau-sneutrino ν̃odd
τ and the remaining state

is called CP-odd Higgs A0.
As an intermediate step, it is convenient to make explicit the masslessness of the

Goldstone boson with the rotation

(13)R̂P 0 =
⎡⎣ sβ cβ 0

−cβr sβr − v3
vd

cβr

− v3
vd

c2
βr

v3
vd

sβcβr r

⎤⎦ ,

where

(14)r = 1√
1 + v2

3

v2
d

c2
β

,

obtaining a rotated mass matrix R̂P 0M2
P 0 R̂

T
P 0 which has a column and a row of zeros,

corresponding to G0. This procedure simplifies the analysis since the remaining 2 × 2
mass matrix for (A0, ν̃odd

τ ) is

(15)M̂
2
P 0 =

⎡⎢⎣m
2(0)
A + v2

3
v2
d

c4
β

s2
β

m̄2
ν̃τ

+ με3
v3
vd

s2
β−c2

β

s2
β

(
v3
vd

c2
β

sβ
m̄2

ν̃τ
− με3

1
sβ

)
r(

v3
vd

c2
β

sβ
m̄2

ν̃τ
− με3

1
sβ

)
r m̄2

ν̃τ

1
r2

⎤⎥⎦ .

We quantify the mixing between the tau-sneutrino and the neutral Higgs bosons through

(16)sin2 θodd = ∣∣〈ν̃odd
τ

∣∣ϕ0
u

〉∣∣2 + ∣∣〈ν̃odd
τ

∣∣ϕ0
d

〉∣∣2.
If we consider the RP violating interactions as a perturbation, we can show that

(17)sin2 θodd 

(

v3
vd

c2
βm

2(0)

ν̃τ
− με3

)2
s2
β

(
m

2(0)
A − m

2(0)

ν̃τ

)2 + v2
3

v2
d

c2
β,

indicating that this mixing can be large when the CP-odd Higgs boson A0 and the sneutrino
ν̃τ are approximately degenerate.

Fig. 2(a) displays the full sneutrino-Higgs mixing (16), with no approximations, as a
function of tanβ for m3/2 = 32 TeV, μ < 0 and 100 < m0 < 300 GeV. In a large fraction
of the parameter space this mixing is small, since it is proportional to the BRpV parameters
squared divided by MSSM mass parameters squared. However, it is possible to find a
region where the mixing is sizable, e.g., for our choice of parameters this happens at
tanβ ≈ 15. As expected, the region of large mixing is associated to near degenerate states,
as we can see from Fig. 2(b) where we present the ratio between the CP-odd Higgs mass
mA and the CP-odd tau-sneutrino mass mν̃odd

τ
as a function of tanβ .
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Fig. 2. (a) CP-odd Higgs–sneutrino mixing and (b) ratio between the CP-odd Higgs mass and the sneutrino mass
as a function of tan β for m3/2 = 32 TeV, μ < 0 and 100 < m0 < 300 GeV.

4. CP-even Higgs/sneutrino sector

The mass terms of the CP-even neutral scalar sector are

(18)Vquadratic = 1

2

[
χ0

d ,χ0
u, ν̃r0

τ

]
M2

S0

⎡⎣ χ0
d

χ0
u

ν̃r0
τ

⎤⎦ ,

where the mass matrix can be separated into two pieces

(19)M2
S0 = M

2(0)

S0 + M
2(1)

S0 .

The first term due to RP conserving interactions is

(20)M
2(0)

S0 =
⎡⎢⎣

m
2(0)
A s2

β + 1
4g2

Zv2
d −m

2(0)
A sβcβ − 1

4g2
Zvdvu 0

−m
2(0)
A sβcβ − 1

4g2
Zvdvu m

2(0)
A c2

β + 1
4g2

Zv2
u 0

0 0 m
2(0)

ν̃τ

⎤⎥⎦ ,
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while the one associated to the RP violating terms is

M
2(1)

S0

=

⎡⎢⎢⎣
με3

v3
vd

0 −με3 + 1
4 g2

Zvdv3

0
v2

3
v2
d

c2
β

s2
β

m
2(0)

ν̃τ
− με3

v3
vd

c2
β

s2
β

με3
cβ

sβ
− v3

vd

cβ

sβ
m

2(0)

ν̃τ
− 1

4 g2
Zvuv3

−με3 + 1
4 g2

Z
vdv3 με3

cβ

sβ
− v3

vd

cβ

sβ
m

2(0)
ν̃τ

− 1
4 g2

Z
vuv3 ε2

3 + 3
8 g2

Z
v2

3

⎤⎥⎥⎦
(21)

Fig. 3. (a) CP-even Higgs–sneutrino mixing; (b) ratio between heavy CP-even Higgs and tau-sneutrino masses
and (c) ratio between light CP-even Higgs and tau-sneutrino masses as a function of tanβ for m3/2 = 32 TeV,
μ < 0 and 100 < m0 < 300 GeV.
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Radiative corrections can change significantly the lightest Higgs mass and, consequently,
we have also introduced the leading correction to its mass

(22)�mχ0
u

≡ 3m4
t

2π2v2
uv

′ ln

(
mt̃1

mt̃2

m2
t

)
,

with

(23)v′ = 1 − v2
3

v2
d + v2

u + v2
3

,

by adding it to the element [M2
S0]22.

Analogously to the CP-odd sector, we define the mixing between the CP-even tau-
sneutrino and the neutral Higgs bosons as

(24)sin2 θeven = ∣∣〈ν̃even
τ

∣∣χ0
d

〉∣∣2 + ∣∣〈ν̃even
τ

∣∣χ0
u

〉∣∣2 = ∣∣〈H 0
∣∣ν̃r0

τ

〉∣∣2 + ∣∣〈h0
∣∣ν̃r0

τ

〉∣∣2.
In general, this mixing is small since it is proportional to the RP breaking parameters
squared, however, it can be large provided the sneutrino is degenerate either with h0 or H 0.

In Fig. 3(a), we present the mixing (24) as a function of tanβ , for the input parameters
as in Fig. 2. Similarly to the CP-odd scalar sector, this mixing can be very large, occurring
either when mH ≈ mν̃even

τ
or mh ≈ mν̃even

τ
. In fact, we can see from Fig. 3(b) that the

peak in Fig. 3(a) for tanβ ∼ 15 is mainly due to the mass degeneracy between the heavy
CP-even Higgs H 0 and the CP-even tau-sneutrino ν̃even

τ . On the other hand, the other
scattered dots with high mixing angle values throughout Fig. 3(a) come from points in
the parameter space where the light CP-even Higgs h0 and the CP-even tau-sneutrino ν̃even

τ

are degenerated. We see from Fig. 3(c) that this may occur for 5 < tanβ < 15.
It is important to notice that the enhancement of the mixing between the tau-sneutrino

and the CP-even Higgs bosons for almost degenerate states implies that large RP violating
effects are possible even for small RP violating parameters (ε3 � 1 GeV), and for neutrino
masses consistent with the solutions to the atmospheric neutrino anomaly (mντ � 1 eV).

5. Charged Higgs/charged slepton sector

The mass terms in the charged scalar sector are

(25)Vquadratic = [H−
u ,H−

d , τ̃−
L , τ̃−

R

]
M2

S±

⎡⎢⎢⎣
H+

u

H+
d

τ̃+
L

τ̃+
R

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,

where it is convenient to split the mass matrix into a RP conserving part and a RP violating
one

(26)M2
S± = M

2(0)

S± + M
2(1)

S± .

The RP conserving mass matrix has the usual MSSM form
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M
2(0)

S±

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
m

2(0)
A s2

β + 1
4 g2v2

u m
2(0)
A sβcβ + 1

4 g2vuvd 0 0

m
2(0)
A

sβcβ + 1
4 g2vuvd m

2(0)
A

c2
β + 1

4 g2v2
d

0 0

0 0 M̂2
L3

1√
2
hτ (Aτ vd − μvu)

0 0 1√
2
hτ (Aτ vd − μvu) M̂2

R3

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

(27)

where hτ is the τ Yukawa coupling and

M̂2
L3

= M2
L3

− 1

8

(
g2 − g′2)(v2

d − v2
u

)+ 1

2
h2

τ v
2
d ,

(28)M̂2
R3

= M2
R3

− 1

4
g′2(v2

d − v2
u

)+ 1

2
h2

τ v
2
d .

The contribution due to RP violating terms is

M
2(1)

S±

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
με3

v3
vd

− 1
4 g2v2

3 + 1
2 h2

τ v2
3 0 XuL XuR

0
v2

3
v2
d

c2
β

s2
β

m̄2
ν̃

− με3
v3
vd

c2
β

s2
β

+ 1
4 g2v2

3 XdL XdR

XuL XdL ε2
3 + 1

8 g2
Z

v2
3 0

XuR XdR 0 1
2 h2

τ v2
3 − 1

4 g′2v2
3

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

(29)

with

(30)XuL = 1

4
g2vdv3 − με3 − 1

2
h2

τ vdv3,

(31)XuR = − 1√
2
hτ (Aτ v3 + ε3vu),

(32)XdL = v3

vd

cβ

sβ
m̄2

ν̃ − με3
cβ

sβ
+ 1

4
g2vuv3,

(33)XdR = − 1√
2
hτ (μv3 + ε3vd).

The complete matrix M2
S± has an explicit zero eigenvalue corresponding to the charged

Goldstone boson G±, and is diagonalized by a rotation matrix RS± such that

(34)

⎡⎢⎢⎣
H+
G+
τ̃+

1

τ̃+
2

⎤⎥⎥⎦= RS±

⎡⎢⎢⎣
H+

u

H+
d

τ̃+
L

τ̃+
R

⎤⎥⎥⎦ .

In analogy with the discussion on the CP-even scalar sector, we define the mixing of the
lightest (heaviest) stau τ̃±

1 (τ̃±
2 ) with the charged Higgs bosons as

(35)sin2 θ+
1 = ∣∣〈τ̃+

1

∣∣H+
u

〉∣∣2 + ∣∣〈τ̃+
1

∣∣H+
d

〉∣∣2,
(36)sin2 θ+

2 = ∣∣〈τ̃+
2

∣∣H+
u

〉∣∣2 + ∣∣〈τ̃+
2

∣∣H+
d

〉∣∣2.
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Fig. 4(a), (b) contains the mixing between the lightest (heaviest) stau and the charged
Higgs fields sin θ+

1(2) as a function of tanβ for m3/2 = 32 TeV, μ < 0, and 100 <

m0 < 300 GeV. In this sector, the mixing can also be very large provided there is a
near degeneracy between the staus τ̃±

1 , τ̃±
2 and H±. We can see clearly this effect in

Fig. 4(c), (d), where we show the ratio between the charged Higgs mass mH+ and the
lightest (heaviest) stau mass mτ̃1(2)

. In Fig. 4(a) and (b) we also notice that large light stau–
charged Higgs mixing occurs at slight different value of tanβ compared with heavy stau–
charged Higgs mixing. Large light stau–charged Higgs mixing is found in Fig. 4(a) as a
peak at tanβ ≈ 16, as opposed to large heavy stau–charged Higgs mixing, which presents a
peak at tanβ ≈ 15. In Fig. 4(a) we notice that the mixing angle vanishes at tanβ ∼ 11. This
zero occurs at the point of parameter space where the two staus are nearly degenerated, as
will be explained in Section 7.

Similarly, in the last figure, the exact value of tanβ at which the peak of the lightest stau-
charged scalar mixing occurs is somewhat larger than the analogous mixing for the CP-odd
sector sin θodd. This can be appreciated in Fig. 5(a) where we show the ratio between sin θ+

1
and sin θodd as a function of tanβ for m3/2 = 32 TeV, μ < 0 and 100 < m0 < 300 GeV.

Fig. 4. (a) Charged Higgs–light stau mixing; (b) charged Higgs–heavy stau mixing; (c) charged Higgs–light stau
mass ratio and (d) charged Higgs–heavy stau mass ratio as a function of tan β for m3/2 = 32 TeV, μ < 0 and
100 < m0 < 300 GeV.
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Fig. 5. (a) Ratio between the charged Higgs–stau and CP-odd Higgs–tau-sneutrino mixing angles and (b) ratio
between the CP-odd Higgs–tau-sneutrino and CP-even Higgs–tau-sneutrino mixing angles as a function of tan β

for m3/2 = 32 TeV, μ < 0 and 100 < m0 < 300 GeV.

The peak of the charged sector mixing is located at the peak of the ratio. On the other hand,
the peak for the neutral CP-odd sector is located at the nearby zero of the ratio. The other
zero of the ratio near tanβ ≈ 11 corresponds to a zero of the charged scalar sector mixing,
as shown in Fig. 4. For the sake of comparison, we display in Fig. 5(b) the ratio between
the CP-odd and CP-even mixings (sin θodd/ sin θeven) as a function of tanβ . We can see
that most of the time the ratio is equal to 1 showing that the two neutral scalar sectors have
similar behavior with tanβ in contrast with the charged scalar sector. The points where this
ratio is lower than 1 correspond to the case where the CP-even scalar sector mixings are
dominated by the light Higgs and tau-sneutrino degeneracy which occurs for any value of
tanβ lower than 16, as shown in Fig. 3(c).

6. The neutrino mass

BRpV provides a solution to the atmospheric and solar neutrino problems due to their
mixing with neutralinos, which generates neutrino masses and mixing angles. It was shown
in [14] that the atmospheric mass scale is adequately described by the tree level neutrino
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mass

(37)mtree
ν3

= M1g
2 + M2g

′2

4Δ0
| Λ|2,

where Δ0 is the determinant of the neutralino sub-matrix and Λ = (Λ1,Λ2,Λ3), with

(38)Λi = μvi + εivd ,

where the index i refers to the lepton family. The spectrum generated is hierarchical, and
obtained typically with Λ1 � Λ2 ≈ Λ3.

As it was mentioned in the introduction, for many purposes it is enough to work with
RP violation only in the third generation. In this case, the atmospheric mass scale is well
described by Eq. (37) with the replacement | Λ|2 → Λ2

3. In Fig. 6, we plot the neutrino
mass as a function of Λ in AMSB-BRpV with the input parameters m3/2 = 32 TeV, μ < 0,
5 < tanβ < 20, 100 < m0 < 1000 GeV and 10−5 < ε3 < 1 GeV. The quadratic dependence
of the neutrino mass on Λ is apparent in this figure and neutrino masses smaller than 1 eV
occur for |Λ| � 0.6 GeV2. Moreover, the stars correspond to the allowed neutrino masses
when the tau-sneutrino is the LSP. In general the points with a small (large) m0 are located
in the inner (outer) regions of this scattered plot.

From Fig. 6, we can see that the attainable neutrino masses are consistent with the
global three-neutrino oscillation data analysis in the first reference of [10] that favors the
ντ → νμ oscillation hypothesis. Although only mass squared differences are constrained
by the neutrino data, our model naturally gives a hierarchical neutrino mass spectrum,
therefore, we extract a naïve constraint on the actual mass coming from the analysis of the
full atmospheric neutrino data, 0.04 � mντ � 0.09 eV [10]. In addition, we notice that it

Fig. 6. Tau neutrino mass as a function of Λ3 for 5 < tan β < 20, 100 < m0 < 1000 GeV, m3/2 = 32 TeV and
μ < 0.
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Fig. 7. Mixing between CP-even Higgses and sneutrino as a function of the tau neutrino mass.

is not possible to find an upper bound on the neutrino mass if angular dependence on the
neutrino data is not included and only the total event rates are considered.

In Fig. 7 we show the correlation between the neutrino mass and mixing of the tau-
sneutrino and the CP-even Higgses (sin θeven) for the parameters assumed in Fig. 6. As
expected, the largest mixings are associated to larger neutrino masses. Notwithstanding, it
is possible to obtain large mixings for rather small neutrino masses because the mixing is
proportional to the RP violating parameters ε3 and v3, and not directly on Λ3 ∝ mντ . In
any case, Fig. 7 suggests that large scalar mixings are still possible even imposing these
bounds on the neutrino mass. This is extremely important for the phenomenology of the
model because it indicates that non negligible RP violating branching ratios are possible
for scalars even in the case they are not the LSP.

7. Discussions

The presence of RP violating interactions in our model render the LSP unstable,
avoiding strong constraints on the possible LSP candidates. In the parameter regions
where the neutralino is not the LSP, whether the light stau or the tau-sneutrino is the
LSP depends crucially on the value of tanβ . This fact can be seen in Fig. 8 where we
plot the ratio between the light stau and the tau-sneutrino masses as a function of tanβ

for m3/2 = 32 TeV, 100 < m0 < 300 GeV, and μ < 0. From this figure we see that the
tau-sneutrino is the LSP for 8.5 � tanβ � 14, otherwise the stau is the LSP.2

2 Of course, m0 has to be small enough so that the slepton is lighter than the neutralino.
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Fig. 8. Ratio between the light stau and the sneutrino masses as a function of tan β for m3/2 = 32 TeV,
100 < m0 < 300 GeV and μ < 0.

When the stau is the LSP, it decays via RP violating interactions, i.e., its decays take
place through mixing with the charged Higgs, and consequently, they will mimic the
charged Higgs boson ones. Therefore, it is very important to be able to distinguish between
τ̃±

1 and H±. This can be achieved either through precise studies of branching ratios, or via
the mass spectrum, or both [21].

Measurements on the mass spectrum are also important in order to distinguish AMSB
with and without conservation of RP . In Fig. 9 we present the ratio between the stau
mass splitting in AMSB-BRpV and in the AMSB, R = (mτ̃2 − mτ̃1)AMSB−BRpV/(mτ̃2 −
mτ̃1)AMSB, with ε3 = v3 = 0 and keeping the rest of the parameters unchanged, as a
function of tanβ . In these figures, we took 100 < m0 < 1000 GeV, m3/2 = 32 TeV, and
(a) μ > 0, and (b) μ < 0. For μ > 0 (Fig. 9(a)), the stau mass splitting is always larger in
the AMSB-BRpV than in the AMSB by a factor that increases when tanβ decreases, and
can be as large as R ∼ 10 for tanβ ∼ 3! We remind the reader that, in the absence of RP

violation, the left–right stau mixing decreases with decreasing tanβ , thus augmenting the
importance of R-parity violating mixings. On the other hand, for μ < 0 (Fig. 9(b)), this
ratio can be as large as before at small tanβ , but in addition, the splitting can go to zero in
AMSB-BRpV near tanβ ≈ 11, which also constitutes a sharp difference with the AMSB.
For both signs of μ the ratio goes to unity at large tanβ because the left–right mixing in
the AMSB is proportional to tanβ and dominates over any RP violating contribution.

The behavior of R at tanβ ∼ 11 in Fig. 9(b) indicates that the two staus can be nearly
degenerated in AMSB-BRpV. In Fig. 10 we plot the ratio between the light and heavy
stau masses as a function of tanβ , for m3/2 = 32 TeV, 100 < m0 < 300 GeV and μ < 0,
observing clearly that the near degeneracy occurs at tanβ ∼ 11. In first approximation,
consider that the near degeneracy occurs when Aτvd − μvu ≈ 0 as inferred from Eq. (27).
In addition, the mixing XdR in Eq. (33) is also very small because it is proportional to Λτ
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Fig. 9. Ratio (R) between the stau splitting in AMSB with and without RP violation as a function of tan β, for:
m3/2 = 32 TeV, 100 < m0 < 1000 GeV and (a) μ > 0 or (b) μ < 0.

Fig. 10. Ratio between the light and heavy stau masses as a function of tan β for m3/2 = 32 TeV,
100 < m0 < 300 GeV and μ < 0.
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in Eq. (38), which defines the atmospheric neutrino mass, as indicated in Eq. (37). The
smallness of these two quantities implies that the mixing XuR in Eq. (31) is also small in
this particular region of parameter space, indicating that the right stau is decoupled from
the Higgs fields and thus originating the zero in the mixing angle, noted already in Figs. 4
and 5.

In order to quantify the stau mass splitting in our model, we present in Fig. 11 contours
of constant splitting between the stau masses, mτ̃2 − mτ̃1 , in the plane m3/2 × m0 in GeV
for μ < 0 and several tanβ . We can see in Fig. 11(a) that for small tanβ = 3 the stau
mass splitting in our model starts at mτ̃2 − mτ̃1 ∼ 30 GeV, in sharp contrast with the RP

conserving case where the biggest splittings barely goes over this value [7]. This is in
agreement with the results presented in Fig. 9(b). Furthermore, we can also see that there
is a considerable region in the m3/2 × m0 plane, indicated by the grey area, where the

Fig. 11. Contours of constant splitting between the light stau and heavy stau masses in the plane m3/2 × m0 in
GeV for μ < 0, tan β = 3 (a), 15 (b) and 30 (c). The hatched area is theoretically forbidden; the grey area in (a)
and (b) is where the lightest stau is the LSP, while the small black area in (b) is where the tau-sneutrino is the
LSP.
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lightest stau is the LSP. For intermediary values of tanβ ∼ 15, Fig. 11(b) shows that the
stau mass splitting goes to a minimum. This is a different behavior from the MSSM which
presents a mass splitting up to 10 times bigger as we have seen in Fig. 9(b). For this value
of tanβ we still have a small region where the lightest stau is the LSP (grey area) and, as a
novelty, a tiny region for small values of m3/2 and m0 where the tau-sneutrino is the LSP
(black area). For large values of tanβ = 30, the stau splitting mass shown in Fig. 11(c) is
similar to the MSSM one [7].

We have made below a series of three figures fixing the value tanβ = 15 to study the
dependence on m0 of the mass spectrum and mixings in the scalar sector. This choice of
tanβ is such that we find a degeneracy among the masses, and consequently we obtain
large mixings in the scalar sector. We also chose m3/2 = 32 TeV and μ < 0, while the RP

violating parameters were varied according to 10−5 < ε3 < 1 GeV and 10−6 < mντ < 1 eV.
In Fig. 12(a) we plot tau-sneutrino mixing with the CP-odd neutral Higgs as a function

of m0 for the parameters indicated above. We find quite large mixings for m0 ≈ 320 GeV.
In Fig. 12(b) we show the CP-odd Higgs and tau-sneutrino masses, which depend almost
linearly on m0. Moreover, the value of m0 at which these two particles have the same mass
coincides with the point of maximum mixing.

The CP-even tau-sneutrino mixing with the CP-even Higgs is presented in Fig. 13(a) as
a function of m0. There are two peaks of high mixing; the main one at m0 ≈ 320 GeV and

Fig. 12. (a) Mixing of the CP-odd Higgs and the sneutrino and (b) the CP-odd Higgs and sneutrino masses as a
function of m0 for m3/2 = 32 TeV, μ < 0 and tan β = 15.
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Fig. 13. (a) Mixing between the CP-even Higgs and sneutrino and (b) the light and heavy CP-even Higgs masses
as well as the sneutrino one as a function of m0 for m3/2 = 32 TeV, μ < 0 and tan β = 15.

a narrow one at m0 ≈ 180 GeV. These two peaks have a different origin, as indicated by
Fig. 13(b), where we plot the masses of the two CP-even neutral Higgs bosons, mh and mH ,
and the mass of the CP-even tau-sneutrino mν̃even

τ
, as a function of m0. We observe that the

broad peak is due to a degeneracy between the tau-sneutrino and the heavy neutral Higgs
boson and the narrow peak comes from a degeneracy between the tau-sneutrino and the
light neutral Higgs boson. As expected, the H 0 and ν̃even

τ masses grow linearly with m0,
contrary to the h0 mass which remains almost constant.

In Fig. 14(a) we display the light stau mixing with the charged Higgs as a function of
m0. The maximum mixing, obtained at m0 ≈ 550 GeV, is the result of a mass degeneracy
between the charged Higgs boson and the light stau. This can be observed in Fig. 14(b)
where we plot the charged Higgs mass mH± and the light stau mass mτ̃1 as a function
of m0.

In a similar way, we show the heavy stau mixing with charged Higgs as a function of
m0 in Fig. 14(c), where we observe a maximum for the mixing at m0 ≈ 200 GeV. This
large mixing is due to a degeneracy between the charged Higgs boson and the heavy stau
masses, as can be seen in Fig. 14(d). One can notice that all charged scalars show an almost
linear dependency of their mass on the mass parameter m0.
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Fig. 14. (a) Mixing of the charged Higgs with the light stau, (b) charged Higgs and light stau masses, (c) mixing
of the charged Higgs with the heavy stau, and (d) charged Higgs and heavy stau masses as a function of m0 for
m3/2 = 32 TeV, μ < 0 and tan β = 15.

As opposed to the scalar sector, where mixing between the Higgs bosons and sleptons
can be maximum, in the chargino and neutralino sectors the mixings with leptons are
controlled by the neutrino mass being very small. Despite this fact, the mixing in the
neutralino sector is sufficient to generate adequate masses for the neutrinos and give rise
to the neutralino decays mentioned in the introduction. Therefore, in the chargino sector
the BRpV-AMSB phenomenology changes very little with respect to the RP conserving
AMSB. One of the distinctive features of AMSB that differentiates it from other scenarios
of supersymmetry breaking in the chargino-neutralino sector is the near degeneracy
between the lightest chargino and the lightest neutralino. This feature remains in BRpV-
AMSB as was anticipated in Fig. 1. For m3/2 = 32 TeV, μ < 0, and 100 < m0 < 300 GeV,
we show in Fig. 15 the lightest chargino mass as a function of tanβ . The lightest chargino
mass has a small dependence on tanβ since its value varies only between 100 and 104 GeV.
As in RP conserving AMSB, the mass difference mχ̃+

1
− mχ̃0

1
remains small.
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Fig. 15. Light chargino mass as a function of tan β for m3/2 = 32 TeV, μ < 0 and 100 < m0 < 300 GeV.

8. Conclusions

We have shown in the previous sections that our model exhibiting anomaly mediated
supersymmetry breaking and bilinear RP violation is phenomenologically viable. In
particular, the inclusion of BRpV generates neutrino masses and mixings in a natural
way. Moreover, the RP breaking terms give rise to mixing between the Higgs bosons and
the sleptons, which can be rather large despite the smallness of the parameters needed to
generate realistic neutrino masses. These large mixings occur in regions of the parameter
space where two states are nearly degenerate. Our model also alters substantially the mass
splitting between the scalar taus in a large range of tanβ .

The RP violating interactions render the LSP unstable since it can decay via its mixing
with the SM particles (leptons or scalars). Therefore, the constraints on the LSP are relaxed
and forbidden regions of parameter space become allowed, where scalar particles like
staus or sneutrinos are the LSP. Furthermore, the large mixing between Higgs bosons
and sleptons has the potential to change the decays of these particles. These facts have
a profound impact in the phenomenology of the model, changing drastically the signals at
colliders [22].
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Appendix A. AMSB boundary conditions

The AMSB boundary conditions at the GUT scale for the gaugino masses are
proportional to their beta functions, resulting in

(A.1)M1 = 33

5

g2
1

16π2
m3/2,

(A.2)M2 = g2
2

16π2 m3/2,

(A.3)M3 = −3
g2

3

16π2 m3/2,

while the third generation scalar masses are given by
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Finally, the A-parameters are given by

(A.11)At = β̂ft

ft

m3/2

16π2 , Ab = β̂fb

fb

m3/2

16π2 , Aτ = β̂fτ
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where we have defined
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Appendix B. The renormalization group equations

Here we present the one-loop renormalization group equations for our model, assuming
the bilinear RP breaking terms are restricted only to the third generation. First, we display
the equations for the Yukawa couplings of the trilinear terms

(B.1)16π2 dhU

dt
= hU

(
6h2

U + h2
D − 16

3
g2

3 − 3g2
2 − 13

9
g2

1
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,
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3
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9
g2

1

)
,

(B.3)16π2 dhτ

dt
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(
4h2
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D − 3g2

2 − 3g2
1

)
.

The corresponding RGE for cubic soft supersymmetry breaking parameters are given by

(B.4)8π2 dAU

dt
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DAD + h2
UAU + h2

τAτ + 16

3
g2

3M3 + 3g2
2M2 + 7

9
g2

1M1,

(B.6)8π2 dAτ

dt
= 4h2

τAτ + 3h2
DAD + 3g2

2M2 + 3g2
1M1.

For the soft supersymmetry breaking mass parameters we have

(B.7)

8π2
dM2

Q

dt
= h2

U

(
m2

H2
+ M2

Q + M2
U + A2

U

)+ h2
D

(
m2

H1
+ M2

Q + M2
D + A2

D

)
− 16

3
g2

3M2
3 − 3g2

2M2
2 − 1

9
g2

1M2
1 + 1

6
g2

1S,

8π2 dM2
U

dt
= 2h2

U

(
m2

H2
+ M2

Q + M2
U + A2

U

)− 16

3
g2

3M2
3 − 16

9
g2

1M2
1 − 2

3
g2

1S,

(B.8)

(B.9)8π2 dM2
D

dt
= 2h2

D

(
m2

H1
+ M2

Q + M2
D + A2

D

)− 16

3
g2

3M2
3 − 4

9
g2

1M2
1 + 1

3
g2

1S,

(B.10)8π2 dM2
L

dt
= h2

τ

(
m2

H1
+ M2

L + M2
R + A2

τ

)− 3g2
2M2

2 − g2
1M2

1 − 1

2
g2

1S,

(B.11)8π2 dM2
R

dt
= 2h2

τ

(
m2

H1
+ M2

L + M2
R + A2

τ

)− 4g2
1M2

1 + g2
1S,

(B.12)8π2
dm2

H2

dt
= 3h2

U

(
m2

H2
+ M2

Q + M2
U + A2

U

)− 3g2
2M

2
2 − g2

1M2
1 + 1

2
g2

1S,

(B.13)

8π2
dm2

H1

dt
= 3h2

D

(
m2

H1
+ M2

Q + M2
D + A2

D

)+ h2
τ

(
m2

H1
+ M2

L + M2
R + A2

τ

)
− 3g2

2M
2
2 − g2

1M2
1 − 1

2
g2

1S,

where

(B.14)S = m2
H2

− m2
H1

+ M2
Q − 2M2

U + M2
D − M2

L + M2
R .
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For the bilinear terms in the superpotential we get

(B.15)16π2 dμ

dt
= μ
(
3h2

U + 3h2
D + h2

τ − 3g2
2 − g2

1

)
,

(B.16)16π2 dε3

dt
= ε3
(
3h2

U + h2
τ − 3g2

2 − g2
1

)
,

and for the corresponding soft breaking terms

(B.17)8π2 dB

dt
= 3h2

UAU + 3h2
DAD + h2

τAτ + 3g2
2M2 + g2

1M1,

(B.18)8π2 dB2

dt
= 3h2

UAU + h2
τAτ + 3g2

2M2 + g2
1M1.

The gi are the SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) gauge couplings and the Mi are the corresponding
soft breaking gaugino masses.
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4.3 Determinação dos parâmetros associados aos

modelos

Os parâmetros de quebra de paridade R são calculados nos modelos citados, da

mesma forma como no caso mSUGRA. Para tanto utilizamos o código SPheno,

com a expansão para o caso de quebra de paridade R no cálculo do espectro

de massa e larguras de decaimento das partículas. Os parâmetros RPV são cal-

culados a baixas energias. Os termos bilineares no superpotencial formam um

sistema fechado na evolução das equações do grupo de renormalização (RGE),

que dependem do valor do parâmetro μ. Os parâmetros de quebra soft SUSY

também formam um sistema fechado embora tenhamos que considerar contri-

buições a escalas mais altas de energia, semelhante ao caso dos parâmetros de

massa dos escalares. A degenerescência entre χ̃0
1 e χ̃+

1 pode aparecer em modelos

BRPV–mSUGRA, bem como nos modelos BRpV-AMSB, porém nesse caso os

acoplamentos associados à quebra de paridade R tem pouca influência na massa

dos parceiros supersimétricos. É importante o cálculo da massa do neutralino

e chargino mais leve devido a degenerescência, e devido ao fato da diferença

entre esses valores ter influência direta na vida média do chargino. Para tanto

consideramos correções a 1 loop nas matrizes de massa dos neutrinos-neutralinos

e leptons carregados-charginos. Para simular os eventos associados aos fundos,

bem como ao sinal, integramos os resultados do SPheno ao PHYTIA. Ambos os

códigos são abertos e utilizados na área. As versões atualizadas desses códigos,

contendo correções, não alteram os resultados apresentados.
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4.4 Os modelos BRpV e a Física de Neutrinos

O setor de neutrinos em modelos de física de partículas são de extremo interesse,

assim como os resultados associados aos parâmetros que caracterizam tal setor,

considerando-se a possibilidade do uso de dados de aceleradores para o estudo

de parâmetros associados à Física de Neutrinos. As diferenças de massa para

neutrinos solares e atmosféricos assim como os ângulos de mistura são muito estu-

dados e discutidos na área de Física de Neutrinos. Além disso, os dados recentes

sobre oscilação de neutrinos em reatores e aceleradores [KamLAND e MINOS]

foram utilizados para melhorar os resultados sobre as diferenças de massa para

neutrinos solares e atmosféricos. Essa diferença se reflete na ambigüidade no

sinal da diferença de massa para neutrinos atmosféricos que permite duas pos-

sibilidades de hierarquia na sua massa, a normal ou a inversa. Consideramos o

mecanismo conhecido para a geração de massa dos neutrinos, cuja característica é

a pequena massa dos neutrinos quando comparada com a dos férmions carregados,

chamado mecanismo see-saw. Entretanto, como a escala de energia associada a

tal mecanismo é extremamente elevada, não é possível testá-lo. Por outro lado,

como nesta classe de modelos a origem de massa dos neutrinos está associada a

parâmetros cuja ordem de grandeza está na escala TeV, podem ser testados nos

aceleradores em funcionamento. A quebra de paridade R em modelos supersimé-

tricos na escala TeV terá como conseqüência, a geração de massa para os neutrinos

e podem ser considerados como modelos efetivos. Alguns parâmetros do modelo

podem ser determinados com a ajuda de resultados de estudos sobre neutrinos.

As massas e as misturas de neutrinos podem ser expressas de forma adequada

ao modelo se considerarmos as grandezas Λi = εivd + μvi e εi está relacionado
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com a matriz de mistura para a massa dos neutrinos a nível árvore. Dessa forma

podemos utilizar resultados experimentais para estudar e buscar limites sobre a

diferença de massa no caso de neutrinos solares e atmosféricos. Da mesma forma

que em modelos mSUGRA com quebra de paridade R , em modelos BRpV-AMSB

também podemos estudar as massas e misturas de neutrinos, assegurando que

satisfazem as condições derivadas dos dados experimentais sobre neutrinos, assim

como acomodam a relação de hierarquia nas massas. Em geral a diferença de

massa e o ângulo de mistura para neutrinos atmosféricos estão associadas aos

cálculos a nível árvore enquanto a diferença de massa e ângulo de mistura para

neutrinos solares às correções radiativas. Nesses modelos, os acoplamentos que

dão origem às massas dos neutrinos também são os responsáveis pelas proprieda-

des de decaimento do neutralino. Isso significa que há uma conexão entre a física

dos neutralinos e os parâmetros de mistura dos neutrinos. Nesse caso, as taxas

de decaimento dos neutralinos estão relacionadas com os ângulos de mistura dos

neutrinos. Especificamente, há relações bem conhecidas entre o ângulo de mistura

para neutrinos atmosféricos, a taxa de decaimento do neutralino em W e tau e em

W e muons. Desse modo, medir as taxas de decaimento do neutralino, como se

espera que seja possível no LHC, será útil para se impor restrições sobre modelos

tais como os discutidos acima. Do mesmo modo que em modelos mSUGRA, a

intensidade do acoplamento do termo de quebra de paridade R é pequena, porém

suficientemente grande para se manifestar nos decaimentos que podem ser obser-

vados no LHC. Uma característica diferente dos modelos do tipo mSUGRA é a

quase degenerescência entre o neutralino mais leve e o chargino mais leve. Assim,

o chargino também terá uma vida media grande porém, ele se desintegrará antes

de deixar o detector. Tanto o chargino quanto o neutralino apresentam como
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característica de observação os vértices deslocados. A diferença entre os dois mo-

delos considerados é que em mSUGRA apenas os neutralinos apresentam tais

vértices. Um problema estudado relaciona a precisão com a qual é possível medir

as taxas de decaimento do neutralino (quando o neutralino for a LSP) e como

correlacionar tais resultados com os ângulos de mistura para neutrinos. Cabe

ressaltar que não é apenas em modelos com quebra de paridade R que o sinal

de vértice deslocado é a característica principal. Modelos em Física de Neutrinos,

como o See-saw tipo III também apresenta a mesma característica e é possível

realizar o estudo de tais modelos em face aos resultados experimentais. Uma vez

realizado o referido estudo, à luz da descoberta do bóson de Higgs e conhecidos

os resultados para os limites sobre a massa e ângulos de mistura dos neutrinos,

é importante estabelecer o limite inverso, isto é, qual o limite no valor da taxa

de decaimento para os neutralinos, que possibilitariam entender um pouco mais

sobre a hierarquia normal ou inversa na massa dos neutrinos. Tal trabalho ainda

está por ser realizado.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will provide
high enough center-of-mass energy to probe directly the
weak scale and the origin of mass [1–6]. In addition to its
designed potential, here we show how LHC searches for
new physics at the TeV region may provide an unexpected
opportunity to probe neutrino properties, currently deter-
mined only in neutrino oscillation experiments [7], shed-
ding light on some of the key issues in neutrino physics.
We illustrate how this works in a class of supersymmetric
models where the lepton number is broken, together with
the so-called R parity symmetry [8]. Even when the latter
holds as a symmetry at the Lagrangian level, as in some SO
(10) unification schemes, R parity breaking may be driven
spontaneously by a nonzero vacuum expectation value of
an SUð3Þ � SUð2Þ � Uð1Þ singlet sneutrino [9–12]. In this
case the low-energy theory is no longer described by the
minimal supersymmetric standard model, but contains new
R parity violating interactions [13–15]. The simplest real-
ization of this scenario leads to an effective model with
bilinear violation of R parity [16–20]. The latter constitutes
the minimal way to break R parity in the minimal super-
symmetric standard model and provides the simplest in-
trinsically supersymmetric way to induce neutrino masses
[21–24]. Its main feature is that it relates lightest super-
symmetric particle (LSP) decay properties and neutrino
mixing angles [25–27].

Here we demonstrate that indeed, under realistic
assumptions, the simplest scenario for neutrino masses in
supersymmetry (SUSY) with bilinear violation of R parity
can be tested at the LHC in a crucial way and potentially
falsified. We identify the regions of minimal supergravity
(mSUGRA) parameters, event reconstruction efficiencies,
and luminosities where the LHC will be able to probe the
atmospheric neutrino mixing angle with sensitivity com-
petitive to its low-energy determination by underground
experiments, both for 7 and 14 TeV center-of-mass
energies.
For the sake of definiteness, we consider the minimal

supergravity model supplemented with bilinear R parity
breaking [22–24] added at the electroweak scale; we refer
to this scenario as RmSUGRA. In this effective model one
typically finds that the atmospheric scale is generated at
tree level by a weak-scale neutralino-exchange seesaw,
while the solar scale is induced radiatively [22]. The LSP
lacks a symmetry to render it stable and, given the neutrino
mass scales indicated by oscillation experiments, typically
decays inside the LHC detectors [22,23,25].1 As an illus-
tration we depict the neutralino LSP decay length in Fig. 1.
We can see from Fig. 1 that the expected decay lengths are
large enough to be experimentally resolved, leading to
displaced vertex events [33,34].
More strikingly, one finds that in such a RmSUGRA

model one has a strict correlation between neutralino decay
properties measurable at high-energy collider experiments
and neutrino mixing angles determined in low-energy
neutrino oscillation experiments, that is,
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1We may add, parenthetically, that such schemes require a
different type of dark matter particle, such as the axion [28].
Variants with other forms of supersymmetric dark matter, such as
the gravitino [29–32], are also possible.
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tan 2�atm ’ BRð~�0
1 ! ��W�Þ

BRð~�0
1 ! ��W�Þ : (1)

The derivation of Eq. (1) can be found in [25]. In short, the
relation between the neutralino decay branching ratio and
the low-energy neutrino angle in the bilinear model
can be understood in the following way. At tree-level in
RmSUGRA the neutrino mass matrix is given by [22]

meff ¼ M1g
2 þM2g

02

4 detðM�0Þ
�2
e �e�� �e��

�e�� �2
� ����

�e�� ���� �2
�

0
B@

1
CA; (2)

where �i ¼ �vi þ vD�i and �i and vi are the bilinear
superpotential parameters and scalar neutrino vacuum ex-
pectation values, respectively. Equation (2) is diagonalized
by two angles; the relevant one for this discussion is the

angle tan�23 ¼ � ��

��
. One can understand this tree-level

mass as a seesaw-type neutrino mass with the right-handed
neutrino and the Yukawa couplings of the ordinary seesaw
replaced by the neutralinos of the minimal supersymmetric
standard model and couplings of the form c�i, where
c is some combination of (generation independent)
parameters. These couplings, which determine (the gen-
eration structure of) the neutrino mass matrix, also deter-
mine the couplings �0

i � l�i �W� and ��
i � �i �W�

[25]. Taking the ratio of decays to different generations
the prefactors c drop out and one finds Eq. (1), when the
angle tan�23 is identified with the atmospheric neutrino
angle. One-loop corrections tend to modify this relation,
but as long as the loop corrections are smaller than the tree-
level neutrino mass, Eq. (1) is a good approximation [25].

In other words, as seen in Fig. 2, the LSP decay pattern
is predicted by the low-energy measurement of the
atmospheric angle [21,25], currently determined by under-
ground low-energy neutrino experiments [7], as

sin 2�atm ¼ 0:50þ0:07
�0:06;

the 2 and 3 � ranges being 0.39–0.63 and 0.36–0.67,
respectively.
In this paper we show how a high-energy measurement

of LSP decay branching ratios at the LHC allows for a
redetermination of �atm and hence a clear test of the model.
We provide quantitative estimates of how well this ratio of
branchings should be measured at LHC in order to be
competitive with current oscillation measurements. This
issue has already been addressed but only at the parton
level, using some semirealistic acceptance and reconstruc-
tion cuts, and for just one specific mSUGRA point [35].

II. FRAMEWORK OF OUR ANALYSIS

Our goal is to present a more detailed analysis of the
LHC potential to measure the LSP branching ratios re-
quired to test the relation shown in Eq. (1), going beyond
the approximations made in the previous work of Ref. [35].
The generation of the supersymmetric spectrum and de-
cays in the scope of the RmSUGRA model was carried out
using the SPHENO package [36].2 The event generation was
done employing PYTHIA [37] with the RmSUGRA particle
properties being passed into it in the SUSY Les Houches
accord format [38,39]. Jets were defined using the subrou-
tine PYCELL with a cone size of �R ¼ 0:4.
A striking property of RmSUGRA models is the exis-

tence of displaced vertices associated to the LSP decay
[34]. We use the detached vertices to probe the LSP

FIG. 2 (color online). Ratio of ~�0
1 decay branching ratios,

Brð~�0
1 ! �q0 �qÞ over Brð~�0

1 ! �q0 �qÞ, in terms of the atmos-

pheric angle in bilinear R parity violation [25]. The shaded
bands include the variation of the model parameters in such a
way that the neutrino masses and mixing angles fit the required
values within 3�.

FIG. 1 (color online). ~�0
1 decay length in the planem0,m1=2 for

A0 ¼ �100 GeV, tan	 ¼ 10, and �> 0.

2An updated version including bilinear R parity violation can
be obtained at http://www.physik.uni-wuerzburg.de/~porod/
SPheno.html.
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branching ratio relation Eq. (1). In order to mimic the LHC
potential to study displaced vertices we use a toy detector
based on the ATLAS technical proposal [3].

We begin our analysis demanding that the events pass
some basic requirements to guarantee that they will be
triggered by the experimental collaborations. This is
done because the LHC experiments have not defined so
far any specific strategy to trigger displaced vertices with
such high invariant mass; therefore, we restricted our
analysis to events that would be accepted by the ongoing
analyses. We accept events passing at least one of the
following requirements, denoted as cut C1:

(1) the event has one isolated electron or a photon with
pT > 20 GeV;

(2) the event has one isolated muon with pT > 6 GeV;
(3) the event has two isolated electrons or photons with

pT > 15 GeV;
(4) the event has one jet with pT > 100 GeV;
(5) the event has missing transversal energy in excess of

100 GeV.
Next, in cut C2, we require that at least one of the

neutralinos in the event decays beyond the primary vertex
point, that is, outside an ellipsoid [34]�

x

5
xy

�
2 þ

�
y

5
xy

�
2 þ

�
z

5
z

�
2 ¼ 1; (3)

where the z axis is taken along the beam direction. We
made a conservative assumption, since we are not perform-
ing a detailed detector simulation, that the ellipsoid dimen-
sions are 5 times the ATLAS expected resolutions in the
transverse plane (
xy ¼ 20�m) and in the beam direction

(
z ¼ 500�m), in order to ensure that the neutralino dis-
placed vertex is distant of the primary vertex. We also
demand that all tracks must be initiated inside the pixel
inner detector within a radius of 550 mm and z axis length
of 800 mm. A detached vertex complying with these
requirements we called signal vertex.

In order to check relation Eq. (1) we looked for detached
vertices presenting a W associated to them and we must
isolate the LSP decays into W� and W�. Moreover we
consider only hadronic final states of the W as a necessary
condition for the identification of the lepton flavor. In cut
C3, which is designed for theW reconstruction, we require
two jets with charged tracks intersecting the neutralino
resolution ellipsoid, and invariant mass between 60 and
100 GeV. In order to be sure that the W reconstruction is
clean, we further impose that the axes of other jets of the
event to be outside of a cone �R ¼ 0:8 of theW jets’ axes.
Note that this cut should eliminate standard model back-
grounds coming from displaced vertices associated to b’s
or �’s. To guarantee a high quality in the reconstruction of
the displaced vertices we impose that the W decay jets
must be central, having pseudorapidities j�j< 2:5; this
constitutes our cut C4. The events passing the above
requirements most probably originate from LSP decay,
having basically no sizable standard model background,

except for instrumental backgrounds and beam-gas
interactions.
A signal vertex is classified as originating from the LSP

decay into a�W pair if it presents a�� and a hadronically
decaying W stemming from the displaced vertex with
transverse momentum pT > 6 GeV and j�j< 2:5. In the
�� case we demanded that the �� associated to a detached
W possesses pT > 20 GeV and j�j< 2:5. These require-
ments are called C5.
Detecting taus is somewhat more complicated than de-

tecting muons, so one needs to be more careful in recon-
structing the �W pair displaced vertex. The following
criteria, denoted C6, are used to separate the detached
vertices exhibiting a �� through its 1- and 3-prong decay
modes. We check also that the secondary displaced vertex
from tau decay does not spoil the signal vertex; i.e., we
verify that the tau decay products point towards the LSP
decay vertex within the experimental resolution. We define
the neutralino resolution ellipsoid as the ellipsoid centered
at the displaced vertex position of neutralino, v1, with axes

xy ¼ 12�m and 
z ¼ 77�m based on Ref. [3]. Let pprong
be the momentum of either 1-prong tau decay or the sum of
momenta of the 3-prong decays. Let also v2 be the position
of the secondary vertex coming from �. We verify whether
the line along pprong, crossing v2 intersects the neutralino

resolution ellipsoid. For this we require that for each � the
discriminant of quadratic equation for parameter t

X2
i

�
piprongtþ vi2 � vi1


xy

�
2 þ

�
p3prongtþ v32 � v31


z

�
2 � 1 ¼ 0

(4)

be equal to or greater than zero. In previous [35] analysis
only 3-prong tau decays modes were considered.
An additional cut C7 was applied to 3-prong tau events

i.e., we also require that one of the prongs has a transverse
momentum pT > 9 GeV, while the other two have pT >
2 GeV. In addition we check if all prongs lie within a cone
radius of �R< 0:2 around the tau direction obtained from
the prongs’ tracks.
Finally we require that the signal lepton (� or �) be

isolated: cut C8. � isolation demands that there are no
other tracks whose total transverse energy satisfies ET >
5 GeV within a cone �R> 0:3. The � was required to be
isolated using the same criteria as for the muon, but
for an annulus of outer radius �R ¼ 0:4 and inner radius
�R ¼ 0:1. Isolation of the leptons is a needed requirement
to eliminate events presenting leptons generated inside jets
and constitutes an important cut to reduce potential
backgrounds.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to access the effects of the above defined cuts
C1–C8 we present detailed information on their effects for
the mSUGRA SPS1a benchmark point [40] characterized
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by m1=2 ¼ 250 GeV, m0 ¼ 100 GeV, A0 ¼ �100 GeV,
tan	 ¼ 10, and sgnð�Þ ¼ þ1. This allows us to compare
our results with the one previously obtained in [35]. For the
default solution of SPHENO to the neutrino masses and
mixings, the relevant neutralino branching ratios are

BRð~�0
1 ! W���Þ ¼ 5:4%;

BRð~�0
1 ! W���Þ ¼ 6:2%;

BRð~�0
1 ! Z�Þ ¼ 1:2%;

BRð~�0
1 ! e����Þ ¼ 11:5%;

BRð~�0
1 ! �����Þ ¼ 24:3%;

BRð~�0
1 ! �����Þ ¼ 36:4%;

BRð~�0
1 ! b �b�Þ ¼ 14:7%;

(5)

with the R parity parameters being

�1 ¼ 0:0405 GeV; �2 ¼ �0:0590 GeV;

�3 ¼ 0:0506 GeV; v1 ¼ �0:0027 GeV;

v2 ¼ 0:0042 GeV; v3 ¼ �0:0033 GeV:

Furthermore, for this choice of parameters the neutralino
decay length is c� ¼ 1:1 mm, and it travels an average of
4.4 mm in the laboratory.

From Table I we see that the vast majority of the events
pass the trigger requirements C1, as expected. For the
SPS1a SUSY point, the LSP decay length is sufficiently
long to guarantee that a sizeable fraction of its decays take
place away from the primary vertex; this reflects as a high
efficiency for passing the cut C2. We have focused our
attention to events presenting a W� decaying into two jets
through C3. It is interesting to notice that 63% of the W
hadronic decays are in the form of two jets. Additional
suppression of the signal by C3 comes from the matching
of the sum of momenta of the charged tracks pointing to the
detached vertex and the jets reconstructed using PYTHIA.
To further illustrate the W decay, we present in Fig. 3 the
jet-jet invariant mass distribution. As we can see, this
distribution is clearly peaked around the W mass and a
good fraction of the two jets reconstructed as associated to
the LSP decay pass the cut C3. The observed high effi-

ciency of cut C4 shows that the W’s produced in the LSP
decay are rather central.
We also learn from Table I that detached vertices pre-

senting a W possess around 60% of the time an energetic
�� or �� complying with C5. Moreover the cuts C6 and
C7, which ensure the quality of the � reconstruction,
reduce significantly the number of W��� events. Finally
the isolation cut C8 turns out to be quite important, sig-
nificantly reducing the signal.
For the parameter point SPS1a, the expected efficiencies

for the reconstruction of�W and �W decays are 0.107 and
0.0098, respectively, where in the last we have added 1-
and 3-prong hadronic decays. When the � decays into a �
and neutrinos, the event was computed as being a �W
decay if the � passes the cuts. This was included appro-
priately in our calculations. Taking into account the total
SUSY production cross section (41 pb) at 14 TeV, an
integrated luminosity of 100 fb�1, and these efficiencies,
we anticipate that the number of observed �W and �W
events after cuts to be

N� ¼ 32 000 Nhadron
� ¼ 3382;

where Nhadron
� ¼ N

1�prong
�!hadron þ N

3�prong
� . Therefore, the

statistical accuracy of the ratio R ¼ BRð~�0
1 !

��W�Þ=BRð~�0
1 ! ��W�Þ is expected to be �ðRÞ=R ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1=N� þ 1=N�
q

� 0:015. In the case one takes into ac-

count only the three-prong decays of the taus, as done in
Ref. [35], the statistical error of this ratio increases to �
0:053. Moreover, as expected, there is a degradation of the
accuracy in the determination of this ratio of branching
ratios in a more realistic analysis; the result obtained in
[35] is ’ 0:028.
In the evaluation of the above efficiencies we have not

taken into account multiple interactions at the LHC as

TABLE I. Fraction of events passing the successive cuts
C1–C8 used for the event reconstruction at the SPS1a
mSUGRA point.

Cut N� N� N
1�prong
�!all N

1�prong
�!hadron N

3�prong
�

C1 0.996 0.968 0.816 0.475 0.058

C2 0.923 0.898 0.757 0.440 0.055

C3 0.391 0.407 0.344 0.199 0.025

C4 0.369 0.385 0.325 0.188 0.024

C5 0.230 0.248 0.211 0.121 0.024

C6þC7 0.230 0.078 0.057 0.033 0.014

C8 0.102 0.015 0.014 0.009 0.001
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FIG. 3 (color online). From top to bottom: ~�0
1 ! jjX without

cuts, with cut on lepton isolation (� or �), and with all other cuts
leaving free the invariant mass range.
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needed for the high luminosity run. Therefore, we reeval-
uated the detection efficiencies for muons and taus with
multiple interactions switched on in PYTHIA. We found that
these efficiencies were only slightly degraded by the oc-
currence of pileup; that is, we obtained that the efficiencies
for muon reconstruction are reduced to 0.102 and for tau
are 0.008 68 in hadronic mode and 0.000 94 in the 3-prong
mode. In our analyses we took into account the effect of
multiple interactions.

For the sake of comparison, we present a detailed analy-
sis for a different mSUGRA point that ism1=2 ¼ 500 GeV,
m0 ¼ 500 GeV, A0 ¼ �100 GeV, tan	 ¼ 10, and
sgnð�Þ ¼ þ1. Once again using SPHENO, we obtain that
the neutralino branching ratios larger than 1% are

BRð~�0
1 !W���Þ ¼ 22:9%;

BRð~�0
1 !W���Þ ¼ 25:2%;

BRð~�0
1 ! Z�Þ ¼ 25:1%;

BRð~�0
1 ! �h0Þ ¼ 16:9%;

BRð~�0
1 ! �����Þ ¼ 3:4%;

BRð~�0
1 ! b �b�Þ ¼ 2:9%;

and the corresponding R parity parameters are

�1 ¼ 0:1507 GeV; �2 ¼ �0:1507 GeV;

�3 ¼ 0:1507 GeV; v1 ¼ �0:0056 GeV;

v2 ¼ 0:0058 GeV; v3 ¼ �0:0054 GeV:

As we can see, the neutralino LSP decays are dominated by
the two-body ones, in contrast with the SPS1a point where
the three-body decays mediated by light scalars are domi-
nant. Because of its heavier spectrum, the total SUSY
production for this parameter point is smaller than the
SPS1a one; however, the cross section loss is partially

compensated by the higher branching ratios into �W
and �W.
The total cross section for this case is 832.0 fb and our

analyses indicate that the reconstruction efficiency for�W
decays is 0.203 while the �W decays are reconstructed with
an efficiency of 0.035, where we did not take into account
pileup. The inclusion of this effect leads to a tiny reduction
of the reconstruction efficiencies that become 0.199 for
�W and 0.033 for �W. On the other hand the efficiency for
reconstructing a �W event in the 3-prong mode is 0.012.
Notice that these efficiencies are larger for this mSUGRA
point than for the SPS1a because the neutralino is heavier
and, consequently, its decay products are more energetic
and pass the cuts more easily. The expected total number of
reconstructed events after cuts for this SUSY point is
N� ¼ 5171 and Nhadron

� ¼ 933 where we have included

the pileup effects. Therefore, the expected statistical error
on the ratio R becomes� 0:036, or� 0:056 when we only
use 3-prong taus as in [35]. As we can see, the statistical
error on the ratio R increases as m1=2 (LSP mass) increases

due to the reduction of the SUSY production cross section
despite the increase in the detection efficiencies.
We evaluated the reconstruction efficiencies as a func-

tion of m0 �m1=2 for A0 ¼ �100 GeV, tan	 ¼ 10, and
sgnð�Þ ¼ þ1 and our results are depicted in Fig. 4. As we
can see from the left panel of this figure, the �W decays
exhibit a high reconstruction efficiency, i.e., between 10%
and 20%, in a large area of the parameter space, degrading
only at large m1=2. On the other hand, the �W reconstruc-

tion (see right panel of Fig. 4) is at most 3.5%, indicating
that the statistical error on the ratio R is going to be
dominated by these events.
We present in Fig. 5 the attainable precision�ðRÞ=R with

which the correlation R can be measured as a function of
m0 �m1=2 for A0 ¼ �100 GeV, tan	 ¼ 10, and sgnð�Þ ¼
þ1 for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb�1 and a

FIG. 4 (color online). Reconstruction efficiencies of �W (left panel) and �W events (right panel) as a function of m0 �m1=2 for
A0 ¼ �100 GeV, tan	 ¼ 10, and sgnð�Þ ¼ þ1 including the effect of pileup. The red (dark shaded) area corresponds to the region
where stau is the LSP, while the yellow (light shaded) area represents the region excluded by LEP.
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center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV. We require in all plots that
at least 5 events of reconstructed taus are observed. In the
left panel of this figure we present the expected statistical
error on the ratio R assuming no systematic errors on the
determination of the reconstruction efficiencies, while in the
right panel we consider a more conservative scenario, where
we anticipate a systematic error of 10% in each of the
reconstruction efficiencies. One can see from this panel
that the precision drops as m1=2 grows since the neutralino

production rates from squark/gluino cascade decays
also decrease with increasing m1=2 values. Therefore, if

the systematic errors of the efficiency determination are
negligible, the LHC collaborations should be able to
probe with a very good precision (& 10%) the ratio R
for m1=2 & 650 GeV, which corresponds to an LSP mass

up to ’ 270 GeV. The inclusion of systematic errors at the
level assumed in the right panel of Fig. 5 increases the
uncertainty in R; however, it is still possible to perform an
accurate test of the RmSUGRA scenario.
Note that in Fig. 5 we also present results for the 7 TeV

run of the LHC. For this case one can see that the LHC has
a much more limited capability of probing the ratio R,
since the reach of this run covers only up to m1=2 &

300 GeV. Still, although large, the statistical errors in
this region [0:3 & �ðRÞ=R & 0:5], due mainly to the small
anticipated integrated luminosity, which we have taken to
be 1 fb�1, allow a determination of the atmospheric angle
comparable to that obtained at low energies.
In the left panel of Fig. 6 we show the dependence of the

attained precision as a function of the neutralino mass for

FIG. 5 (color online). Precision in the determination of the ratio R in the plane m1=2 �m0 for a luminosity of 100 fb�1, center-of-
mass energy of 14 TeV, A0 ¼ �100 GeV, tan	 ¼ 10, and sgnð�Þ ¼ þ1. In the right (left) panel we did (not) include a possible
systematic uncertainty in the extraction of the efficiencies for the channels �W and �W. The stars in the right panel represent the
results for the 7 TeV run with an integrated luminosity of 1 fb�1. The shaded areas represent the same as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 6 (color online). The left panel displays the achievable precision in the ratio R as a function of the neutralino mass m~�0
1
for

luminosities of 2, 10, and 100 fb�1 at 14 TeV, whereas the right panel contains the foreseen statistical error on R as a function of the
integrated luminosity for several LSP masses.
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luminosities of 2, 10, and 100 fb�1. For small neutralino
masses the SUSY production cross section is large enough
to guarantee that the statistical errors are small; therefore,
the uncertainty on the ratio R is dominated by the assumed
systematic errors on the reconstruction efficiencies, even
for an integrated luminosity of 2 fb�1. As the accumulated
luminosity increases the LHC experiments will be able to
probe higher neutralino masses; however, the precision
worsens due to the increase of statistical errors. We can
also see clearly that increasing the luminosity allows a
more precise measurement of R as expected. Moreover,
one can probe LSP masses up to 250 (320 or 370) GeV for
an integrated luminosity of 2ð10 or 100Þ fb�1.

From the right panel of Fig. 6 we estimate the luminosity
needed to measure R with a given precision for several
LSP masses. For instance, let us considerm~�0

1
¼ 250 GeV.

In this case R can only be measured with a precision
�ðRÞ=R ’ 50% with 2 fb�1, while this error can be
brought down to 20%, i.e., close to the limit set by the
systematic uncertainties, with 50 fb�1.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated how the LHC may have the
potential of probing neutrino mixing angles with sensitiv-
ity competitive to their low-energy determination by oscil-
lation experiments. This analysis was carried out, for the
sake of concreteness, in the simplest scenario for neutrino
masses induced by minimal supergravity with R parity
violation as framework. In this class of models, the smok-
ing gun for the neutrino mass generation mechanism is the
ratio of branching fractions of neutralino decaying into
�W and �W, as this fraction is related to the atmospheric
neutrino mixing angle in RmSUGRA models.

Under realistic detection assumptions we have made a
detailed analysis of the reconstruction of neutralino decays,
as well as of the cuts needed to characterize the signal.
After that we determined the attainable precision on the
measurements of the ratio R given in Eq. (1). Comparing
with a previous parton level study, we improved the recon-
struction efficiencies of muons as well as taus.

We showed that the 7 TeV run of the LHC will have a
somewhat weak potential for probing the RmSUGRA

model, since it is statistics limited. Still, precisions com-
parable to the low-energy determination should be reached.
In contrast, a 14 TeV run with 100 fb�1 integrated lumi-
nosity will be able to probe a large fraction of the parame-
ter space with a good precision, as seen in Fig. 5. In fact,
our analyses suggest that the error on R will be dominated
by the systematic ones on the reconstruction efficiencies of
the decay �W and �W, with the statistical errors being
under control.
In short, we find that in this case the atmospheric mixing

angle may be probed relatively neatly. In fact, a determi-
nation of R within a given error translates into a prediction
of the atmospheric mixing angle with an error of very
similar size. Needless to say, what we have presented is
only one example of a class of LSPs. There are other
variant schemes based on alternative supersymmetry and/
or R parity breaking, where other states emerge as LSP and
similar correlations to other neutrino mixing angles appear
[41–43]. These would, however, require separate dedicated
studies. We encourage the particle detector groups ATLAS
and CMS to add the test of such possibilities to their
physics agenda, as this might lead to a tantalizing synergy
between high-energy accelerator and low-energy nonac-
celerator searches for new physics. Studies with the real
LHC data may also make it possible to probe, at some
level, the mass scale characterizing atmospheric neutrino
oscillations, as well as the angle characterizing solar
neutrino oscillations, an issue to be taken up separately.
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Abstract: We analyse the production of multileptons in the simplest supergravity model

with bilinear violation of R parity at the Fermilab Tevatron. Despite the small R-parity vi-

olating couplings needed to generate the neutrino masses indicated by current atmospheric

neutrino data, the lightest supersymmetric particle is unstable and can decay inside the de-

tector. This leads to a phenomenology quite distinct from that of the R-parity conserving

scenario. We quantify by how much the supersymmetric multilepton signals differ from the

R-parity conserving expectations, displaying our results in the m0 ⊗m1/2 plane. We show

that the presence of bilinear R-parity violating interactions enhances the supersymmetric

multilepton signals over most of the parameter space, specially at moderate and large m0.

Keywords: Supersymmetry Phenomenology, Solar and Atmospheric Neutrinos, Beyond

Standard Model.
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1. Introduction

Supersymmetry (SUSY) provides a promising candidate for physics beyond the Standard

Model (SM). The search for supersymmetric partners of the SM particles constitutes an

important item in the agenda of current high energy colliders like the Tevatron, and future

colliders like the CERN Large Hadron Collider or a linear e+e− collider. So far most of

the effort in searching for supersymmetric signatures has been confined to the framework

of R-parity conserving realizations [1]; see, however, ref. [2] and references therein.

Recent data on solar and atmospheric neutrinos give a robust evidence for neutrino

conversions [3], probably the most profound discovery in particle physics in the recent years.

It has been suggested long ago that neutrino masses and supersymmetry may be deeply

tied together [4]. Indeed, SUSY models exhibiting R-parity violation can lead to neutrino

masses and mixings [5] in agreement with the current solar and atmospheric neutrino data.

Furthermore, the simplest possibility is bilinear R-parity violation [6, 7] which may arise

as an effective description of a spontaneous R-parity violation scenario [8], or from some

suitable ab initio symmetries [9].

It is interesting to notice that neutrino mass models based on R-parity violation can be

tested at colliders [10, 11, 12]. In this work, we study the production of multileptons (≥ 3�

with � = e or μ) at the Fermilab Tevatron within the framework of the simplest supergravity

(SUGRA) model without R-parity conservation [7]. We show that the presence of bilinear

R-parity violating (BRpV) interactions enhances the supersymmetric multilepton signals

over most of the parameter space, specially at moderate and large m0. In order to make

the comparison with the R-parity conserving case easier, we performed our detailed study

of the signal and SM backgrounds, adopting the same cuts (soft cuts SC2) proposed in

ref. [13].

In SUGRA with universal soft breaking terms at unification, the masses of the slep-

tons, the lighter chargino (χ̃±1 ), and the lighter neutralinos (χ̃0
1 and χ̃0

2) are considerably

smaller than the gluino and squark ones over a large range of the parameter space [13].

Therefore, the production of charginos and neutralinos provides the largest reach at the
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Tevatron. In R-parity conserving scenarios, a promising signal for SUGRA at the Teva-

tron is the production of χ̃0
2χ̃
±
1 pairs and their subsequent decay into three charged leptons

in association with missing energy due to the undetected lightest supersymmetric particle

(LSP), which turns out to be χ̃0
1. In the presence of R-parity violation, the LSP is no longer

stable, giving rise to events containing more particles, and it can be electrically charged

since it decays. Interesting signals for such scenarios have been worked out for staus [12],

stops [14], gluinos [15] and also for supersymmtric Higgs bosons [16]. The larger activity

in the detector can either enhance the signal, via the production of additional leptons or

suppress it due to the hadronic activity that spoils the isolation of the leptons. Therefore,

a careful reanalysis of the trilepton signal is necessary.

In this work, we consider a SUGRA model that includes the following bilinear terms

in the superpotential [6, 7, 17]

WBRpV = WMSSM − εabεiL̂
a
i Ĥ

b
u , (1.1)

where the last term violates R parity. In order to reproduce the values of neutrino masses

indicated by current neutrino data [18] we must have |εi| � |μ|, where μ denotes the

SUSY bilinear mass parameter [5]. The relevant bilinear terms in the soft supersymmetry

breaking sector are

Vsoft = m2
Hu

Ha∗
u Ha

u +m2
Hd

Ha∗
d Ha

d +M2
Li
L̃a∗
i L̃a

i − εab

(
BμHa

dH
b
u +BiεiL̃

a
iH

b
u

)
, (1.2)

where the terms proportional to Bi are the ones that violate R parity. The explicit R-parity

violating terms induce vacuum expectation values (vev) vi, i = 1, 2, 3 for the sneutrinos, in

addition to the two Higgs vev’s vu and vd.

Our goal is to determine the impact of R-parity violation on SUSY multilepton signals,

for example in the production of three or more electrons or muons, taking into account the

magnitude of the mass scale indicated by the current atmospheric neutrino experiments.

In phenomenological studies where the details of the neutrino sector are not relevant, it has

been proven very useful to work in the approximation where R parity and lepton number

are violated in only one generation [16, 19]. Thus, the first step to achieve our goal is

to assume the approximation where R parity is violated only in the third generation (of

course all gauge interactions are treated in the full three-generation scheme). This is the

theoretically natural choice to make, since the third generation forms the basis for the

radiative breaking of the electroweak symmetry, driven by the top quark Yukawa coupling.

From the point of view of the analysis presented below, the breaking of R parity only in

the third generation also corresponds to the worst-case-scenario: the breaking of R parity

in the muon channel would produce muons directly, not just as tau decay products, leading

to an enhanced multilepton (multi-muon) signal.

2. Main features of our BRpV model

The parameter space of our SUGRA model, which exhibits R-parity violation only in the

third generation, is

m0 , m1/2 , tan β , sign(μ) , A0 , ετ and mν3 , (2.1)
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where m1/2 and m0 characterise the common gaugino mass and scalar soft SUSY breaking

masses at the unification scale, A0 is the common trilinear term, and tan β is the ratio be-

tween the Higgs field vev’s. Although many parameterisations are possible, it is convenient

to characterise the BRpV sector by the bilinear superpotential term ετ and the neutrino

mass mν3 .

We considered the running of the masses and couplings to the electroweak scale, as-

sumed to be the top mass, using the one-loop renormalization group equations. In the

evaluation of the gaugino masses, we included the next-to-leading order (NLO) corrections

coming from αs, the two-loop top Yukawa contributions to the beta-functions, and thresh-

old corrections enhanced by large logarithms; for details see [20]. The NLO corrections are

especially important for M2, leading to a change in the wino mass up to 20%. We then

input the soft terms into PYTHIA that was used to evaluated the masses and decay rates

of all particles, except the first and second neutralinos.

Present neutrino oscillation data fix the mass splittings among the three neutrinos,

leaving arbitrary the overall scale of neutrino masses. The latter could be as large as

an electron volt or so without conflicting with cosmology, beta decays and neutrinoless

double beta decays, given current uncertainties in nuclear matrix element calculations [21].

However, in the BRpV model, neutrino masses are strongly hierarchical [5], specially the

lightest neutrino mass. As a result the possibility of quasi-degenerate neutrinos is not

realized in this model and, correspondingly, we will not discuss it any further. In what

follows, whenever we fix the BRpV parameters, we take the tree level neutrino mass as

mν3 = 0.05 eV, the current atmospheric best fit value from ref. [18, 22], and fix the value

of the remaining BRpV parameter ετ at representative values 0.22GeV and 7× 10−4 GeV.

The presence of BRpV induces a mixing between the neutrinos and neutralinos, giving

rise to R-parity violating decays of the LSP. In our model, the lightest neutralino presents

leptonic decays χ̃0
1 → ν�+�′−, semi-leptonic ones χ̃0

1 → νqq̄ or �qq̄, and the invisible mode

χ̃0
1 → ννν [11]. The expected χ̃0

1 lifetime and decay lengths depend both on the magnitude

of R-parity breaking parameters and the chosen values of the SUGRA parameters.

Figure 4a shows the lightest neutralino decay length as a function of its mass for

A0 = 0, μ > 0, tan β = 3, and ετ = 0.22GeV. In this figure, the solid lines stand for the

tree-level neutrino mass mν3 = 0.05 eV, corresponding to the best fit atmospheric scale

as given in ref. [18], and we chose m0 = 200 and 700GeV. The bands in these figures

were obtained by taking mν3 within the 3σ allowed atmospheric mass splitting of ref. [18].

Figure 4b presents the LSP decay length as a function of the neutrino mass, for different

lightest neutralino masses and the parameters used in figure 4a.

From figures 4 we can see clearly that the LSP decay length is shorter for larger

neutrino and LSP masses, as expected. Furthermore, irrespective of the smallness of the

neutrino mass indicated by the atmospheric oscillation data, the LSP (χ̃0
1) decays inside the

detector in a large portion of the parameter space, specially for small m0. It is interesting

to notice that the kinks in figure 4 are associated to the opening of the LSP decays into

on-shell gauge bosons.

Figure 1 contains the χ̃0
1 branching ratios as a function of m1/2 for ετ = 0.22GeV,

mν3 = 0.05 eV, A0 = 0, and μ > 0. As we can see from this figure, the decay χ̃0
1 → νbb̄
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Figure 1: χ̃0
1 branching ratios as a function of m1/2 for A0 = 0, μ > 0, ετ = 0.22GeV, and

mν3 = 0.05 eV. The solid lines denote χ̃0
1 → ν3bb̄ (squares); χ̃0

1 → τud̄ (circles); and χ̃0
1 → ν3�

+�−

(stars). The dashed lines denote χ̃0
1 → invisible (squares); χ̃0

1 → τν�� (circles); and χ̃0
1 → ν3qq̄

(stars).

dominates at small m0 and large tan β. This decay channel arises from an effective coupling

λ′333, induced by the neutrino-neutralino mixing, which is proportional both to the bottom

Yukawa coupling and to the bilinear parameter ετ in our model. Therefore, this decay is

enhanced at small m0 due to the lightness of the scalars that mediate it and at large tan β

due to enhanced Yukawa couplings. Both features are apparent in the panels of this figure.

Moreover, whenever χ̃0
1 → νbb̄ is not the leading channel, the LSP decays mostly to τud̄,

with a sizable branching fraction χ̃0
1 → τν��̄.

In figure 2, we present the dependence of the χ̃0
1 branching ratios with respect to the

R-parity violating parameter ετ . The importance of the νbb̄ decay mode increases for large

ετ , since the effective coupling λ′333 is proportional to ετ . Moreover, figure 3 shows that

the LSP branching ratio into νbb̄ decreases with increasing mν3 in the parameter regions

where this mode is sizeable.
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Figure 2: χ̃0
1 branching ratios as a function of ετ for A0 = 0, μ > 0, and mν3 = 0.05 eV. We fixed

m1/2 = 175GeV in the case of tanβ = 3 and m1/2 = 125GeV for tanβ = 35. The lines are as in
figure 1.

One comment is in order here, concerning the naturalness of the above branching ratio

predictions. This issue depends somewhat on the assumptions about the supersymmetry

soft breaking terms. We are tacitly assuming them to be universal at some unification

scale. This is the usual practice and is adopted here to ensure simple comparison with the

SUGRA R-parity conserving results for the trilepton signal obtained in ref. [13]. In the

BRpV model universality plays another important role, namely, it ensures “calculability”

of the neutrino mass mν3 , by the renormalization group evolution. One finds in this case

that the smallness of mν3 required by experiment follows naturally from the approximate

“alignment” of BRpV parameters discussed, for example, in ref. [19, 9]. In such scenario

one has that the short LSP decay path is indeed technically natural, despite the small

neutrino mass. However one should stress that strictly universal boundary conditions are

not at all essential for the consistency of the results presented here.

Summing up, we can say that in the BRpV model the χ̃0
1 decays mainly into τud for

large m0 or small ετ , while its decays are dominated by νbb̄ at small m0 and large ετ (tan β).

As we will see in what follows this has important implications for the trilepton signal.
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Figure 3: χ̃0
1 branching ratios as a function of mν3 for A0 = 0, μ > 0, and ετ = 7× 10−4 GeV. We

fixed m1/2 = 175GeV in the case of tanβ = 3 and m1/2 = 125GeV when tanβ = 35. The lines are
as in figure 1.

3. Signal, backgrounds, and selection cuts

In R-parity conserving scenarios, trilepton production at the Tevatron proceeds via pp̄ →
χ̃0
2χ̃
±
1 with χ̃±1 → �νχ̃0

1, χ̃
0
2 → �+�−χ̃0

1, and the LSP (χ̃0
1) leaving the detector undetected.

The main SM backgrounds for trilepton production are displayed in table 1. In order to

suppress these backgrounds, we have imposed the soft cuts SC2 defined in ref. [13], which

were tailored for scenarios containing soft signal leptons coming from τ decays [23]:

C1: We required the presence of three isolated leptons (e or μ) with a hadronic ET smaller

that 2GeV in a cone of size ΔR = 0.4 around the lepton;1

C2: We required the most energetic lepton to satisfy |η�1 | < 1.0 and pT (�1) > 11GeV;

1In the trilepton analysis, we reject events presenting more than three isolated charged leptons. In the

R-parity conserving case, this procedure makes no difference.
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C3: The second (third) most energetic lepton must satisfy |η�2/3 | < 2.0 and pT (�2(3)) > 7

(5)GeV;

C4: We required the missing transverse energy to be larger than 25GeV;

C5: We vetoed events exhibiting a �+�− pair with an invariant mass smaller than 20GeV

and larger than 81GeV (this avoids both Z boson and QED contributions);

C6: We vetoed events with a transverse mass of a charged lepton and missing transverse

energy between 60GeV and 85GeV in order to suppress W decays.

In our analysis, the signal and backgrounds were gen-
BG (fb) σ (fb)

WZ (Z → ττ) 0.17

W∗Z∗,W∗γ → lll̄ 0.12

W∗Z∗,W∗γ → ll
′
l̄′ 0.15

tt̄ 1.15

Z∗Z∗ 0.05

total 1.64

Table 1: Background cross sec-
tions in fb for the trilepton sig-
nal at the Tevatron Run II after
kinematical cuts discussed in the
text.

erated using PYTHIA [24], except for the WZ�(γ�) which

was computed using the complete matrix elements [25].

Furthermore, we also simulate experimental resolutions by

smearing the energies, but not directions, of all final state

particles with a gaussian error given by ΔE/E = 0.7/
√
E

(E in GeV) for hadrons and ΔE/E = 0.15/
√
E for charged

leptons.

The cross section for the SM backgrounds after cuts

are shown in table 1. Notice that our results differ slightly

from the ones in ref. [13] because the hadronization proce-

dures used in PYTHIA and ISAJET are different. More-

over, we can see that the most important background is

the tt̄ production, accounting for 70% of the total background. We further tested our

code by verifying that our results for the R-parity conserving signal agree with the ones in

ref. [13].

In our BRpV model there are more SUSY reactions that can contribute to the trilepton

signal than in the R-parity conserving case, since the χ̃0
1 decays can give rise to charged

leptons. In the parameter range interesting for neutrino physics R-parity violating decay

modes are only important for the LSP decays and can safely be neglected for the other

SUSY particles. We have used the branching ratios generated by PYTHIA except for the

the lightest and second-to-lightest neutralinos. In the case of the second neutralino, the

branching fractions generated by PYTHIA are in disagreement with the expectations at

large tan(β) and low and moderate m0 [26]. For instance, the ISAJET branching ratio

for χ̃2
0 → τ+τ−χ̃0

1 is 52% for m0 = 150GeV, m1/2 = 125GeV and tan(β) = 35, while

the PYTHIA prediction for this point is 14%. We have evaluated the second neutralino

branching ratios taking into account the large tan(β) effects and used this information

as an input of PYTHIA. Our results agree with the predictions of ISAJET within a few

percent; e.g. for the choice of parameters above our result for the same branching fraction

is 48%.

Assuming that gluinos and squarks are too heavy to be produced at the Tevatron, we

considered the following processes:

pp̄ → �̃�̃� , ν̃�̃ , χ̃0
i χ̃

0
j (i(j) = 1, 2) , χ̃+

1 χ̃
−
1 , and χ̃0

i χ̃
±
1 (i = 1, 2) .
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Figure 4: χ̃0

1 decay length versus LSP mass for A0 = 0, μ > 0 and tanβ = 3 for (a) fixed BRpV
parameters: ετ = 0.22GeV, mν3 = 0.05 eV (solid lines) and current atmospheric 3σ band (shaded
bands); (b) as a function of the neutrino mass mν3 for m0 = 100GeV and several values of χ̃0

1

masses.

The χ̃0
1 decays can contain charged leptons, and therefore, we

BG (fb) σ (fb)

WZ 0.01

Z∗Z∗ 0.10

tt̄ 0.16

total 0.27

Table 2: Back-
ground cross sections
in fb for the multilep-
ton signal at the Fer-
milab Tevatron Run
II after kinematical
cuts discussed in the
text.

should also analyse multilepton (≥ 4�) production. In order to ex-

tract this signal, we applied the cuts C1, C3, C5, and C2 but ac-

cepting leptons with |η(�)| < 3. We also required the presence of

an additional isolated lepton with pT > 5GeV and demanded the

missing transverse energy to be larger than 20GeV. The main SM

backgrounds for this process are tt̄, WZ, and ZZ productions whose

cross sections after cuts are shown in table 2.

We can see from figure 4 that the lightest neutralino might not

decay inside the detector depending on the point of the parameter

space. If it decays inside the tracking system, it can give rise to

spectacular events exhibiting displaced vertices without an incoming

track associated to it. In our analyses, we did not look for displaced

vertices since the corresponding backgrounds depend upon details of

the detector. This possibly is a conservative hypothesis since this kind of events should

present a small background, leading to a larger reach of the Tevatron. Nevertheless, we

kept track of the position of the neutralino decay and accepted events where the neutralino

decays inside the tracking system, rejecting all events where one of the neutralinos decays

outside a cylinder around the beam pipe of radius 0.5m and length 2.0m; we named this

requirement C7. Again, this is another conservative estimate of the expected BRpV signal.

We investigated the regions of the m0⊗m1/2 plane where the trilepton and multilepton

signals can be established at the Tevatron for integrated luminosities of 2 fb−1 and 25 fb−1

and fixed values of A0 (=0), tan β, sign(μ) (> 0), ετ , and mν3 (= 0.05 eV). We evolved the

renormalization group equations starting at the unification scale (few ×1016 GeV) for the
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soft parameters, rejecting the points where either the electroweak symmetry is not correctly

broken, or which exhibit particles with mass excluded by present experimental data [27]. In

our analysis, we have employed the Poisson statistics, except when the expected number of

signal events is large enough to justify the use of the gaussian distribution.2 We exhibit our

results in the m0 ⊗m1/2 plane, denoting by black circles the theoretically excluded points,

and by white circles the experimentally excluded by sparticle and Higgs boson searches

at LEP2 [27]. The black squares represent points accessible to Tevatron experiments at

5σ level with 2 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, while the white squares are accessible with

25 fb−1. Points denoted by diamonds are accessible only at the 3σ level with 25 fb−1, while
the stars correspond to the region not accessible to the Tevatron.

The trilepton cross section is always dominated by the χ̃+
1 χ̃

−
1 and χ̃0

2χ̃
±
1 productions,

with the second process being about 20% to 50% larger than the first. For example, these

reactions are responsible for approximately 99% of the cross section at large m0. Note that

the first process can contribute to the trilepton signal only in R-parity violating scenarios.

Moreover, at small and moderate m0 (� 400GeV), the χ̃0
1χ̃
±
1 production is responsible for

approximately 5–10% of the signal cross section and the production of sleptons also gives

a sizable contribution.

To study the multilepton signal we choose three representative parameter regions. The

best scenario corresponds to the case where tanβ and ετ are small. We subsequently relax

this optimistic assumption by considering separately the cases where either (but not both,

since in this case the signal is too small) ετ or tan β are large.

In figure 5, we present the region of the m0 ⊗ m1/2 plane that can be probed at the

Tevatron for tan β = 3 and BRpV parameters ετ = 7× 10−4 GeV and mν3 = 0.05 eV. For

these values of the parameters, the signal cross section is dominated by χ̃+
1 χ̃

0
2 production

followed by χ̃+
1 → χ̃0

1l
+ν, χ̃0

2 → χ̃0
1qq and the LSP χ̃0

1 decays mainly into τud̄. As expected,

the long lifetime of the neutralino reduces considerably the signal in the shaded area of

figure 5 after we apply the cut C7. Therefore, we might be able to further probe this region

by looking for displaced vertices, and consequently enhance the Tevatron reach.

It is interesting to compare our results presented in figure 5 with the ones in ref. [13].

First of all, the presence of BRpV interactions reduces the Tevatron reach in the trilepton

channel for small values of m0. This happens because there are some competing effects in

this region of parameters: on the one hand there are new contributions to the trilepton

process due to LSP decay and on the other hand, the decay of the neutralinos produce

a larger hadronic activity, worsening the lepton isolation, and reducing the missing ET

compared with the MSSM case. Besides that, the leptons from the χ̃0
1 decay can give rise

to additional isolated leptons which can contribute to the trilepton signal or, alternatively,

can suppress it due to the presence of more than three isolated leptons. The last effect and

the larger hadronic activity reduce the trilepton signal at small m0 in the BRpV model.

In contrast, as can be seen from figure 5, the trilepton reach at large m0 always tends

to increase with respect to the MSSM expectation. This follows from the fact that the

2This procedure differs from the one used in ref. [13], which used only gaussian statistics. The use of

Poisson statistics leads to more restrictive bounds.
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Figure 5: Reach of Fermilab Tevatron Run II using the trilepton signal in the m0⊗m1/2 plane for
A0 = 0, tanβ = 3, μ > 0, ετ = 7×10−4 GeV, and mν3 = 0.05 eV. The black circles are theoretically
excluded, while the white circles are experimentally excluded by sparticle and Higgs boson searches
at LEP2. The black squares denote points accessible to Tevatron experiments at 5σ level with 2 fb−1

of integrated luminosity, while the white squares are accessible with 25 fb−1. Points denoted by dia-
monds are accessible at the 3σ level with 25 fb−1, while the stars correspond to the region not acces-
sible to Tevatron. The long lifetime of the neutralino reduces considerably the signal in the shaded
area, however, it suggests that the sensitivity can be improved by looking for displaced vertices.

drastic reduction of the χ̃0
2 branching ratio into leptons at large m0 is compensated by the

additional production of charged leptons in χ̃0
1 decays. Since these extra leptons come from

tau decays, it is important to adopt cuts which increase the acceptance of soft leptons. The

cuts we used satisfy this requirement.

In figure 6a we present the Tevatron reach in the multilepton (four leptons or more)

channel for the same parameters adopted in figure 5. As we can see, the multilepton reach

is larger than the trilepton one, increasing the discovery potential at large values of m1/2.

For instance, the Tevatron reach at large m0 is � 225GeV in our BRpV model while it is

of the order of 150GeV in the MSSM. Moreover, unlike the trilepton signal, the discovery

potential at small m0 is also increased with respect to that of the MSSM. In this region it

is clear that the reduction of the trilepton signal is largely due to the presence of additional

isolated leptons. As in figure 5, the shaded area represent the region where displaced

vertices could be used to further increase the sensitivity to BRpV. In figure 6b we present

the combined results for the trilepton and multilepton searches using the chi-square criteria.

It is interesting to notice that the presence of R-parity violating interactions leads to a 5σ

SUSY discovery even at large m0, a region where the usual R-parity conserving SUGRA

model has no discovery potential at all. Notice the importance of combining trilepton and

multilepton signals to achieve this conclusion.
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Figure 6: (a) Reach of Fermilab Tevatron Run II in the 4 or more lepton channel. (b) Combined
trilepton and multilepton results. All parameters and conventions were chosen as in figure 5.

Let us now consider a second scenario where the χ̃0
1 decays predominantly into ν3bb̄

at low m0. As seen in figure 2, the dominance of this decay channel happens for large

ετ values since the LSP decay is scalar mediated. The ν3bb̄ decay mode spoils lepton

isolation, without producing any additional charged leptons and may be regarded, in a

sense, as a worse case scenario in comparison with the case of small ετ and m0. In order to

illustrate this case we fixed ετ = 0.22GeV and the remaining parameters as before; A0 = 0,

tan β = 3, μ > 0, and mν3 = 0.05 eV. From figure 7 we can see that the trilepton reach is

indeed further reduced at small and medium m0, as expected. The same happens for the

multilepton signal; see figure 8. Nevertheless, combining these signals still leads to a reach

that is better than the MSSM one for all m0 and m1/2 values.

Finally, we consider the case of small ετ and large tan β, say ετ = 7 × 10−4 GeV and

tan β = 35. Figure 9 displays the Tevatron reach in the trilepton channel for this case,

keeping the remaining parameters as before; A0 = 0, μ > 0, and mν3 = 0.05 eV. For these

parameters, the main χ̃0
1 decay mode is τud̄. However, there is a sizable contribution of the

νbb̄ channel at small m0. As expected, the SUSY reach decreases at small m0, specially as

we increase tanβ. In contrast, there is a slight gain for m0 � 200GeV; see figure 9. The

similarity between the results in figure 5 and figure 9 at large m0 can be ascribed to the

τud dominance of the LSP decay; see figure 3b and figure 3d. In contrast the situation is

more complicated at smaller m0 as seen in figure 5 and figure 9.

For the last choice of parameters, the Tevatron discovery potential in the multilepton

channel is larger in our BRpV model than in the MSSM except at small m0, however, it is

similar to the first case we analyzed; see figure 10a and figure 6a. This feature survives the

combination of three and multilepton signals, as can be seen from figure 6b and figure 10b.

In contrast, the combined analysis does make a difference in the small m0 region. In all

cases, however, the reach of the BRpV model is larger than the MSSM one.
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Figure 7: Reach of Fermilab Tevatron Run II using the trilepton signal in the m0 ⊗ m1/2 plane
for A0 = 0, tanβ = 3, μ > 0, ετ = 0.22GeV, and mν3 = 0.05 eV. The conventions are the ones in
figure 5.
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Figure 8: (a) Reach of Fermilab Tevatron Run II in the 4 or more lepton channel. (b) Combined
trilepton and multilepton results. All parameters were chosen as in figure 7.

4. Conclusion

We have analyzed the production of multileptons ( ≥ 3� with � = e or μ) in the simplest

supergravity model with violation of R parity at the Fermilab Tevatron. In this model,

an effective bilinear term in the superpotential parameterizes the explicit breaking of R
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Figure 9: Reach of Fermilab Tevatron Run II using the trilepton signal in the m0 ⊗ m1/2 plane
for A0 = 0, tanβ = 35, μ > 0, ετ = 7 × 10−4 GeV, and mν3 = 0.05 eV. The conventions are as in
figure 5.
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Figure 10: (a) Reach of Fermilab Tevatron Run II in the 4 or more lepton channel. (b) Combined
trilepton and multilepton results. All parameters were chosen as in figure 9.

parity. Despite the small R-parity violating couplings needed to generate the neutrino

masses indicated by current atmospheric neutrino data, the lightest supersymmetric par-

ticle is unstable and can decay inside the detector. This leads to a phenomenology quite

distinct from that of the R-parity conserving scenario. We have quantified by how much

the supersymmetric multilepton signals differ from the R-parity conserving expectations,
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displaying our results in the m0⊗m1/2 plane. We have shown that the presence of bilinear

R-parity violating interactions enhances the supersymmetric multilepton signals over most

of the parameter space, specially at moderate and large m0. These topologies are useful

not only for discovery, but also to verify whether R parity is conserved or not.

Adopting the hadronization procedures used in PYTHIA, we have first reproduced the

results for the trilepton signal expected in the conventional R-parity conserving supergrav-

ity model. We have found good agreement with the results of ref. [13] which adopts the

ISAJET event generator. We have then shown how the presence of BRpV interactions leads

to a small suppression of the trilepton signal at small values ofm0 irrespective of the value of

BRpV parameter ετ . This is due to the χ̃0
1 decay into νbb̄. However, the χ̃0

1 decays lead to a

drastically extended reach at large m0 as a result of the LSP decay into τud̄. Moreover, the

presence of additional isolated leptons in the signal allows us to look for multilepton events.

We have demonstrated that combining the trilepton and multilepton searches increases

the Tevatron Run II sensitivity for most of SUGRA and R-parity breaking parameters.

Note, however, that for neutrino masses in the range indicated by current atmospheric

data one has a gap between the χ̃0
1 masses that can be probed at LEP2 (up to 40GeV

or so) and those that can be studied at the Tevatron (above 70GeV or so): within this

range the χ̃0
1 decay length is rather large, requiring the study of other topologies, like the

presence of displaced vertices in the tracking system. It is interesting to notice that we can

search for SUSY signals also in the low m0 region by looking for events exhibiting multi

jets + lepton + missing transverse momentum [28, 29].

In the present paper we have confined ourselves to the case in which the lightest neu-

tralino is also the lightest supersymmetric particle,3 the most likely possibility if we adopt

the simplest set of supersymmetry soft breaking terms, universal at some unification scale.

We also have focused on the case where we have only one generation and this is chosen

to be the third. This is done first for simplicity. Second we adopt this choice as a worse-

case scenario. In other words, in those parameter regions where our multi-lepton signal

can be discovered in the present one-generation approximation, the inclusion of additional

generations can only improve our result. In contrast, in those regions where our results

are negative, the situation is totally inconclusive in the sense that a full fledged analysis

including all generations might reveal that the signal can also be detected in part of those

regions. Therefore our results are robust, in the sense that the inclusion of additional gen-

erations would imply new sources of leptons, specially muons. The analysis is substantially

more involved, however, than the one considered here and will be taken up elsewhere.
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4.5 Sinais em aceleradores: o Tevatron, LEP II

e o LHC

O objetivo do estudo dos sinais nos LHC é estabelecer os possíveis limites para

modelos do tipo BRpV-AMSB e BRpV-mSUGRA, a partir da análise dos canais

cujo sinal formado por jatos e “missing energy”, multileptons, e vértices deslocados.

Sinal e fundo são gerados por meio da utilização do código PYTHIA, última versão

disponível. Com relação aos sinais canônicos em SUSY, as topologias no LHC são

identificadas a seguir:

1- Jatos inclusivos e “missing energy”, 2- Jatos, “missing energy” sem leptons

isolados, 3- Jatos, “missing energy” e um lepton isolado, 4- Jatos, “missing energy”,

par de leptons isolados de sinais opostos, 5- Jatos, “missing energy” e multileptons

(três ou mais leptons isolados)

Como vínculos sobre os modelos, consideramos alguns resultados conhecidos

sobre parâmetros a baixas energias. Além dos resultados sobre neutrinos, conside-

ramos dados do LEP, processos raros como b → sγ e o resultado para o momento

magnético anômalo do muon, assim como resultados experimentais para o limite

na massa e mistura de neutrinos, a 90%C.L.

De acordo com os resultados do LEP, também são conhecidos os limites inferi-

ores para a massa dos parceiros supersimétricos, também considerados em nossa

análise. Nos modelos discutidos anteriormente, tanto o neutralino como a LSP no

modelo BRpV-mSUGRA como o neutralino e o chargino no modelo BRpV-AMSB

podem viajar por uma distancia microscópica antes de decair. Desse modo, a vida

media longa dessas partículas pode dar origem aos vértices deslocados. Entre-

tanto esse decaimento deve estar localizado numa região do detector cujo sinal e
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trajetória possa ser reconstruída. Como já estudado, as partículas supersimétricas

decaem em região interna do detector, mesmo quando considerada a respectiva

correção relativística. Partimos do pressuposto de que o sinal pode ser recons-

truído tanto para o neutralino como para o chargino, e consideramos os cenários

nos quais a LSP é o neutralino. É importante mencionar que escalares e bósons

de gauge participam dos processos que levam aos estados finais citados acima.

De acordo com o espectro de massa, alguns desses estados apresentam sinais que

podem ser calculados como decaimentos a dois corpos. O decaimento invisível do

neutralino a neutrinos não pode ser reconstruído e por tal razão não é utilizado

em nossa análise. Consideramos um “toy model” para os detectores do LHC (não

é possível incluir as informações sobre os detectores) para a identificação dos

eventos contendo vértices deslocados em nossas simulações, bem como estudamos

os fundos e os cortes associados aos sinais decorrentes do Modelo Padrão.
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The study of displaced vertices containing two b-jets may provide a double discovery at the Large

Hadron Collider (LHC): we show how it may not only reveal evidence for supersymmetry, but also

provide a way to uncover the Higgs boson necessary in the formulation of the electroweak theory in a

large region of the parameter space. We quantify this explicitly using the simplest minimal supergravity

model with bilinear breaking of R-parity, which accounts for the observed pattern of neutrino masses and

mixings seen in neutrino oscillation experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

By opening the exploration of the new territory of
physics at the terascale, the CERN Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) is likely to shed light upon the main
open puzzle in particle physics, namely, the origin of
mass and the nature of electroweak symmetry breaking.
Supersymmetry (SUSY) provides an elegant way of justi-
fying the electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism in
terms of an elementary Higgs particle, alleviating the so
called hierarchy problem [1]. The Higgs boson and the
existence of supersymmetry therefore stand out as the main
missing pieces in our understanding of fundamental forces,
and a lot of effort has been put into their direct observation.
Indeed the search for the Higgs boson and for supersym-
metry constitutes the main topic in the agenda of the LHC.

In contrast, so far the only established evidence for
physics beyond the standard model (SM) has been the
discovery of neutrino masses and oscillations [2], which
has culminated decades of painstaking efforts.

Here we stress that these two issues may be closely
related. Indeed, low-energy supersymmetry with broken
R-parity [3] provides a plausible mechanism for the origin
for neutrino masses and mixings. Indeed, as the bilinear
model best illustrates [4], in contrast to the simplest seesaw
schemes [5], these may be tested at particle accelerators
like the LHC.1

Here we consider the simplest ansatz to introduce R-
parity breaking in supersymmetry, characterized by an
additional bilinear violating (BRpV) term in the super-
potential [9]. It provides the simplest effective description
of a more complete picture containing additional neutral
heavy lepton [10] superfields whose scalars drive the
spontaneous breaking of R-parity [11].
Our focus here is on the specific case of a minimal

gravity mediated supersymmetry breaking model with bi-
linear R-parity violation: BRpV-mSUGRA model for
short. In this model, the lightest supersymmetric particle
(LSP) is no longer stable. Current neutrino oscillation data
indicate that the strength of the BRpV term is small [9],
hence the LSP decay length is expected to be long enough
to provide a displaced vertex at the LHC [12,13]. For a low
Higgs mass the dominant decay is into b �b, however at the
LHC the overwhelming QCD background makes this sig-
nal irrelevant when the Higgs is produced in the standard
way. In supersymmetry the Higgs can be produced after the
decay chains of the next-to-lightest supersymmetric parti-
cle. In the R-parity conserving case for specific spectrum
and supersymmetric production, the additional jets and the
missing energy can allow the discovery of the Higgs in the
b channel [14]. The same features also hold in our case, but
in addition now the Higgs can be produced from the light-
est neutralino, leading to events with a displaced vertex
with two large invariant mass b-jets. The signal of a
neutralino into a Higgs and a neutrino is therefore free of
SM backgrounds if the neutralino decays inside the pixel
detector and well outside the interaction point. Here we
show explicitly that this is the case.2

In this work we analyze the potential of the LHC to
survey the existence of the Higgs boson using a novel

*camposc@feg.unesp.br
†eboli@fma.if.usp.br
‡magro@fma.if.usp.br
xrestrepo@uv.es
kvalle@ific.uv.es
1Such a model has no conventional neutralino dark matter,

though other possible dark matter candidates may be envisaged
such as the axion [6], the majoron [7], the axino, or the gravitino
[8].

2In fact the LHCb Collaboration is considering the possibility
of searching for b’s originating outside the interaction point [15].
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signal: a b-jet pair coming from displaced vertices gener-
ated by the lightest neutralino decays within the BRpV-
mSUGRA model. We demonstrate that the LHC reach is
capable of uncovering a supersymmetric Higgs in a fair
region of the M1=2 �M0 parameter plane.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The BRpV model is described by the superpotential

WBRpV ¼ WMSSM þ "ab�iL̂
a
i Ĥ

b
u; (1)

in which the standard minimal supersymmetric model
(MSSM) is supplemented by three extra bilinear terms
characterized by three new parameters (�i), one for each
fermion generation. In addition to these we must also
include new soft supersymmetry breaking terms (Bi) in
whose presence the bilinears become physical parameters
that cannot be rotated away [16],

Vsoft ¼ VMSSM � "abBi�i ~L
a
i H

b
u: (2)

The new terms in the BRpV Lagrangian (�i, Bi) lead to the
explicit violation of lepton number as well as R-parity.
Furthermore, the sneutrino fields acquire a vacuum expec-
tation value (VEV) when we minimize the scalar potential.

In BRpV models the terms presenting explicit lepton
number violation, as well as the sneutrino vacuum expec-
tation values, generate mixing among neutrinos and neu-
tralinos giving rise to one tree-level neutrino mass. The
other two neutrino masses are generated through loop
diagrams [9]. One can show that, indeed, the resulting
neutrino masses and mixings provide a good description
of all current neutrino oscillation data [2].

For the sake of definiteness, we assume mSUGRA as the
model of supersymmetry breaking, implying universality
of the soft breaking terms at unification. In this case, our
model depends upon 11 free parameters, namely

M0;M1=2; tan	; signð�Þ; A0; �i; and �i; (3)

where M1=2 and M0 are the common gaugino mass and

scalar soft SUSY breaking masses at the unification scale,
A0 is the common trilinear term, and tan	 is the ratio
between the Higgs field VEV’s. For convenience, we trade
the soft parameters Bi by �i ¼ �ivd þ�vi, where vi is
the vacuum expectation value of the sneutrino fields, since
the �i’s are more directly related to the neutrino masses;
for further details see [9].

The bilinear R-parity violating interaction gives rise to
mixings between SM and SUSY particles that lead to
decay of the LSP into SM particles. In a large fraction of
the parameter space the lightest neutralino is the LSP and it
can decay into leptonic final states �‘þ‘0�, where ‘ ¼ e,
�, or �, as well as into semileptonic final states ‘q0 �q or
�q �q. For sufficiently heavy neutralinos these decays are
dominated by two-body channels like �Z, ‘�W�, and �h
with h being the lightest CP-even Higgs boson; for further

details see [13,17,18]. In the region where the stau is the
LSP the detached vertex signal disappears completely
since the stau possesses a very small decay length.
In contrast, a salient feature of our BRpV model is that

neutralino LSP’s exhibit a rather large decay length, rang-
ing from a fewmillimeters to tenths of millimeters forM1=2

varying from 200 GeV to 1 TeV. Such large decay lengths
lead to the production of detached vertices at the LHC
which constitute a smoking gun of this kind of model.
In this work, we analyze the two-body lightest neutra-

lino decay into the lightest Higgs boson h0 as a Higgs
discovery channel

~� 0
1 ! h�: (4)

If the lightest neutralino lives long enough it will be
detached from the primary interaction point leaving a
displaced vertex as signal at the LHC. Since the Higgs
boson h decays mostly into a b-quark pair we expect a
displaced vertex with two b-jets as a characteristic signa-
ture for Higgs production.
We present, in Fig. 1, the lightest neutralino branching

ratio to h� as a function ofM1=2 �M0 for tan	 ¼ 10, A0 ¼
�100 GeV, and �> 0.3 Here we focus on the situation
where the lightest neutralino is heavier then h, so the
neutralino Higgs decay channel opens for M1=2 *
Oð300Þ GeV for our choice of parameters. The maximum
value of the branching ratio for this channel is about 22%;
for an illustration of the full behavior of neutralino decays
see, for example, Refs. [13,17,18]. This figure tells us that,
for fixed values of M1=2, the LSP branching ratio into

Higgs-neutrino pairs initially grows with increasing M0,
stabilizing forM0 in excess of a few hundred GeV. On the
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FIG. 1 (color online). Brð~�0
1 ! h�Þ as a function of M1=2 �

M0 for tan	 ¼ 10, A0 ¼ �100 GeV, and �> 0.

3We note that in the upper left dark region the stau is the LSP
and in what follows we will not consider this region.
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other hand, the importance of this decay increases with
M1=2 for moderate and large values of M0.

III. SIGNAL AND BACKGROUNDS

In order to simulate the Higgs production we calculate
all R-parity violating branching ratios and SUSY spectra
using the package SPHENO [19]. We used PYTHIA version
6.408 [20] to generate events, using the SPHENO output in
the SLHA format [21]. In order to have a rough simulation
of the detector response we smeared the track energies, but
not their directions, with a Gaussian error given by

�E=E ¼ 0:10=
ffiffiffiffi
E

p þ 0:01 (E in GeV) for leptonic tracks

and �E=E ¼ 0:5=
ffiffiffiffi
E

p þ 0:03 for all hadronic tracks.
Displaced vertices at the LHC were identified requiring

that the neutralino decays away from the primary vertex
point, that is, outside an ellipsoid centered at the primary
vertex

�
x

5
xy

�
2 þ

�
y

5
xy

�
2 þ

�
z

5
z

�
2 ¼ 1; (5)

where the z axis is along the beam direction. To be con-
servative we assumed the ellipsoid size to be 5 times the
ATLAS experiment’s expected precision in both directions
for the semiconductor tracker [22] which are 
xy ¼ 20 �m

and 
z ¼ 500 �m. To reconstruct the vertices we required
that visible tracks coming from neutralino decays must
have an intersection inside a sphere determined by the
tracking detector resolution which we assumed to be
10 �m [22]. Furthermore, we considered only the charged
tracks inside the pseudorapidity region of j�j< 2:5.

Since the Higgs production in the LSP decay is charac-
terized by the presence of two b-tagged jets we looked for
events with at least one displaced vertex containing at least
one jet tagged as a b-jet. In our analyses we considered a b-
tagging efficiency up to 50%.

In order to ensure that the detached vertex events are
properly recorded we accepted only events that pass very
simple trigger requirements. We further required the events
to present an isolated electron (muon) with pT >
20ð6Þ GeV, or the presence of a jet with pT > 100 GeV,
or missing transverse energy in excess of 100 GeV.

For our analysis we have fixed tan	 ¼ 10, A0 ¼
�100 GeV, and �> 0. For this choice of parameters,
the Higgs mass lies in the range 110 GeV & Mh &
120 GeV when we vary M0 and M1=2. Since we are only

interested in detached jets coming from Higgs decays, we
have further required that the jet-jet invariant mass is
around the Higgs mass value.

Within the SM framework displaced vertices originate
from decays of long lived particles like B’s and �’s, and
consequently its visible decay products exhibit a rather
small invariant mass. In contrast, in our BRpV model,
the displaced vertices are associated with the LSP decay
and will have in general a large invariant mass associated

with them. Therefore, physical SM processes do not lead to
sizable backgrounds to the detached Higgs searches due to
large difference in the invariant mass of the visible prod-
ucts. However, BRpV LSP decays into �Z are a potential
source of background for the Higgs signal.
As an illustration we show in Fig. 2 the jet-jet invariant

mass distribution of all displaced vertices exhibiting jets.
As we can see, a cut on the invariant mass outside the range
100 GeV<Minv < 125 GeV eliminates a good fraction of
supersymmetric backgrounds coming, for instance, from
the neutralino decay into W and Z bosons as well as the
three-body b �b� channel. The physical background can be
further suppressed by requiring that at least one of the jets
associated with the displaced vertex is tagged as a b-jet.
Moreover, these requirements ensure that SM backgrounds
coming from the decay of long lived particles are also
efficiently eliminated. There remain instrumental back-
grounds [23] which require a full detector simulation along
the lines we have described above; this simulation is
beyond the scope of the present work.
In Fig. 3 we show that almost all vertices containing b-

jets come from neutralino decay via Higgs and that our
invariant mass cut will eliminate the �Z background, while
keeping a large fraction of the signal events. We checked
that the events passing the LHC triggers and all the above
cuts come from the signal events ~�0

1 ! �hwith the physics
background being negligible.
In order to estimate the LHC reach for Higgs search

coming from displaced vertex signal in BRpV-mSUGRA
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FIG. 2 (color online). Jet pair invariant mass distribution in
GeV. The light blue (grayish) histogram stands for the back-
ground where the lightest neutralino decays via W and Z bosons
and the other histogram stands for the channels where the light-
est neutralino decays into b �b pairs.
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models we considered a few scenarios. In the optimistic
analysis we assumed that there is no event coming from
instrumental backgrounds or overlapping events and took
the b-tagging efficiency to be 50%. In this case we required
that the signal must have more than five events since no
background is expected and present our result in the
M1=2 �M0 plane for integrated luminosities of 10 and

100 fb�1. We also considered three additional scenarios.
In the first one we studied the impact of a lower b-tagging
efficiency (30%) but we still assumed that the process is
background free. In the second case we assumed that there
are five backgrounds events originating from instrumental
errors and overlapping events and required a 5� signal for
a 50% b-tagging efficiency. Finally, in the last scenario we
assumed the same background as in the last case, lowering
however the b-tagging efficiency down to 30%.

IV. RESULTS

In Fig. 4 we depict the LHC discovery reach for the
Higgs displaced vertex signal in our most optimistic sce-
nario. The shaded (yellow) region at the bottom stands for
points already excluded by direct LEP searches while the
upper left corner of the M1=2 �M0 plane, the (red) shaded

area has staus as LSP [13], and hence is not covered by the
present analysis. The region around M1=2 ¼ 200 GeV has

no signal due to the fact that the neutralino mass is smaller
than the Higgs mass in it, therefore, being forbidden the
two-body LSP decays into Higgs-neutrino pairs.

From Fig. 4 one can see that the ATLAS and CMS
experiments will be able to look for the signal up toM1=2 �
700ð900Þ GeV for a LHC integrated luminosity of

10ð100Þ fb�1. Notice that the LHC Higgs discovery poten-
tial is almost independent ofM0. For a fixed value ofM1=2

the LSP total production cross section decreases as M0

increases, however, the LSP branching ratio into Higgs-
neutrino pairs increases with M0, therefore, both effects
tend to cancel and produce the observed behavior.
Moreover, this figure also exhibits the average decay
length of the neutralino, demonstrating that its decay takes
place inside the vertex detector, ensuring a good vertex
reconstruction.
We have also estimated the reach expected at LHCb for

our Higgs search proposal. The crosshatched region in
Fig. 4 indicates the LHCb reach for 10 fb�1. Because of
the strong cut on the pseudorapidity required by this ex-
periment, the reach for 2 fb�1 is severely depleted and only
a small region of the parameter space is covered, i.e.,
300 GeV 	 M1=2 	 350 GeV and 200 GeV 	 M0 	
500 GeV.
Tagging b-jets emanating from a detached vertex is

certainly a more intricate procedure, therefore, we also
considered a lower b-tagging efficiency in our analyses.
Figure 5 contains the reach of LHC for Higgs search using
a b-jet reconstruction efficiency of 30%, instead of 50%
used of Fig. 4, however, we still assumed that the search is
background free. Comparing Figs. 4 and 5, one can see that
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FIG. 3 (color online). Invariant mass distribution in GeVof the
neutralino decaying into b-jet pairs separated into its several
channels.
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FIG. 4 (color online). LHC reach for Higgs search in displaced
vertices for the BRpV-mSUGRA model in the plane M1=2 �M0

assuming tan	 ¼ 10, A0 ¼ �100 GeV, and �> 0. The yellow
stars (blue squares) represent the reach for an integrated lumi-
nosity of 10ð100Þ fb�1 while the crosshatched region corre-
sponds to the reach of the LHCb experiment for an integrated
luminosity of 10 fb�1. The (yellow) shaded region at the bottom
stands for points excluded by direct LEP searches, while the
(red) upper left area represents a region where the stau is the
LSP. Note that the black lines delimit different regimes of LSP
decay length.
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the LHC reach in this second case is mildly affected by this
change for an integrated luminosity of 10 fb�1, while the
changes are minute at higher integrated luminosities.

A study of the instrumental backgrounds and the effect
of overlapping events does require a full detector simula-
tion, which is beyond the scope of this work. In order to
assess the impact of existence of nonphysical backgrounds
we considered that these backgrounds give rise to five
background events for both integrated luminosities used
in our studies. In Fig. 6 we present the 5� LHC Higgs

discovery potential assuming a b-jet reconstruction effi-
ciency of 50% and five background events. We can see
from this figure that the existence of background events
does lead to a substantial reduction of the LHC reach for
Higgs in displaced vertices.
In Fig. 7 we present the reach of LHC for Higgs search

in a very pessimistic scenario that exhibits a lower b-jet
reconstruction efficiency of 30%, as well as the presence of
five background events. In this case we observe a more
severe reduction of the LHC reach that is reduced to
M1=2 ¼ 600 GeV at most. This large depletion of the

LHC search potential follows from the need of a large
number of signal events to establish the signal given the
fast decrease of the SUSY production cross section with
increasing M1=2. In this sense, the 100 fb�1 case is more

affected since the production cross section exhibits a steep
decrease for M1=2 * 700 GeV.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary we have seen how the search for displaced
vertices containing b-tagged jets at the LHC may not only
provide evidence for supersymmetric particles but also
lead to the discovery of the Higgs boson of the electroweak
theory. We have given a quantitative analysis within the
simplest minimal supergravity model with bilinear break-
ing of R-parity, which accounts for the observed pattern of
neutrino masses and mixings observed in current neutrino
oscillation experiments. Similar variant schemes can be
envisaged where, for example, supersymmetry and/or elec-
troweak breaking is realized differently.
In an optimistic background free scenario, the Higgs

search in LSP decays can be carried out for LSP masses
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FIG. 5 (color online). Same as Fig. 4 using a b-jet reconstruc-
tion efficiency of 30% with no background events.
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FIG. 6 (color online). Same as Fig. 4 using a b-jet reconstruc-
tion efficiency of 50% and assuming the existence five back-
ground events for both integrated luminosities.
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FIG. 7 (color online). Same as Fig. 4 using a b-jet reconstruc-
tion efficiency of 30% and five background events.
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up to 300 (380) GeV for an integrated luminosity of
10ð100Þ fb�1. We showed that this result is robust against
variations of the assumed b-tagging efficiencies.
Notwithstanding, the results change drastically if instru-
mental backgrounds are present. Assuming the existence of
five background events reduces the LHC reach to LSP
masses of 210 (250) GeVat the low (high) luminosity run.
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Supersymmetric models with bilinear R-parity violation can account for the observed neutrino masses

and mixing parameters indicated by neutrino oscillation data. We consider minimal supergravity versions

of bilinear R-parity violation where the lightest supersymmetric particle is a neutralino. This is unstable,

with a large enough decay length to be detected at the CERN Large Hadron Collider. We analyze the

Large Hadron Collider potential to determine the lightest supersymmetric particle properties, such as

mass, lifetime and branching ratios, and discuss their relation to neutrino properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Elucidating the electroweak breaking sector of the
Standard Model constitutes a major challenge for the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. Supersymmetry
provides an elegant way to stabilize the Higgs boson scalar
mass against quantum corrections provided supersymmetric
states are not too heavy, with some of them expected within
reach for the LHC. Searches for supersymmetric particles
constitute a major item in the LHC agenda [1–10], as many
expect signs of supersymmetry (SUSY) to be just around
the corner. However, the first searches up to �5 fb�1 at
the LHC interpreted within specific frameworks, such as
constrained minimal supersymmetric Standard Model or

minimal supergravity (mSUGRA), indicate that squark

and gluino masses are in excess of �1 TeV [11].
Despite intense efforts over more than thirty years, little

is known from first principles about how exactly to realize

or break supersymmetry. As a result, one should keep an

open mind as to which theoretical framework is realized in

nature, if any. Supersymmetry search strategies must be

correspondingly redesigned if, for example, supersymme-

try is realized in the absence of a conserved R parity [3,12].
Another major drawback of the Standard Model is its

failure to account for neutrino oscillations [13,14], whose

discovery constitutes one of the major advances in particle

physics of the last decade. An important observation is

that, if supersymmetry is realized without a conserved R
parity, the origin of neutrino masses and mixing may be

intrinsically supersymmetric [15–18].
Indeed, an attractive dynamical way to generate neutrino

mass at the weak scale is through nonzero vacuum expec-

tation values of SUð3Þ � SUð2Þ � Uð1Þ singlet scalar neu-
trinos [19–21]. This leads to the minimal effective

description of R parity violation, namely bilinear R-parity
violation (BRPV) [22]. In contrast to the simplest variants
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of the seesaw mechanism [23], such supersymmetric
alternative has the merit of being testable in collider experi-
ments, like the LHC [24–27]. Here, we analyze the LHC
potential to determine the lightest neutralino properties
such as mass, decay length and branching ratios, and dis-
cuss their relation to neutrino properties.

II. BILINEAR R-PARITY VIOLATING
SUSY MODELS

The bilinear R-parity violating models are characterized
by two properties: first, the usual minimal supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) R-conserving superpotential is
enlarged according to [28]

WBRPV ¼ WMSSM þ "ab�iL̂
a
i Ĥ

b
u; (1)

where there are 3 new superpotential parameters (�i), one
for each fermion generation.1 The second modification is
the addition of an extra soft term

Vsoft ¼ VMSSM � "abBi�i ~L
a
i H

b
u (2)

which depends on three soft mass parameters Bi. For the
sake of simplicity, we considered the R-conserving soft
terms as in mSUGRA. Field redefinitions can, in principle,
be used to rewrite the bilinear terms from Eq. (1) to tri-
linear ones. Notwithstanding, the bilinear soft terms in
Eq. (2) are not rotated away simultaneously [28].

The new bilinear terms break explicitlyR parity as well as
lepton number and induce nonzero vacuum expectation
values vi for the sneutrinos. As a result, neutrinos and
neutralinos mix at tree level giving rise to one tree-level
neutrino mass scale, which we identify with the atmospheric
scale. The other two neutrino masses are generated through
loop diagrams [31,32]. This model provides a good descrip-
tion of the observed neutrino oscillation data [14].

The BRPV-mSUGRA model is defined by eleven
parameters

m0; m1=2; tan	; signð�Þ; A0; �i; and Bi; (3)

where m1=2 and m0 are the common gaugino mass and

scalar soft SUSY breaking masses at the unification scale,
A0 is the common trilinear term, and tan	 is the ratio
between the Higgs field vacuum expectation values. In our
analyses, the new parameters (�i and Bi) are determined by
the neutrino masses and mixings. Therefore, we have only
to vary the usual mSUGRA parameters. For the sake of
simplicity in what follows, we fix A0 ¼ �100 GeV,
tan	 ¼ 10 and signð�Þ> 0 and present our results in the
plane m0 �m1=2.

Due to the smallness of the neutrino masses, the BRPV
interactions turn out to be rather feeble; consequently, the

lightest supersymmetrical particle (LSP) has a lifetime
long enough that its decay appears as a displaced vertex.
We show in Fig. 1 the LSP decay length as a function ofm0

and m1=2, when the remaining values for signð�Þ, A and

tan	 are taken as mentioned above. Therefore, we can
anticipate that the LSP decay vertex can be observed at
the LHC within a large fraction of the parameter space.
Depending on the SUSY spectrum, the lightest neutra-

lino decay channels include fully leptonic decays

~� 0
1 ! �‘þ‘�; ~�0

1 ! ��þ�� and ~�0
1 ! ���‘�

with ‘ ¼ e or �; as well as semileptonic decay modes

~�0
1 ! �q �q; ~�0

1 ! �q0 �q;

~�0
1 ! ‘q0 �q and ~�0

1 ! �b �b:

If kinematically allowed, some of these modes take place
via two-body decays, like ~�0

1 ! W���, ~�0
1 ! W���,

~�0
1 ! Z�, or ~�0

1 ! h�, followed by the Z,W� or h decay;
for further details, see Refs. [25,33]. In addition to these
channels, there is also the possibility of the neutralino
decaying invisibly into three neutrinos; however, this chan-
nel reaches at most a few percent [33].2

Neutrino masses and mixings as well as LSP decay
properties are determined by the same interactions; there-
fore, there are connections between high energy LSP
physics at the LHC and neutrino oscillation physics. For
instance, the ratio between charged current decays

Brð~�0
1 ! W���Þ

Brð~�0
1 ! W���Þ (4)

FIG. 1 (color online). Lightest neutralino decay length
as a function of mSUGRA parameters m0 and m1=2, for A0 ¼
�100 GeV, tan	 ¼ 10 and signð�Þ> 0.

1In a way similar to the � term in the MSSM superpotential,
the required smallness of the bilinear parameters �i could arise
dynamically, through a nonzero vacuum expectation value, as in
Refs. [19–21,29] and/or be generated radiatively [30].

2However, in models where a Majoron is present, it can be
dominant [34–37].
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is directly related to the atmospheric mixing angle [38], as
illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 2; this relation was
already considered in Ref. [27]. The vertical bands in Fig. 2
correspond to the latest 2� precision in the determination
of �23 and �m

2
32 from Ref. [39].

Another interesting interconnection between LSP prop-
erties and neutrino properties is the direct relation between
neutrino mass squared difference �m2

32 and the ratio

R32 ¼ L0
Brð~�0

1 ! W‘þ Z�Þ (5)

as is illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 2. Here, L0 is the
LSP decay length, and one has to sum over all leptons
and neutrinos in the final states. One can understand this
relation in the following way. In the BRPVmodel, the tree-
level neutrino mass is proportional to mTree

� / j�j2, where
j�j2 ¼ P

i�
2
i , with �i ¼ �vd þ�vi, is the so-called

alignment vector. Couplings between the gauginos and
gauge bosons plus leptons/neutrinos are proportional to
�i as well [33]. Thus, one expects that after summing
over the lepton generations, the partial width of the
neutralino into gauge bosons is also proportional to j�j2.
The decay length is the inverse width and dividing by the
branching ratio into gauge boson final states picks out the
partial width of the neutralino into gauge bosons. This
leads to the correlation of R32 with the atmospheric neu-
trino mass scale, sincemAtm is identified mostly withmTree

� ,
apart from some minor 1-loop corrections.

III. ANALYSES FRAMEWORK AND BASIC CUTS

Our analyses aim to study the LHC potential to probe the
LSP properties exploring its detached vertex signature. We
simulated the SUSY particle production using PYTHIA
version 6.408 [40,41] where all the properties of our

BRPV-mSUGRA model were included using the Super-
symmetry Les Houches Accord format [42]. The relevant
masses, mixings, branching ratios and decay lengths were
generated using the SPHENO code [43,44].
In our studies, we used a toy calorimeter roughly in-

spired by the actual LHC detectors. We assumed that the
calorimeter coverage is j�j< 5 and that its segmentation is
�� ��’ ¼ 0:10� 0:098. The calorimeter resolution was
included by smearing the jet energies with an error

�E

E
¼ 0:50ffiffiffiffi

E
p 
 0:03:

Jets were reconstructed using the cone algorithm in the
subroutine PYCELL with �R ¼ 0:4 and jet seed with a
minimum transverse energy Ecell

T;min ¼ 2 GeV.

Our analyses start by selecting events which pass some
typical triggers employed by the ATLAS/CMS collabora-
tions, i.e., an event to be accepted should fulfill at least one
of the following requirements:
(i) the event contains one electron or photon with pT >

20 GeV;
(ii) the event has an isolated muon with pT > 6 GeV;
(iii) the event exhibits two isolated electrons or photons

with pT > 15 GeV;
(iv) the event has one jet with transverse momentum in

excess of 100 GeV;
(v) the events possesses missing transverse energy

greater than 100 GeV.
We then require the existence of, at least, one displaced

vertex which is more than 5� away from the primary vertex
[25]—that is, the detached vertex is outside the ellipsoid

�
x

5
xy

�
2 þ

�
y

5
xy

�
2 þ

�
z

5
z

�
2 ¼ 1; (6)

FIG. 2 (color online). Correlating LSP decay properties with neutrino oscillation parameters. The left panel shows the connection
between the displayed LSP decay length parameter and the atmospheric squared mass scale �m2

32. The right panel depicts the relation

between Brð~�0
1 ! W���Þ=Brð~�0

1 ! W���Þ and the atmospheric mixing angle. The vertical shaded bands indicate the 2� allowed

values of the corresponding neutrino oscillation parameters [39].
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where the z axis is along the beam direction. We used the
ATLAS expected resolutions in the transverse plane (
xy ¼
20 �m) and in the beam direction (
z ¼ 500 �m). To
ensure a good reconstruction of the displaced vertex, we
further required that the LSP decays within the tracking
system, i.e., within a radius of 550 mm and z axis length
of 3000 mm. In our model, the decay lengths are such that
this last requirement is almost automatically satisfied;
see Fig. 1.

IV. LSP MASS MEASUREMENT

In order to accurately measure the LSP mass from its
decay products, we focused our attention on events where

the LSP decays into a charged lepton (e� or ��) and a W
which subsequently decays into a pair of jets. In addition to
the basic cuts described above, we further required charged
leptons to have

p‘T > 20 GeV and j�‘j< 2:5: (7)

We demanded the charged lepton to be isolated, i.e., the
sum of the transverse energy of the particles in a cone
�R ¼ 0:3 around the lepton direction should satisfyX

�R<0:3

ET < 5 GeV: (8)

We identified the hadronically decaying W requiring that
its decay jets are central

pjT > 20 GeV; j�jj< 2:5; (9)

and that their invariant mass is compatible with the W
mass:

j�jj< 2:5 and jMjj �MW j< 20 GeV: (10)

In order to obtain the LSP mass, we considered points in
them0 �m1=2 plane with more than 10 expected events for

an integrated luminosity of 100 fb�1. We have performed a
Gaussian fit to the lepton-jet-jet invariant mass; as an
illustration of the lepton-jet-jet invariant mass spectrum,
see Fig. 3. As we can see from this figure, the actual LSP
mass (101 GeV) is with 1% of its fitted value (100.4 GeV).
In order to better appreciate the precision with which

the LSP mass can be determined for other choices of
mSUGRA parameters, we have repeated the analysis for
a wide grid of values in them0 �m1=2 plane. The left panel

of Fig. 4 depicts the achievable precision in the LSP mass
measurement for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb�1 as a
function of m0 �m1=2 for A0 ¼ �100 GeV, tan	 ¼ 10
and sgnð�Þ> 0. As one can see, the LSP mass can be

0
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800
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mχ(GeV)

FIG. 3 (color online). Illustration of the lepton-jet-jet invariant
mass spectrum fitted to obtain the LSP mass. In this figure, we
considered m0 ¼ 250 GeV, m1=2 ¼ 250 GeV, tan	 ¼ 10, A0 ¼
�100 GeV, and sgnð�Þ> 0 which leads to a LSP mass of
101 GeV.
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in the LSP mass determination �M=M~�0
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measured with an error between 10 and 15 GeV within a
sizeable fraction of the (m0 �m1=2) plane. Only at high

m1=2, there is a degradation of the precision due to poor

statistics. The right panel in Fig. 4 shows that indeed this is
enough to determine the LSP mass to within 5 to 10% in a
relatively wide chunk of parameter space.

V. LSP DECAY LENGTH MEASUREMENT

Another important feature of the LSP in our BRPV-
mSUGRA model is its decay length (lifetime). Within
the simplest mSUGRA bilinear R-parity violating scheme,
this is directly related to the squared mass splitting �m2

32,

well measured in neutrino oscillation experiments [39]. In
this analysis, we considered events where the LSP decay
contains at least three charged tracks, i.e., the LSP decays

into ‘jj, with ‘ ¼ e or�. Here, we sum over all jets as well
as over ~�0

1 ! ‘W ! ‘jj and all three body decays leading
to the same final state.
In Fig. 5, we depict the average distance traveled by the

LSP as observed in the laboratory frame. As we can see, a
substantial fraction of the LSP decays takes place within
the pixel detector, except for very low m1=2 values. It is

interesting to notice that the pattern shown in the figure is
similar to the one in Fig. 1, as we could easily expect. Since
most of the LSP decays occur inside the beam pipe, we can
anticipate a small background associated to particles scat-
tering in the detector material.
In order to obtain the LSP decay length (L0) from the

distance traveled in the laboratory frame (d), we consid-
ered themobsd=pobs distribution, withmobs (pobs) being the
measured invariant mass (momentum) associated to the
displaced vertex, and then we fitted it with an exponential

e
� mobsd

pobsL0 ;

where the fitting parameter (L0) is the LSP decay length.
In order to disentangle the energy and momentum

uncertainties and the statistical errors from the intrinsic
limitation associated to the tracking, we first neglect the
latter one. In the left panel of Fig. 6, we present the
expected precision in the decay length determination in
the plane m0 �m1=2 for an assumed integrated luminosity

of 100 fb�1. As one can see, these sources of error have a
small impact in the determination of the decay length,
except for heavier LSP masses where we run out of statis-
tics. In fact, the contribution of these sources of uncertainty
is smaller than 5% for neutralino masses up to 280 GeV
(m1=2 ’ 700 GeV).
Clearly, the actual achievable precision of LSP lifetime

determination at the LHC experiments depends on the
ability to measure the LSP traveled distance in the labora-
tory. We present in the right panel of Fig. 6 the attainable
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FIG. 5 (color online). Average distance traveled by the LSP in
the laboratory frame as a function of the m0 �m1=2 point for

A0 ¼ �100 GeV, tan	 ¼ 10 and sgn�> 0.
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precision on the decay length assuming a 10% tracking
error [45] in the LSP flight distance to get a rough idea.
Clearly, the precision in the decay length gets deteriorated;
however, it is still better than 15% within a relatively large
fraction of the parameter space under this assumption but
would get correspondingly worse if this uncertainty were
larger.

VI. LSP BRANCHING RATIO MEASUREMENTS

Aswe have already mentioned, the neutrino mass squared
difference �m2

32 controls the ratio given in Eq. (5); there-

fore, we should also study how well the neutralino LSP
decay ratio into ‘W and �Z can be determined. In order to
illustrate the LHC capabilities in probing LSP properties at
high energies, we present the reconstruction efficiency for
the benchmark scenario

m1=2 ¼ 250 GeV and m0 ¼ 250 GeV;

which yields a rather light LSP (mLSP ’ 101 GeV) and
heavy scalars. For this point in parameter space, the LSP
possesses a decay length c� ¼ 30 �m, and its dominant
decay modes have the following branching ratios:

BRð~�0
1 ! W�e�Þ ¼ 0:2%;

BRð~�0
1 ! W���Þ ¼ 27:6%;

BRð~�0
1 ! W���Þ ¼ 31:3%;

BRð~�0
1 ! b �b�Þ ¼ 7:1%;

BRð~�0
1 ! Z�Þ ¼ 11:9%;

BRð~�0
1 ! e����Þ ¼ 5:5%;

BRð~�0
1 ! �����Þ ¼ 5:5%;

BRð~�0
1 ! �����Þ ¼ 9:5%

We present in Table I the reconstruction efficiencies of
the LSP decay modes for our chosen benchmark point. The
reconstruction efficiencies for final states containing �’s
are much smaller, as expected, leading to a loss of statistics
in these final states. For an exhaustive study of the recon-
struction efficiencies, see Ref. [27].

We present in Fig. 7 the expected error on the
LSP branching ratio Brð~�0

1 ! ‘W þ �ZÞ as a function
m0 �m1=2 for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb�1. In

order to evaluate this error, we studied the reconstruction
efficiency for this final state and simulated 100 fb�1 of
data for several points in the m0 �m1=2 plane. As one can

see, this branching ratio can be well determined in the
regions of large production cross section, i.e., small m0

and m1=2. Although for heavier neutralinos, the precision

diminishes, still this branching ratio can be determined to
within 20% in a large portion of the parameter space. In
order to study the possibility of LHC to probe the atmos-
pheric mass, we have evaluated Brð~�0

1 ! W‘Þ þ Brð~�0
1 !

Z�Þ appearing in Eq. (5). The W‘ channel is obtained by
first reconstructing displaced vertices with hadronic W
decays, jj‘, in the final state. Beside the cuts described
in Secs. III and IV,
we have applied an invariant mass cut on the jet pair:
jMW �Mjjj< 20 GeV to disentangle the W contribution

to this final state. Afterward, we get the branching ratio
for W‘ using

Br ð~�0
1 ! W‘Þ ¼ Brð~�0

1 ! jj‘Þ
Nlqq0

�
�
1þ BrðW ! ‘�Þ

BrðW ! qq0Þ
�
:

(11)

The Z� channel was calculated similarly by reconstructing
the displaced vertices with hadronic Z decays, jj�, in
the final state and properly rescaling it. Also, here, we
have applied an invariant mass cut on the jet pair:
jMZ �Mjjj< 20 GeV.

VII. LSP PROPERTIES AND ATMOSPHERIC
NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS

As seen in Sec. II, the MSSM augmented with bilinear
R-parity violation exhibits correlations between LSP decay
properties and the neutrino oscillation parameters [31,32],
which are by now well measured in neutrino oscillation
experiments [39]. In particular, the squared mass differ-
ence �m2

32 is connected to the ratio R32 between the LSP

decay length and its branching ratio into ‘W and �Z; see
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FIG. 7 (color online). Expected error on the Brð~�0
1!‘Wþ�ZÞ

as a function m0 �m1=2 for an integrated luminosity of

100 fb�1.

TABLE I. Reconstruction efficiencies for neutralino LSP decays
for our benchmark point. For the � lepton, only hadronic final states
have been considered while the � decays into electrons and muons
were included in the first two entries.

Neqq0 N�qq0 N�qq0 Ne�� N��� N���

0.291 0.106 0.011 0.087 0.126 0.061
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the right panel of Fig. 2. In Fig. 8, we display the expected
accuracy on the ratio R32 as a function of m0 �m1=2 for

an integrated luminosity of 100 fb�1 and assuming 10%
precision in the determination of the LSP traveled distance.
As we can see, R32 can be determined with a precision
20–30% in a large fraction of the m0 �m1=2 plane, and, as

expected, the precision is lost for heavy LSPs. For small
LSP masses, the error on R32 is dominated by the uncer-
tainty on the decay length, while for heavier LSPs, the
dominant contribution comes from the branching ratio
determination due to the limited statistics.

It is interesting to notice from the right panel of Fig. 2
that a measurement of R32 with 20–30% precision is
enough to determine the correct magnitude of �m2

32 using

the BRPV-mSUGRA framework. Nevertheless, a much
higher precision is needed to obtain uncertainties similar
to the neutrino experiments such as MINOS/T2K [39]. On
the other hand, the relation between the atmospheric mix-
ing angle and the ratio of the LSP branching ratios into �W
and �W can lead to more stringent tests of the BRPV-
mSUGRA model. In Ref. [27], it was shown that this ratio
can be determined at the LHC with a precision better than
20% in a large fraction of the m0 �m1=2 plane. From

Fig. 2, we can see that this precision is enough to have a
determination for tan2�23 with an error similar to the low
energy neutrino oscillation measurements. Looking from a
different point of view, the collider data can be combined
with neutrino data to determine the underlying parameters
of the model. In this case, collider and neutrino data give
‘‘orthogonal’’ information as has been shown in Ref. [46].

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed the LHC potential to determine the
LSP properties, such as mass, lifetime and branching
ratios, within minimal supergravity with bilinear R-parity
violation. We saw that the LSP mass determination is

rather precise, while the LSP lifetime and branching ratios
can be determined with a 20% error in a large fraction of
the parameter space. This is enough to allow for qualitative
test of the BRPV-mSUGRA model using the R32-�m

2
32

correlation. On the other hand, semileptonic LSP decays to
muons and taus correlate extremely well with neutrino
oscillation measurements of �23.
In the BRPV model for low values ofM1=2, one can have

sizeable branching ratios into the final states e�� and ���.
These decays are potentially interesting for testing another
aspects of the model associated with solar neutrino physics.
As shown in Ref. [32], in regions of parameter space where
the scalar taus are not very heavy, usually the loop with taus-
staus in the diagram dominates the 1-loop neutrino mass. In
this case, the solar angle is predicted to be proportional to
ð~�1=~�2Þ2 / tan2��. Here, ~� ¼ VT;tree� ~�, with VT;tree� being
the matrix which diagonalizes the tree-level neutrino mass.
Note that VT;tree� is entirely determined in terms of the�i. In
the BRPV model, R-parity violation couplings of the
scalar tau are proportional to the superpotential parameters
�i. Ratios of the decays Brð�0

1 ! e��Þ=Brð�0
1 ! ���Þ

are then given, to a very good approximation, by
Brð�0

1 ! e��Þ=Brð�0
1 ! ���Þ / ð�1=�2Þ2. If the�i where

known, this could be turned into a test of the prediction for
the solar angle. Note that in the limit where the reactor angle
is exactly zero and the atmospheric angle exactly maximal,
one obtains ð~�1=~�2Þ2 ¼ 2ð�1=�2Þ2. However, the �i are
currently not well fixed, due to the comparatively large
uncertainty in the atmospheric angle. Thus, the correlation
between three-body leptonic decays of the neutralino with
tau final states and the solar angle has a rather large uncer-
tainty. This prevents a stringent consistency test of the model
using these decays.
All in all, we have shown that neutralino decays can be

used to extract some of their properties rather well in
models with bilinear R-parity violation. Properties such
as the decay length and the ratio of semileptonic decay
branching ratios to muons and taus correlate rather well
with atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters. These
features should also apply to schemes where the gravitino
is the LSP, and the neutralino is the next to lightest SUSY
particle [47,48]. For gravitino masses in the allowed range
where it plays the role of cold dark matter, its R-parity
conserving decays are negligible compared to its R-parity
violating decays. The latter follows the same pattern
studied in the present paper, so that the results derived
here should also hold.
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Capítulo 4. Modelos Supersimétricos com quebra de paridade R 140

Todos os trabalhos realizados, apresentados anteriormente, foram realizados

considerando-se os dados publicados das colaborações associadas aos experimentos

- CDF e D0 (Tevatron), DELPHI, ALEPH e L3 (LEP I e LEP II). CMS e ATLAS

(LHC). Nossos resultados indicam limites possíveis a serem impostos sobre os

parâmetros dos modelos estudados sugerindo, em situações nas quais tais limites

sejam extremamente restritivos, a exclusão do modelo. No entando, para o caso

de modelos supersimétricos com quebra de paridade R, existe uma janela, ainda

que pequena, que motiva a continuidade do estudo deste tipo de modelos. Com

a publicação dos resultados experimentais sobre a massa do bóson de Higgs, é

necessário nova análise dos sinais estudados, e a conseqüente definição dos novos

limites sobre os parâmetros já estabelecidos.As técnicas referentes à simulação e

estudo de sinais e fundo permanecem inalteradas. No entanto, a restrição sobre os

parâmetros dos modelos podem nos levar a valores tais que os referidos modelos

possam ser excluidos. Os dados do LHC são extremamente importantes para se

definir tal possibilidade, ainda que não se tenha resultado para a detecção de

qualquer partícula que possa estar realcionada ao espectro supersimétrico.



Capítulo 5

Quebra de simetria de Lorentz

Recentemente participamos de estudos de sinais em aceleradores devido ao aco-

plamento do bóson de Higgs com partículas de espín semi-inteiro e dimensão

de massa 1, o chamado Elko - Eigenspinoren des Ladungskonjugationsoperators.

Sabendo que termos de dimensão superior a 4 devem estar suprimidos na Lagran-

geana por uma escala de massa fundamental e a renormalizabilidade da teoria

deve ser mantido, o espinor Elko pode ter auto acoplamento quártico ou se aco-

plar com o bóson de Higgs, aparecendo como candidado para a matéria escura.

Uma características do Elko é a não localidade, derivada da quebra de simetria

de Lorentz associada a uma direção preferencial. Tal caracteística pode estar

associada a propriedades da matéria escura, como indicado no trabalho realizado.

Estudamos preliminarmente a não localidade do Elko quando consideradas as

correções radiativas, bem como um processo no qual a fusão de bosons de Higgs

pode proporcionar Elkos no estado final, tendo dois muons e missing energy como

sinal final, no qual a energia ausente está associada ao Elko, no LHC. O estudo

preliminar teve continuidade à luz dos resultados para a massa do bóson de Higgs,
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assim como a simulação detalhada. Esta proposta de quebra de simetria é recente,

razão pela qual apresenta váriso questionamentos. No entanto, o estudo dtalhado

deste tipo de modelo é importante e merece atenção, A quebra de simetria de

Lorentz já foi discutida do ponto de vista teórico, porém um estudo do ponto de

vista fenomenológico não havia sido realizado.
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We study the prospects of observing the presence of a relatively light Elko particle as a possible dark

matter candidate, by pointing out a typical signature for the process encompassing the Elko non-locality,

exploring some consequences of the unusual Elko propagator behavior when analyzed outside the Elko

axis of propagation. We also consider the production of a light Elko associated to missing energy and

isolated leptons at the LHC, with center of mass energy of 7 and 14 TeV and total luminosity from 1 fb−1

to 10 fb−1. Basically, the Elko non-locality engenders a peculiar signal in the missing energy turning it

sensible to the angle of detection.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Elko spinor fields are unexpected spin one-half matter fields

endowed with mass dimension 1 [1,2]. Since its recent theoreti-

cal discovery, it has attracted much attention, in part by the wide

range of possibility opened by such peculiar matter fields in cos-

mology and physics [3] and in part from the mathematical point

of view [4]. The word Elko is the acronym for Eigenspinoren des

Ladungskonjugationsoperators or Dual-helicity eigenspinors of the

charge conjugation operator (see Eq. (2)).

The two aforementioned characteristics of Elko (namely, spin

one-half and mass dimension 1) makes quite reduced the possible

coupling to the Standard Model fields. In fact, keeping in mind that

interaction terms with mass dimension greater than four should be

severely suppressed by some fundamental mass scale and focus-

ing in simple power counting renormalizable arguments, it turns

out that Elko spinor fields may have quartic self-interaction and

an Elko–Higgs (doublet) interaction.1 In this vein, such spinor field

may act as a dark matter candidate.

Another interesting feature about Elko is its non-locality. Elko

spinor fields do not belong to a standard Wigner’s class [5]. It was

demonstrated, however, that Elko breaks Lorentz symmetry (in a

subtle way) by containing a preferred direction [6]. It is worth to

note that the existence of a preferred direction – the so-called ‘axis

of evil’ – (as well as a self-interaction) is believed to be a prop-

erty of dark matter [7]. We also remark, for completeness, that the

quantum field associated to the Elko spinor is now better under-

* Corresponding author.

E-mail addresses: mafd@cern.ch (M. Dias), camposc@feg.unesp.br (F. de Campos),

hoff@feg.unesp.br, hoff@ift.unesp.br (J.M. Hoff da Silva).
1 We shall emphasize that Elko does not carry standard U (1) gauge invariance [1].

stood in the scope of Very Special Relativity (VSR) framework [8].

In fact, it is possible to describe, or construct, Elko spinor fields

as the spinor representation of SIM(2) subgroup of VSR [9]. In this

vein, since SIM(2) is the largest subgroup of VSR encompassing all

the necessary physical symmetries except some (violated) discrete

symmetry, the tension between Elko and Lorentz symmetries dis-

appears.

On the other hand, it is well known that accelerators will test,

in an incontestable way, theories in the scope of physics beyond

the Standard Model as well as shed some light to the mass gener-

ation problem [10–13]. Candidates of dark matter predicted in par-

ticle physics theories, like supersymmetry, are on the focus of such

studies and the answers will provide additional information for a

deeper level of our understanding on astrophysics and cosmology.

In such a way, the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) results are

fundamental for any study connecting high energy physics and as-

trophysics/cosmology. The LHC will provide center-of-mass energy

enough to probe directly the weak scale and the origin of mass.

Therefore, since we still have the open question of the dark mat-

ter nature, it is possible the study of the origin of mass as well as

the candidate to the dark matter in the search of Elko. In consider-

ing some specific process for Elko production, radiative corrections

must be taken into account. In this case, as we will see, the Elko

non-locality is manifest leading to an exclusive output in the final

signature. At phenomenological grounds, such a behavior suggests

a different analysis for the search of Elko at accelerators. So, we

consider in some detail a tree level process (where the non-locality

is absent) concerning to the Elko production at the LHC, whose

signature is μ+ + μ− + 2ς . Such process includes the quartic self-

interaction and a coupling with the Higgs scalar field.

This Letter is organized as follows: In the next section we intro-

duce some formal aspects of the Elko spinor fields calling attention

to the main characteristics that will be relevant in the subsequent

0370-2693/$ – see front matter © 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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analysis. In Section 3 we explore the Elko non-locality, when con-

sidering radiative corrections. In Section 4 we analyze the tree

level case of a viable cross-section for Elko production at the LHC.

Then, we move forward investigating some peculiar aspects of our

signal. In the last section we conclude.

2. Elko spinor fields

In this section we briefly introduce the main aspects concerning

the construction of Elko spinor fields. Its formal structure may be

outlined as follows. Let C be the charge conjugation operator given,

in Weyl realization, by

C =
(

0 σ2

−σ2 0

)
K , (1)

being K the operator that complex conjugate a spinor which ap-

pears on its right and σ2 the usual Pauli matrix. The Elko spinor,

λ(p), is defined by

Cλ(p) = ±λ(p), (2)

where plus sign yields self-conjugate spinors (λS (p)) and minus

anti self-conjugate spinors (λA(p))

λ(p) =
(

±σ2φ
∗
L (p)

φL(p)

)
. (3)

In the above equation φL(p) transforms as a left-handed (Weyl)

spinor, hence σ2φ
∗
L (p) transforms as a right-handed spinor. In

this vein, Elko spinor belongs to the ( 1
2
,0) ⊕ (0, 1

2
) representa-

tion space. Now, let us set the explicit form of Elko, in the rest

frame2 (p = 0). In order achieve the formal profile of Elko, one

may look at the helicity equation (σ · p̂)φ±(0) = ±φ±(0). Taking
p̂ = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) we arrive at four spinors, follow-

ing the standard notation, given by

λS{+,−}(0) =
(

+σ2[φ−
L (0)]∗

φ−
L (0)

)
,

λS{−,+}(0) =
(

+σ2[φ+
L (0)]∗

φ+
L (0)

)
,

λA{+,−}(0) =
(

−σ2[φ−
L (0)]∗

φ−
L (0)

)
,

λA{−,+}(0) =
(

−σ2[φ+
L (0)]∗

φ+
L (0)

)
, (4)

with phases adopted such that

φ+
L (0) =√mς

(
cos(θ/2)e−iφ/2

sin(θ/2)eiφ/2

)
(5)

and

φ−
L (0) =√mς

(
− sin(θ/2)e−iφ/2

cos(θ/2)eiφ/2

)
. (6)

We remark that −iσ2[φ±
L (0)]∗ and φ±

L (0) present opposite helic-

ities and, hence, Elko carries both helicities. Another important

formal aspect of Elko spinor fields is its dual spinor. In order to

2 Of course, the explicit form for any momentum is obtained by performing a

boost in λ(p).

guarantee an invariant real norm, being positive definite for two

Elko spinor fields and negative definite norm for the other two,

the dual for Elko is defined by

λ
¬S/A

{∓,±}(p) = ±i
[
λ
S/A
{±,∓}
(
(0)
)]†

γ 0. (7)

With such a definition for the Elko dual, one arrives at the follow-

ing spin sums [1]∑
κ

λS
κλ

¬S
κ = +mς

[
I+ G(φ)

]
,∑

κ

λA
κ λ

¬A
κ = −mς

[
I− G(φ)

]
, (8)

where G(φ) is given by [6]

G(φ) = γ 5(γ1 sinφ − γ2 cosφ), (9)

and the gamma matrices are

γ 0 =
(

0 1

1 0

)
, γ i =

(
0 −σ i

σ i 0

)
, (10)

being γ 5 = −iγ 0γ 1γ 2γ 3. Spin sums entering in a profound level

into the local structure, as well as the statistic, of the theory. It

is important to note that the right-hand side of Eqs. (8) is not

proportional (or unitary connected) to the momentum operators.3

Therefore the relations (8) are responsible for the peculiar charac-

teristics of Elko locality structure, as well as its breaking of Lorentz

invariance. Such peculiarity, obviously, brings important modifica-

tions in the S-matrix calculations (see next section).

After studying the formal structure of Elko spinor fields, we

shall examine the quantum field associated to such spinor. It is

possible to define an Elko-based quantum field, respecting its for-

mal properties, by

η(x) =
∫

d3p

(2π)3

1√
2mE(p)

×
∑
α

[
cα(p)λS

α(p)e−ipμxμ + c
†
α(p)λA

αe
+ipμxμ

]
, (11)

being c
†
α(p) and cα(p) the creation and annihilation operators, re-

spectively, satisfying the fermionic anticommutation relations{
cα(p), c

†
α′
(
p′)}= (2π)3δ3

(
p− p′)δαα′ , (12){

c
†
α(p), c

†

α′
(
p′)}= {cα(p), cα′

(
p′)}= 0. (13)

The Elko dual η
¬

is obtained by replacing λ by its dual, c by c†

and ipμxμ by −ipμxμ (and vice versa). There is a crucial identity

obeyed by Elko, given by the application of the γμpμ operator to

λS/A(p):(
γμpμδ

β
α ± imIε

β
α

)
λ
S/A
β (p) = 0, (14)

where ε
{−,+}
{+,−} := −1 and δ

β
α is the usual Kronecker symbol. In view

of (the simply algebraic) Eq. (14) it turns out that Elko satisfies

the Klein–Gordon (not Dirac) equation and, therefore, it must be

associated to a Klein–Gordon-like Lagrangian:

Lfree = ∂μη¬(x)∂μη(x) −m2
ςη¬(x)η(x). (15)

As already mentioned in the Introduction, we shall study the

coupling between Elko and Higgs fields, since it is the unique

3 In acute contrast with the usual Dirac case.
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renormalizable (perturbatively) Elko coupling. Therefore, in the

next section we shall explore the features of the (15) Lagrangian,

plus the interaction given by

Lint = λςφ2(x)η¬(x)η(x). (16)

In this work, and consequently to obtain the Feynman rules rel-

evant to it (see Ref. [15]), our object of study is (15) and (16)

added with the usual kinetic and interaction terms for the Higgs

boson, the Z vector field and summing over all the quarks in

the theory, as they appear in the Standard Model after symme-

try breaking.

As the last remark we emphasize that, in general, Eqs. (8) and

(9) suggest that there is a preferred axis for Elko. In fact, it is possi-

ble to show that Elko enjoys locality in the direction perpendicular

to its plane [6], or, equivalently, along the preferred axis ẑe . Let us

give an example coming from the canonical structure of Elko fields

in order to clarify this point. The canonical conjugate momenta to

the Elko fields are given by

Π(x) = ∂LKG

∂η̇
= ∂η¬

∂t
, (17)

where LKG stands for a Klein–Gordon-like Lagrangian. The equal

time anticommutator for η(x) and its conjugate momentum is

{
η(x, t),Π

(
x′, t
)}= i

∫
d3p

(2π)3

1

2m
eip·(x−x′)

×
∑
α

[
λS
α(p)λ

¬S
α(p) − λA

α(−p)λ
¬A
α(−p)

]
,

(18)

which, in the light of the spin sums, may be recast in the following

form{
η(x, t),Π

(
x′, t
)}= iδ3

(
x− x′)

I+ i

∫
d3p

(2π)3eip·(x−x′) G. (19)

The existence of a preferred axis is now evident, since the second

integral in the right-hand side of Eq. (19) vanishes along the ẑe .

So, this preferred axis may be understood as an axis of locality.

3. Exploring Elko non-locality

According to its typical Lagrangian Elko spinor fields couple

only to the Higgs boson and, hence, any production mechanism

of such particle must occur via Higgs production or decay process.

A very specific feature of Elko production is its non-locality, en-

coded in the propagator behavior which has a different form (the

G(φ) term appears explicitly) when computed outside its axis of

propagation. In order to explore a little further this effect, let us

consider for instance the first graph of a cascade production of

Elko particles (Fig. 1).

If one chooses to compute (or measure) such a higher order

process in the same plane where the intermediary Elko is propa-

gating, the amplitude reads

iM = λ3
ς

λA
α(p3)λ

A
ρ(q1)λ

¬S
β(p4)λ

¬S
σ (q2)

(p4 + q1 + q2)2 −m2
ς

×
∫

d4k

(2π)4

1

[k2 −m2
H ][(k − q1 − q2)2 −m2

H ] .

Otherwise, there is also in the amplitude the presence of the G(φ)

term

Fig. 1. Example of higher order graphic relevant to Elko production and its non-

locality. Dotted lines stand for Higgs boson and continuous lines for Elko.

iM = λ3
ς

λA
α(p3)λ

A
ρ(q1)[1 + G(φ)]λ¬S

β(p4)λ
¬S
σ (q2)

(p4 + q1 + q2)2 −m2
ς

×
∫

d4k

(2π)4

1

[k2 −m2
H ][(k − q1 − q2)2 −m2

H ] .

The divergence appearing in the above amplitude was treated

via Pauli–Villars regularization, subtracted this amplitude from its

value at q1 = q2 = 0. The result is given by

iMRG = λ3
ς

λA
α(p3)λ

A
ρ(q1)[I+ G(φ)]λ¬S

β(p4)λ
¬S
σ (q2)

(p4 + q1 + q2)2 −m2
ς

×
1∫

0

ln

(
(q1 + q2)

2x(x − 1) +m2
H

m2
H

)
. (20)

Computing the traces (where E1 and E2 are, respectively q1 and q2
particle energies) the average spin squared sum is

1

16

∑
spins

|MRG|2

= E2E4(E3 + p3)(E1 + q1)trace[(I−G(φ))(I+G(φ))(I+G(φ))]trace[I−G(φ)]
[(p4 + q1 + q2)2 −m2

ς ]2

×
[ 1∫

0

ln

(
(q1 + q2)

2x(x − 1) +m2
H

m2
H

)]2
λ6
ς

= λ6
ς

8E2E4(E3 + p3)(E1 + q1)

[(p4 + q1 + q2)2 −m2
ς ]2

×
[ 1∫

0

ln

(
(q1 + q2)

2x(x − 1) +m2
H

m2
H

)]2
. (21)

Note that if one lies on the p4 + q1 + q2 direction the obtained

result is divided by two. Since the decay rate is proportional to

the average spin squared amplitude integrated over the four-body

phase space, the Elko particle decays in a preferred axis. Besides,

the decay process in such a channel is one half lower than in any

other direction.
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Fig. 2. Kinematics of Elko production.

Fig. 3. q+ q̄ → μ+ +μ− + 2ς scattering. The loop is composed by two Higgs and a

Z boson.

The above considerations lead to an important result: if the cut

applied on φ includes the intermediary Elko propagation axis, the

measured decay is lower than any other cut in which this spe-

cific direction is not included. Therefore it breaks φ isotropy which

is, obviously, fully observed in all Standard Model particles. Such

a process makes then manifest the Elko non-locality, giving also

a clue for its signature. We should also note another feature in

this production, as reflect of momentum conservation, represented

in Fig. 2. An increase in the Elko production, in a preferred di-

rection, should implicate a decrease of the remain particles final

momentum in the same direction (as a missing energy in the de-

tector), reflecting in a complementary angular distribution, when

compared with its possible background.

4. Tree level case

For tree level calculations, the non-locality effect is not man-

ifest, and the study of possible signals of Elko decay at accelera-

tors is addressed to the standard searching. For this purposes, we

have considered the case where Elko can be produced at the LHC

through the Higgs boson fusion, via quartic coupling as depicted in

Fig. 3. In both cases (Higgs production or decay process), however,

the production is suppressed according to the value of the cou-

pling constant, leaving the number of events and the signature of

the decay expressed as a function of two fundamental parameters

of the model: the Elko mass and the Elko–Higgs boson coupling

constant, which will be taken as less than or equal to one, in order

to ensure renormalizability. At the LHC, signatures with leptons as

a final state are preferred, specially muons, whose background can

be calculated directly from the Standard Model. Besides, the iden-

tification of muons are well given as, for example, at CMS technical

proposal. In this vein, we will be focused in a two muons + Elko

signal, according to the process illustrated in the graph (Fig. 3).

In this case the process is q + q̄ → μ+ + μ− + 2ς , where 2ς
stands for the two Elko particles with mass mς produced in the

threshold were they will be on rest in the CoM frame. We do not

considered here the direct production of two Higgs from Elko fu-

sion, since the Higgs boson is, indeed, the key block to be detected

Fig. 4. Performed loop calculation.

at the LHC. We have fixed the Higgs mass boson in the experi-

mental limit [14] and also considered jets with high energy and

momentum. In such case, they will emerge almost collinear with

the beam. The interaction rate is proportional to the cross section

calculated as follows:

We shall label pA = xA P A and pB = xB P B , respectively, as the

momentum for the quark and anti-quark, related to the initial

protons P A,B and the muons with momentum p1 and p2. The am-

plitude is given by:

iM = qr(pA)

[
igZ

2
γ μ
(
c
f
V − c

f
Aγ

5
)]

× q̄r
′
(pB)

[ −i

q2 −m2
Z

(
gμν − qμqν

m2
Z

)]
× igmZ g

νρ

2cos (θw)

[ −i

k2 −m2
Z

(
gρσ − kρkσ

m2
Z

)
i

(q − k)2 −m2
H

]
× igmZ g

σγ

2cos (θw)

[
i

(q − k) −m2
H

]
λςλ

¬S
ΛλA

Ω

×
[ −i

q2 −m2
Z

(
gγ δ − qγ qδ

m2
Z

)]
×−igZ

2
γ δ

(
−1

2
+ 2 sin2 (θw) + 1

2
γ 5

)
ūs(p1)v

s′(p2), (22)

following the conventions of Ref. [15], where the factors for quarks

read

u ⇒ c
f
A = 1/2, c

f
V = 1/2− 4/3 sin2(θw),

d ⇒ c
f
A = −1/2, c

f
V = −1/2+ 2/3 sin2(θw).

On partonic CoM reference frame and pA = pB = p1 = p2 ≈ 0 we

can set

pA =
√
ŝ

2
(1,0,0,1), pB =

√
ŝ

2
(1,0,0,−1),

p1 =
(√

ŝ

2
−mς

)(
1, sin (θ),0, cos (θ)

)
,

p2 =
(√

ŝ

2
−mς

)(
1,− sin (θ),0,− cos (θ)

)
,

p3 =mς (1,0,0,0), p4 =mς (1,0,0,0),

where q = √
ŝ.

Looking at Fig. 4 we can identify

P1 = (k − q)2 −m2
H ,

P2 = (q + 2mς − k)2 −m2
H ,

P3 = k2 −m2
Z = l20 − l2⊥ −m2

Z , (23)

as the denominators for the function to be integrated. In order

to use the functions well established (OneLoop2Pt) on xloops
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package [16] we need to reduce the number of functions on de-

nominator (23), using Feynman trick,

1

P1P2P3
=

1∫
0

1

P3

dx

[P1x+ P2(1 − x)]2 =
1∫

0

1

P3

dx

(k + q′)2 −m2
,

q′ = −x
√
ŝ + (x− 1)(

√
ŝ + 2mς )

⇒ e
μ
0 = q′μ

‖q′‖ = −(1,0,0,0),

m2 = [x√ŝ + (1− x)(
√
ŝ + 2mς )

]+m2
H − x

√
ŝ

− (1 − x)(
√
ŝ + 2mς )2, (24)

where x integration was performed with Maple using of the ap-

proximation where mς /
√
ŝ ≈ 0. Obviously, such an approximation

in the Elko mass is largely justified in order to guarantee Elko

spinor fields as a dark matter candidate. This choice restrict the

experimental analysis to events with low energy QCD jets in its

final state, since almost all momentum is transferred to the ini-

tial partons, providing a signature for the Elko production. One

can expect missing energy on detectors, due to the fact that Elko

particles will be unobserved by detectors and the only impact in

its production reduces the final μ+ + μ− quadrimomentum. With

this expression at hands, it is necessary to multiply by its con-

jugate and perform the respective polarization sums (8), taking

into account, obviously, the terms G(φ) responsible for the non-

locality outside ẑ axis. Is straightforward to perform those traces

for Elko polarization sums using the Elko dual definitions and the

spin sums [1]∑
κ

λ
¬S
κ

(
λ
¬S
κ

)†
=
∑
κ

(
iε

ρ
κ λS

ρ
†
γ 0
)(
iεσ

κ λS
σ
†
γ 0
)† =
∑
κ

ε
ρ
κ εσ

κ λS
ρ
†
λS
σ (25)

= λS{−,+}
†
λS{−,+} + λS{+,−}

†
λS{+,−} = 4EI, (26)

where ε
{−,+}
{+,−} = −ε

{+,−}
{−,+} = −1.

After squaring, taking traces and averaging over the spin of the

initial and final particles (we approximate the masses for quarks

and muons to zero), we should obtain
∑

r,r′
∑

s,s′,Ω,Λ |M|2. One
could use it to calculate

dσ̂ = 1

2E A2EB

1

2

(
1

64

∑
spin

|M|2
)
dP S,

where dP S is the phase space for two muons with momentum p1

and p2 and two Elkos with mass mς on rest, i.e.,

dP S = (2π)4δ4(pA + pB − p1 − p2 − p3 − p4)

× d3p1

(2π)3(2E1)

d3p2

(2π)3(2E2)

= 1

4(2π)2
δ(
√
ŝ − E1 − E2 − 2mς )

p2
1 dp1 dΩ

E1E2

= 1

32π2

√
ŝ√

ŝ − 2mς

dΩ, (27)

where |p1|dp1 = E1 dE1, being E1 = (
√
ŝ/2 − mς ). We emphasize

that we are working within mς ≈ 0 approximation. We also stress

that dσ̂ has no dependence on angular coordinates, so the inte-

gration on dΩ gives a multiplicative factor 4π for the total cross

section. Our final result, however, is to much huge to be presented

here.

On the hadronic frame, P A =
√
s

2
(1,0,0,1) and P A =

√
s

2
(1,0,

0,−1). Thus

s = (P A + P B)
2 = ŝ

xAxB
,

and we will integrate using Cuba routines [17]

σ(p+p→μ++μ−+2ς) =
∑
q

1∫
0

1∫
0

dxA dxB
[
fq(xA) fq̄(xB)

+ fq̄(xA) fq(xB)
]
σ̂ (ŝ)δ(ŝ − xAxB s).

With the hadronic total cross section at hands, it is straightforward

to obtain the event rate R by multiplying σ by the integrated lu-

minosity L, estimated in 1 fb−1 and 10 fb−1.

The results of the studied process are presented in Fig. 5. We

show the total expected event rate for 2 Elkos + μ+μ− via the

Higgs boson fusion, at the LHC, for two different values of the

center-of-mass energy, as well as two different values for the total

luminosity. The total number of events is presented as a function

of the Elko mass. The main case we consider, with total luminos-

ity of 10 fb−1, at 7 TeV, for a coupling constant of an order of 1

shows a quite optimistic number of events, around a thousand. For

a smaller coupling constant, O (10−2), the number of events is also

large. In this sense, we can consider the LHC, for instance, as a

good scenario to study both, the Higgs boson and the Elko produc-

tion in order to shed some light to the dark matter problem. For

a 14 TeV center-of-mass energy case, in both 1 fb−1 and 10 fb−1

cases, the total number of events produced at the LHC is even big-

ger, for the different values of the coupling constant. By now, since

the number of events is encouraging, we shall keep our attention

in the exploration of a typical signature encoding the Elko non-

locality.

5. Detection possibility at LHC

Even though the decay in the preferred axis is estimated as

one half lower than in any other direction, a poor detector an-

gular resolution on this decay will smear out this effect, either

due to the detector tracking, or due to the poor event recon-

struction. Therefore it is mandatory to make an estimation of the

minimum angular resolution requirement to detect this effect. At

the LHC, the minimum angular resolution at, e.g., the CMS detec-

tor �φres = 10 mrad [18]. The relative significance on this interval

for an integrated luminosity L, taking into account our background

will be given by

Srel = S√
B

, (28)

since the background is isotropically distributed in the azimuthal

angle and the efficiency on the muon measurement is about 98%.

In Eq. (28), S stands for the number of events produced in the Elko

decay and B denotes the number of events related to the back-

ground.

The signal is characterized by a dimuon in the final state re-

constructed in a Z boson and some missing energy in the final

state. Thus the irreducible SM background consists of the ZZ de-

caying in two muons and two neutrinos, as already studied in

Ref. [19]. The background processes for the signal, considering

next-to-leading order cross section are presented in Table 1 (see

[18]). The irreducible SM background for the signal is the ZZ pro-

cess, where one of the Z bosons decays into neutrinos. Since we
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Fig. 5. Event rate (1/s) versus mass (GeV) for two luminosity values and the center-of-mass energy at the LHC for 7 TeV (a)–(b) and 14 TeV (c)–(d). The range for mass was

chosen to guarantee the fact that the Elko can be a possible candidate for dark matter [1]. We have considered two values for λς , namely, 1 and 10−2.

Table 1
Background estimative for the high-order process under study.

Channel Cross section (pb)

qq → WW → μ+μ− 11.7

tt̄ 840

gg → WW → μ+μ− 0.54

γ ∗ , Z 145000

bb̄ → μ+μ− 710

ZW → μ+μ−l± 1.63

tWb → μ+μ− 3.4

ZZ → μ+μ− 1.52

are interested in making an estimate of the signal, taking into ac-

count the background without defining cuts for a detailed analysis,

we only consider the ZZ process, as it is much larger than the

signal. In such a case, the number of events for the background

considering a luminosity of 2 × 1033 cm−2 s−1, is around 99000

events.

In order to explore the claimed angular dependence for the sig-

nal, we study the process qq̄ → Z∗ςς∗ → 2μ4ς , which is shown

in Fig. 6. The two final muons inherit the sensibility on azimuthal

Fig. 6. Feynman diagram for the production of 4 missing Elko bosons (solid lines)

and two muons, associated with some Higgs intermediary process.

angle by momentum conservation on the final states. Actually this

process is nothing but that one described in Fig. 3 followed by

the decay of Fig. 1, mediated by two loops involving Higgs parti-

cles.

An analytic expression for this process can be obtained using

the equation for 1
16

∑
spins |MRG|2 (see Section 3) and supposing

the limit
q1+q2
mE

≈ 0,q1 + q2 > p4. One can expand the integrand,

and proceed with the integration for the first term to obtain
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1

16

∑
spins

|MRG|2 ≈ λ6
ς

8E2E4(E3 + p3)(E1 + q1)

(p4 + q1 + q2)4
(q1 + q2)

4

36m4
H

≈ λ2
ς

2E2E4(E3 + p3)(E1 + q1)

9m4
H

.

In the limit p3, p4 → 0, and with all final state energies near to

the Elko mass, we obtain a lower bound to this values given by

1

16

∑
spins

|MRG|2 � λ6
ς

2m4
E

9m4
H

, (29)

which shall be multiplied by the cross section obtained numeri-

cally before.

For the Elko production, on the simple decay 2μ + 2ς and fix-

ing the coupling constant at its maximum value (λς = 1) as well as

mς = 0.09 GeV, we have σsignal = 5.06 fb. At the LHC, for a 1 fb−1

integrated luminosity, one should obtain a ratio S√
B

= σsignal

√
L√

σbckg

around 5, where S stands for the number of events for the sig-

nal and B the number of events for the background (or actually

one half of this value, taking account the angular asymmetry).

However as the detection of this process signature depends on

the coupling constant, since under a certain value it would be re-

quired a better angular resolution in the detector to distinguish

the signal from the background. For an indirect search of Elko

particles via azimuthal angular asymmetry with 2μ + 4ς process,

using the angular resolution for the CMS detector (�φ � �φres),

mς = 0.09 GeV and
√
s = 7 TeV, the number of events decreases

substantially to S = 4.4 × 10−15 taking (29) into account. Hence,

one can see that for these parameters Eq. (28) gives a result which

is clearly insufficient to claim a discovery at the LHC. The process

on study has actually a dependency on λ6
ς , so the estimated min-

imum resolution for the λς = 1 × 10−2 case, maintaining Srel ≈ 5,

is �φres ≈ 9.1 × 10−11 rad. Lower values of λς should require a

better resolution on the detector. Of course, for this rough esti-

mate, none type of cuts was performed and a detailed study using

a Monte Carlo simulation for the final state Elko momenta would

be in order.

The main motivation for this analysis is the possibility of Elko

detection in a range of parameters making possible to address Elko

as possible dark matter candidate. We now shall look at the follow-

ing question: what should be the expected missing energy in the

dimuon+ jet system, if Elko production is occurring taking into ac-

count the Elko non-locality? Considering the proton–proton energy

as (
√
s,0,0,0) in Fig. 2 we have the momentum configuration

p2μ =
√
s

2

(
1 + m2μ

s
− m2ς

s
, β sin(θ),0, β cos(θ)

)
,

p2ς =
√
s

2

(
1 + m2ς

s
− m2μ

s
,−β sin(θ),0,−β cos(θ)

)
,

where m2ς (m2μ) is the invariant mass, for instance m2ς = 2m2
ς −

2p3 · p4 + 2E3E4, as the sum of two momentum vectors, and β =√
1− 2

m2μ+m2ς

s
+ (m2μ−m2ς )2

s2
. Therefore the missing energy is

Emiss = √
s

(
1+ m2μ −m2ς

s

)
− √

s = m2μ −m2ς√
s

.

An important requirement is imposed by the minimum energy

resolution for the search of missing energy on this channel. Con-

sidering the same parametrization as used for the CMS detector

[18], we suppose that the threshold for the missing energy for the

signal is given by

Emiss = m2μ −m2ς√
E

.

In the limit that the two Elkos does not have a significant mo-

menta, it is possible to approximate m2μ ≈mZ = 91.187 GeV and,

then, one should to select only events with Emiss > 25 GeV. This

means that a detailed analysis should take into account both, an-

gular and energy, resolutions.

6. Final remarks

By analyzing the consequences of the unusual Elko propagator

behavior, it was possible to derive a typical signature to the Elko

production, namely: due to the Elko non-locality, the measured

decay depends on the angular cut applied, breaking therefore the

angular isotropy (fully observed in all standard model processes).

We shall stress two important points: Fig. 1 may be under-

stood as the first term of a sum involving internal Elko productions

of the same type (a “cascade” of a “fork”), what means that its

contribution can be improved by the sum of those graphs, faced

as a finite geometric series on λ2; second, it should be stressed

for completeness, that another factor resulting as an unexpected

asymmetry on φ (for graphs involving four Elkos coupling) arises

from the inclusion of the η
¬
η
¬

and ηη type propagators, which are

proportional to N(p′) and M(p) matrices, the “twisted spin sums”:

M(p)

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
e−iφ p cos(θ) p sin(θ) 0 −iE

p sin(θ) −eiφ p cos(θ) iE 0

0 −iE −e−iφ p cos(θ) −p sin(θ)

−iE 0 −p sin(θ) eiφ p cos(θ)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

N
(
p′)

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

√
p′2 +m2

ς 0 ip′ sin(θ ′) −ie−iφ′
p′ cos(θ ′)

0
√
p′2 +m2

ς −ieiφ
′
p′ cos(θ ′) −ip′ sin(θ ′)

ip′ sin(θ ′) −ie−iφ′
p′ cos(θ ′) −

√
p′2 +m2

ς 0

−ieiφ
′
p′ cos(θ ′) −ip′ sin(θ ′) 0 −

√
p′2 +m2

ς

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

(30)
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Capítulo 6

Considerações Finais

Apresentamos uma síntese dos mais importantes trabalhos de pesquisa que de-

senvolvemos nos últimos anos na área de Física de Partículas e Campos. Conside-

ramos aqui tanto o trabalho realizado como possíveis alterações e melhorias, bem

como tópicos passíveis de novos estudos e/ou análises. Salientamos que o nosso

objetivo principal reside na análise crítica dos trabalhos visando uma apresenta-

ção das principais contribuições na área de pesquisa. Nesse sentido, abordamos as

tres grandes linhas de pesquisa, nas quais os trabalhos foram desenvolvidos, quais

sejam, Acoplamentos Anômalos, Modelos Supersimétricos em Física de Partículas

Elementares e Quabra de Simetria de Lorentz. Uma observação geral a respeito

dessas áreas é a de que, no tocante aos Acoplamentso Anômalos, os trabalhos

publicados recentemente, refletem a atenção dedicada ao processo de revisão dos

resultados à luz dos dados publicados pelos experimentos ATLAS e CMS do LHC.

Do ponto de vista da Supersimetria (SUSY), a detecção do bóson de Higgs e a

ausência de sinais associados à SUSY até o momento, traz à tona o questiona-

mento da viabilidade de tal simetria. As principais críticas nesse aspecto residem
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justamente na ausência de evidências diretas que corroborem a SUSY. Por outro

lado, as indicações indiretas mantém nossa expectativa de que possam ser encon-

tradas tais evidências. No que diz respeito à Quebra de simetria de Lorentz, o

estudo que realizamos é uma pequena contribuição na tentativa de considerarmos

todas as possibilidades de extensão do SM. Todos os trabalhos desenvolvidos

sempre o foram em colaboração com grupos de pesquisa no Brasil e no exterior,

acompanhados de visitas técnicas a esses grupos. Desse modo, buscamos uma

integração entre diferentes instituições de ensino e pesquisa, bem como entre

diferentes países, cujo intuito sempre foi o fortalecimento do trabalho de pesquisa

do ponto de vista acadêmico.




